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Abstract
We study the vertex-decremental Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSSP) problem: given
an undirected graph G = (V,E) with lengths ℓ(e) ≥ 1 on its edges and a source vertex s, we
need to support (approximate) shortest-path queries in G, as G undergoes vertex deletions.
In a shortest-path query, given a vertex v, we need to return a path connecting s to v,
whose length is at most (1 + ǫ) times the length of the shortest such path, where ǫ is a
given accuracy parameter. The problem has many applications, for example to flow and cut
problems in vertex-capacitated graphs.
Decremental SSSP is a fundamental problem in dynamic algorithms that has been stud-
ied extensively, especially in the more standard edge-decremental setting, where the input
graph G undergoes edge deletions. The classical algorithm of Even and Shiloach supports
exact shortest-path queries in O(mn) total update time. A series of recent results have im-
proved this bound for approximate SSSP to O(m1+o(1) logL), where L is the largest length
of any edge. However, these improved results are randomized algorithms that assume an
oblivious adversary. To go beyond the oblivious adversary restriction, recently, Bernstein,
and Bernstein and Chechik designed deterministic algorithms for the problem, with total up-
date time O˜(n2 logL), that by definition work against an adaptive adversary. Unfortunately,
these deterministic algorithms introduce a new limitation, namely, they can only return the
approximate length of a shortest path, and not the path itself. Many applications of the
decremental SSSP problem, including the ones considered in this paper, crucially require
both that the algorithm returns the approximate shortest paths themselves and not just
their lengths, and that it works against an adaptive adversary.
Our main result is a randomized algorithm for vertex-decremental SSSP with total ex-
pected update time O(n2+o(1) logL), that responds to each shortest-path query in O(n logL)
time in expectation, returning a (1 + ǫ)-approximate shortest path. The algorithm works
against an adaptive adversary. The main technical ingredient of our algorithm is an O˜(|E(G)|+
n1+o(1))-time algorithm to compute a core decomposition of a given dense graph G, which
allows us to compute short paths between pairs of query vertices in G efficiently. We believe
that this core decomposition algorithm may be of independent interest.
We use our result for vertex-decremental SSSP to obtain (1+ǫ)-approximation algorithms
for maximum s-t flow and minimum s-t cut in vertex-capacitated graphs, in expected time
n2+o(1), and an O(log4 n)-approximation algorithm for the vertex version of the sparsest cut
problem with expected running time n2+o(1). These results improve upon the previous best
known results for these problems in the regime where m = ω(n1.5+o(1)).
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1 Introduction
In this paper we consider the vertex-decremental Single-Source Shortest Paths (SSSP) problem
in edge-weighted undirected graphs, and its applications to several cut and flow problems in
vertex-capacitated graphs. In the vertex-decremental SSSP, we are given an undirected graph G
with lengths ℓ(e) ≥ 1 on its edges, and a source vertex s. The goal is to support (approximate)
shortest-path queries from the source vertex s, as the graph G undergoes a sequence of online
adversarial vertex deletions. We consider two types of queries: in a path-query, we are given
a query vertex v, and the goal is to return a path connecting s to v, whose length is at most
(1 + ǫ) times the length of the shortest such path, where ǫ is the given accuracy parameter. In
a dist-query, given a vertex v, we need to report an (approximate) distance from s to v. We
will use the term exact path-query when the algorithm needs to report the shortest s-v path,
and approximate path-query when a (1 + ǫ)-approximate shortest s-t path is sufficient. We
will similarly use the terms of exact and approximate dist-query. We also distinguish between
an oblivious adversary setting, where the sequence of vertex deletions is fixed in advance, and
adaptive adversary, where each vertex in the deletion sequence may depend on the responses of
the algorithm to previous queries.
A closely related variation of this problem, that has been studied extensively, is the edge-
decremental SSSP problem, where the graph G undergoes edge deletions and not vertex dele-
tions. The edge-decremental SSSP captures the vertex-decremental version as a special case,
and has a long history with many significant developments just in the past few years. We
start by briefly reviewing the work on edge-decremental SSSP, focusing primarily on undirected
graphs. The two parameters of interest are the total update time, defined as the total time
spent by the algorithm on maintaining its data structures over the entire sequence of deletions,
and query time, defined as the time needed to respond to a single path-query or dist-query. A
classic result of Even and Shiloach [ES81, Din06, HK95] gives an algorithm that supports exact
path-query and dist-query with only O(mn) total update time over all edge deletions, with O(1)
query time for dist-query and O(n) query time for path-query. While the O(mn) update time
represents a significant improvement over the naive algorithm that simply recomputes a shortest
path tree after each edge deletion, it is far from the near-linear total update time results that
are known for many other decremental problems in undirected graphs. It remained an open
problem for nearly 3 decades to improve upon the update time of the algorithm. Roditty and
Zwick [RZ11] highlighted a fundamental obstacle to getting past the O(mn) time barrier using
combinatorial approaches, even for unweighted undirected graphs, by showing that the long-
standing problem of designing fast combinatorial algorithms for Boolean matrix multiplication
can be reduced to the exact edge-decremental SSSP. Furthermore, in a subsequent work, Hen-
zinger et al. [HKNS15] showed that, assuming the online Boolean matrix-vector multiplication
conjecture, the O(mn) time barrier for exact edge-decremental SSSP holds even for arbitrary
algorithms for the problem. The obstacles identified by these conditional results, however, only
apply to supporting exact dist-query. Essentially all subsequent work on edge-decremental
SSSP has thus focused on the task of supporting approximate path-query and dist-query. In the
informal discussion below we implicitly assume that the accuracy parameter ǫ is a constant and
thus ignore the dependence on this parameter in the time bounds (but we do not make this
assumption in our algorithms, and the formal statements of our results give explicit dependence
on ǫ).
Bernstein and Roditty [BR11] made the first major progress in breaking the O(mn) update time
barrier, by showing an algorithm that supports approximate dist-query in undirected unweighted
graphs with n2+o(1) total update time, and O(1) query time. Subsequently, Henzinger, Krin-
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ninger, and Nanogkai [HKN14b] improved this update time to O(n1.8+o(1)+m1+o(1)), and shortly
afterwards, the same authors [HKN14a] extended it to arbitrary edge lengths and improved it
further to an essentially optimal total update time of O(m1+o(1) logL) where L is the largest
length of an edge. All three algorithms are randomized, and moreover, they assume that the
edge deletion sequence is given by an oblivious adversary. For many applications, including the
ones considered in this paper, it is crucial that the algorithm can handle an adaptive adversary,
and support path-query. For instance, fast approximation schemes for computing a maximum
multicommodity flow in a graph (see, for instance, [GK98, Fle00]) rely on a subroutine that
can identify an approximate shortest s-t path under suitably chosen edge lengths, and pushing
flow along such a path. The edge lengths are then updated for precisely the edges lying on the
path (as we will show later, such updates can be modeled by the deletion of edges or vertices
on the path). Thus, the edges that are deleted at any step strongly depend on the responses
to the approximate path queries from previous steps. Moreover, these applications require that
we obtain the actual approximate shortest paths themselves, and not just approximate shortest
distances.
The goal of eliminating the oblivious adversary restriction initiated a search for deterministic
edge-decremental SSSP algorithms, which, by definition, can handle adaptive deletion sequences.
Bernstein and Chechik [BC16] gave the first deterministic algorithm to break the O(mn) total
update time barrier. Their algorithm achieves a total update time of O˜(n2) and an O(1) query
time for approximate dist-query. In a subsequent work [BC17], they improved this bound further
for the regime of sparse graphs, obtaining a total update time of O˜(n5/4
√
m) = O(mn3/4),
keeping the query time of O(1) for approximate dist-query. Both these results required that the
underlying graph is undirected and unweighted, that is, all edge lengths are unit. In a further
progress, Bernstein [Ber17] extended these results to edge-weighted undirected graphs obtaining
a total update time of O˜(n2 logL), where L is the largest edge length, while still keeping the
query time of O(1) for approximate dist-query. While all these results successfully eliminated
the oblivious adversary restriction required by the previous works that achieved better than an
O(mn) total update time, the core approach used in these works introduced another limitation:
as noted by [Ber17], all three results only support approximate dist-query, but not approximate
path-query.
At a high level, the approach used in these results is based on partitioning the edges of the
underlying graph into a light sub-graph, where the average degree is small and a heavy sub-
graph, where the degree of each vertex is high, say at least τ . Any shortest s-v path can be
decomposed into segments that alternately traverse through the light and the heavy graph. The
shortest path segments traversing through the light graph are explicitly maintained using the
approach of Even and Shiloach [ES81, Din06, HK95], exploiting the fact that the edge density
is low in the light graph. The shortest path segments traversing through the heavy graph, on
the other hand, are not maintained explicitly. Instead, it is observed that any shortest s-v path
may contain at most O(n/τ) edges from the heavy graph, so they do not contribute much to the
path length. This implicit guarantee on the total length of segments traversing the heavy graph
suffices for obtaining an estimate on the shortest path length by only maintaining shortest paths
in the light graph. However, it leaves open the task of finding these segments themselves.
Our main technical contribution is to design an algorithm that allows us to support approximate
path-query against an adaptive adversary, by explicitly maintaining short paths in the heavy
graph. Specifically, we design an algorithm that, given a pair of vertices u, u′ that belong to the
same connected component C of the heavy graph, returns a short path connecting u to u′ in C,
where the length of the path is close to the implicit bound that was used in [BC16, Ber17].
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Formally, assume that we are given a simple undirected graph G with a source vertex s and
lengths ℓ(e) > 0 on edges e ∈ E(G), that undergoes vertex deletions. Throughout the al-
gorithm, for every pair u, v of vertices, the distance dist(u, v) between them is the length of
the shortest path from u to v in the current graph G, using the edge lengths ℓ(e). We also
assume that we are given an error parameter 0 < ǫ < 1. We design an algorithm that supports
approximate single-source shortest-path queries, denoted by path-query(v). The query receives
as input a vertex v, and returns a path connecting s to v in the current graph G, if such a
path exists, such that the length of the path is at most (1 + ǫ) dist(s, v). Our main result for
vertex-decremental SSSP is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a parameter 0 < ǫ < 1, and a sim-
ple undirected n-vertex graph G with lengths ℓ(e) > 0 on edges e ∈ E(G), together with a special
source vertex s ∈ V (G), such that G undergoes vertex deletions, supports queries path-query(v).
For each query path-query(v), the algorithm returns a path from s to v in G, if such a path
exists, whose length is at most (1 + ǫ) dist(s, v). The algorithm works against an adaptive
adversary. The total expected running time of the algorithm is O
(
n2+o(1)·log3(1/ǫ)·logL
ǫ2
)
, where L
is the ratio of largest to smallest edge length ℓ(e), and each query is answered in O(n ·poly log n ·
logL · log(1/ǫ)) time in expectation.
We emphasize that the algorithm is Las Vegas: that is, it always returns a path with the required
properties, but its running time is only bounded in expectation. The adversary is allowed to
view the complete state of the algorithm, that is, the contents of all its data structures.
One of the main technical contributions of our algorithm is a core decomposition of dense
graphs. Suppose we are given an n-vertex graph G, such that every vertex in G has degree at
least h, where h is sufficiently large, say h ≥ n1/ log logn. Informally, a core K is an expander-
like sub-graph of G, such that every vertex of K has at least h1−o(1) neighbors in K. The
“expander-like” properties of the core ensure that, even after h1−o(1) vertex deletions, given any
pair u, u′ vertices of K, we can efficiently find a short path connecting u to u′ in K (the length
of the path depends on the balancing of various parameters in our algorithm, and is no(1)). A
core decomposition of G consists of a collection K1, . . . ,Kr of disjoint cores in G, such that
r ≤ n/h1−o(1). Additionally, if we denote by U the set of vertices of G that do not belong to
any core, then we require that it is an h-universal set: that is, even after h1−o(1) vertices are
deleted from G, every surviving vertex of U can reach one of the cores through a path of length
O(log n). We show a randomized algorithm that with high probability computes a valid core
decomposition in a given graph G in time O˜(|E(G)|+n1+o(1)); see Section 2 for a more detailed
overview of our techniques.
While the result above leaves open the question if a similar algorithm can also be obtained
for edge-decremental SSSP, for many cut and flow problems on vertex-capacitated graphs, the
vertex-decremental SSSP suffices as a building block. We describe next some of these applica-
tions. We note here that the idea of using dynamic graph data structures to speed up cut and
flow computations is not new. In particular, Madry [Mad10] systematically explored this idea
for the maximum multicommodity flow problem and the concurrent flow problem, significantly
improving the previous best known results for these problems.
Our first application shows that there is an O(n2+o(1))-time algorithm for computing approx-
imate maximum s-t flow and minimum s-t cut in vertex-capacitated undirected graphs. For
approximate maximum s-t flow problem in edge-capacitated undirected graphs, a sequence of
remarkable developments incorporating ideas from continuous optimization to speed-up maxi-
mum flow computation has culminated in an O˜(m/ǫ2)-time algorithm for computing a (1 + ǫ)-
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approximate flow [CKM+11, LRS13, She13, KLOS14, Pen16]. We refer the reader to [Mad18]
for an excellent survey of these developments. However, no analogous results are known for
maximum flow in vertex-capacitated undirected graphs. The main technique for solving the
vertex-capacitated version appears to be via the standard reduction to the edge-capacitated di-
rected case, and relying on fast algorithms for maximum s-t flow problem in edge-capacitated di-
rected graphs. Two recent breakthrough results for exact maximum s-t flow in edge-capacitated
directed graphs include an O˜(m
√
n logO(1) C) time algorithm by Lee and Sidford [LS14], and an
O˜(m10/7 logC) time algorithm by Madry [Mad16]; here C denotes the largest integer edge ca-
pacity. The two bounds are incomparable: the former bound is preferable for dense graphs, and
the latter for sparse graphs. For approximate maximum s-t flow problem in edge-capacitated
directed graphs, approaches based on the primal-dual framework [GK98, Fle00]) (or equiva-
lently, as an application of the multiplicative weights update method [AHK12]) can be used to
compute a (1 + ǫ)-approximate s-t flow in f(n,m, ǫ)O(m/ǫ2) time where f(n,m, ǫ) denotes the
time needed to compute a (1+ ǫ)-approximate shortest path from s to t. Our approach is based
on this connection between approximate shortest path computations and approximate flows,
and we obtain the following results.
Theorem 1.2 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a simple undirected graph G =
(V,E) with capacities c(v) ≥ 0 on its vertices, a source s, a sink t, and an accuracy parameter
ǫ ∈ (0, 1], computes a (1+ǫ)-approximate maximum s-t flow and a (1+ǫ)-approximate minimum
vertex s-t cut in O(n2+o(1)/poly(ǫ)) expected time.
Our proof closely follows the analysis of the primal-dual approach for maximum multicom-
modity flow problem as presented in [GK98, Fle00]); this algorithm simultaneously outputs an
approximate maximum s-t flow and an approximate fractional minimum s-t cut. The main
primitive needed for this framework is the ability to compute a (1 + ǫ)-approximate shortest
source-sink path in a vertex-weighted graph that is undergoing weight increases. We show that
Theorem 1.1 can be used to implement these dynamic approximate shortest path computations
in O(n2+o(1)/poly(ǫ)) total expected time. The fractional s-t cut solution can be rounded in
O(m) time by using the standard random threshold rounding. The running time obtained in
Theorem 1.2 outperforms previously known bounds in the regime of m = ω(n1.5+o(1)).
Our second application is a new algorithm for approximating vertex sparsest cut in undirected
graphs. A vertex cut in a graph G is a partition (A,X,B) of its vertices, so that there is no
edge from A to B (where A or B may be empty). The sparsity of the cut is |X|min{|A|,|B|}+|X| . In
the vertex sparsest cut problem, the goal is to compute a vertex cut of minimum sparsity.
Theorem 1.3 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a simple undirected graph G =
(V,E), computes an O(log4 n)-approximation to the vertex sparsest cut problem in O(n2+o(1))
expected time.
To establish the above result, it suffices to design an algorithm that runs in O(n2+o(1)) ex-
pected time, and for any target value α, either finds a vertex cut of sparsity O(α) or certifies
that the sparsity of any vertex cut is Ω(α/ log4 n). We design such an algorithm by using the
cut-matching game of Khandekar, Rao, and Vazirani [KRV09]. Roughly speaking, the game
proceeds in rounds, where in each round a bipartition of vertices is given, and the goal is
to find a routing from one set to the other with vertex congestion at most 1/α. This is es-
sentially the vertex-capacitated s-t flow problem, and we can use ideas similar to the one in
Theorem 1.2 to solve it. If every round of the cut-matching game can be successfully com-
pleted, then we have successfully embedded an expander that certifies that vertex sparsity is
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Ω(α/ log4 n). On the other hand, if any round of the game fails, then we show that we can
output a vertex cut of sparsity at most O(α). The running time of this approach is governed by
the time needed to solve the vertex-capacitated maximum s-t flow problem, and we utilize The-
orem 1.2 to implement this step in O(n2+o(1)) expected time. Alternatively, one can implement
the vertex-capacitated maximum s-t flow step using the algorithms for computing maximum
s-t flow in edge-capacitated directed graphs in O˜(m
√
n) time in dense graphs [LS14], or in
O˜(m10/7) time in sparse graphs [Mad16]. Thus an identical approximation guarantee to the
one established in Theorem 1.3 can be obtained in O˜(min{m√n,m10/7}) time using previously
known results [LS14, Mad16]. Another approach for the vertex sparsest cut problem is to use
the primal-dual framework of Arora and Kale [AK16], who achieve an O(
√
log n) approximation
for the directed sparsest cut problem in O˜(m1.5+n2+ǫ) time and an O(log n)-approximation in
O˜(m1.5) time. Since directed sparsest cut captures vertex sparsest cut in undirected graphs as
a special case, these guarantees also hold for the vertex sparsest cut problem.
As before, the running time obtained in Theorem 1.3 starts to outperform previously known
bounds in the regime of m = ω(n1.5+o(1)), albeit achieving a worse approximation ratio than
the one achieved in [AK16].
Other related work All-Pairs Shortest-Paths (APSP) can be seen as a generalization of
SSSP, where, instead of maintaining distances and shortest paths from a given source vertex
s, we need to support path-query and dist-query for any given pair of vertices. Much of the
work on APSP was done in the fully-dynamic setting, where the edges can be both inserted
and deleted, with the focus on bounding the amortized and the worst-case time per update.
In this setting, a long line of work has culminated in a breakthrough result of Demetrescu
and Italiano [DI04], who designed an exact APSP algorithm for directed graphs with non-
negative edge-lengths, with amortized update time of O˜(n2) per update; the result was later
extended to handle negative edge lengths by Thorup [Tho04], who also showed an algorithm
that provides an O˜(n2.75) worst-case update time per update, in a graph with non-negative edge
lengths [Tho05]. All these papers consider vertex updates, where all edges incident to a given
vertex can be updated in a single operation. Note that when both insertions and deletions are
allowed, individual edge updates can be implemented via vertex updates. Bernstein [Ber09]
presented an algorithm that returns (2 + ǫ)-approximate answers to distance queries in undi-
rected graphs with non-negative edge lengths with expected amortized O(mno(1) logL) update
time per operation and O(log log log n) query time. Baswana, Khurana and Sarkar [BKS12]
considered undirected unweighted graphs, and provided a (4k)-approximation algorithm with
O(n1+1/k+o(1)) amortized update time and O(log log log n) query time, for any given integral
parameter k. Sankowsky [San05] achieves an O(n1.932) worst-case update time per operation
and O(n1.288) query time.
In the partially dynamic setting, we are allowed to only delete or to only insert edges. For the
case where we are interested in obtaining a (1 + ǫ)-approximation to shortest path queries, the
best current algorithm achieves a total update time of O˜(mn logL) [BHS07, RZ12, HKN16,
Ber16] even on directed weighted graphs. Another setting that was studied is where we allow
a higher approximation factor. Suppose we are given an integral parameter k, and we are
interested in studying the tradeoff between the algorithm’s approximation factor and its total
update time, as a function of k. For the deletion-only setting, Roditty and Zwick [RZ12]
achieve a (2k − 1)-approximation, with O˜(mn) total update time, and O(m + n1+1/k) space.
Bernstein and Roditty [BR11] provide an algorithm achieving an approximation of (2k − 1 +
ǫ), and O˜(n2+1/k+o(1)) total update time for unweighted undirected graphs. The results of
[HKN14a, ACT14] give (2+ǫ)k−1 approximation, O(kk) query time, and O(m1+1/k+o(1) log2 L)
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total update time, in decremental setting for undirected weighted graphs. Lastly, a recent result
of Chechik [Che18] obtains a ((2 + ǫ)k − 1)-approximation, O(log log(nL)) query time, and
O(mn1/k+o(1) logL) total update time. The algorithms of [HKN14a, ACT14, Che18] are all
randomized and assume an oblivious adversary.
Subsequent Work In a follow-up work, Chuzhoy and Saranurak [CS19] have extended our re-
sults to edge-decremental SSSP, obtaining total expected update time O˜(n2 logL/ǫ2). This im-
mediately also improves the expected running times of the algorithms for approximate maximum
s-t flow, minimum s-t cut and vertex sparest cut from Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 to O˜(n2/poly(ǫ))
and O˜(n2), respectively. They also obtain a new algorithm for edge-decremental All-Pairs Short-
est Paths in unweighted undirected graphs with adaptive adversary. The algorithm obtains a
constant multiplicative and a poly log n additive approximation factors, with expected total
update time O(n2.67). This is the first approximation algorithm for the problem in the adaptive
adversary setting whose running time is asymptotically less than Θ(n3). The algorithm builds
on some of the ideas and techniques introduced in this paper.
Organization We start with an overview of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 2. We
then provide preliminaries in Section 3. Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 1.1, with
the algorithm for computing the core decomposition deferred to Sections 5 and 6. Sections 7
and 8 contain the applications of our main result to vertex-capacitated maximum s-t flow and
minimum s-t cut, and vertex sparsest cut, respectively.
2 Overview of the Proof of Theorem 1.1
We now provide an overview of our main result, namely, the proof of Theorem 1.1. This informal
overview is mostly aimed to convey the intuition; in order to simplify the discussion, the values
of some of the parameters and bounds are given imprecisely. As much of the previous work in
this area, our results use the classical Even-Shiloach trees [ES81, Din06, HK95] as a building
block. Given a graph G with integral edge lengths, that is subject to edge deletions, a source
vertex s, and a distance bound D, the Even-Shiloach Tree data structure, that we denote by
ES-Tree(G, s,D), maintains a shortest-path tree T of G, rooted at s, up to distance D. In
other words, a vertex v ∈ V (G) belongs to T iff dist(s, v) ≤ D, and for each such vertex v,
distT (s, v) = distG(s, v). The total update time of the algorithm is O(|E(G)| ·D · log n). More
precisely, for every vertex v ∈ V (G), whenever dist(s, v) increases (which may happen at most
D times over the course of the algorithm, since all edge lengths are integral), the algorithm
performs an inspection of all neighbors of v, contributing O(d(v) log n) to the running time of
the algorithm, where d(v) is the degree of v in G. A simple accounting shows that the total
update time of this algorithm is indeed O(|E(G)| · D · log n). In addition to maintaining the
shortest-path tree T , the data structure stores, with every vertex v ∈ V (T ), the value distG(s, v).
At a high level, our algorithm follows the framework of [BC16, Ber17]. Using standard tech-
niques, we can reduce the problem to a setting where we are given a parameter D = Θ(n/ǫ),
and we only need to correctly respond to path-query(v) if D ≤ dist(s, v) ≤ 4D; otherwise we
can return an arbitrary path, or no path at all. Let us assume first for simplicity that all
edges in the graph G have unit length. In [BC16, Ber17], the algorithm proceeds by selecting
a threshold τ ≈ nǫD , and splitting the graph G into two subgraphs, a sparse graph GL, called
the light graph, and a dense graph GH , called the heavy graph. In order to do so, we say that
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a vertex v ∈ V (G) is heavy if d(v) ≥ τ , and it is light otherwise. Graph GL contains all ver-
tices of G and all edges e = (u, v), such that at least one of u, v is a light vertex; notice that
|E(GL)| ≤ nτ ≤ O(n2/ǫD). Graph GH contains all heavy vertices of G, and all edges connecting
them. We assume for now for the simplicity of exposition that all vertex degrees in GH are at
least τ . The algorithm also maintains the extended light graph GˆL, that is obtained from GL, by
adding, for every connected component C of GH , a vertex vC to Gˆ
L, and connecting it to every
heavy vertex u ∈ C with an edge of weight 1/2. So, in a sense, in GˆL, we create “shortcuts”
between the heavy vertices that lie in the same connected component of GH . The crux of the
algorithm consists of two observations: (i) for every vertex v, if D ≤ distG(s, v) < 4D, then
distG(s, v) ≈ distGˆL(s, v); and (ii) since graph GˆL is sparse, we can maintain, for every vertex
v ∈ V (G) with distGˆL(s, v) ≤ 4D, the distances distGˆL(s, v) in total update time O(n2/ǫ). In
order to see the latter, observe that |E(GˆL)| ≤ |E(GL)| + O(n) ≤ O(n2/ǫD). We can use the
data structure ES-Tree(GˆL, s,D), with total update time O(|E(GˆL)| ·D · log n) = O(n2 log n/ǫ)
(in fact, the threshold τ was chosen to ensure that this bound holds). In order to establish
(i), observe that graph GˆL is obtained from graph G, by “shortcutting” the edges of GH , and
so it is not hard to see that distGˆL(s, v) ≤ distG(s, v) for all v ∈ V (G). The main claim is
that, if distG(s, v) < 4D, then distG(s, v) ≤ (1 + ǫ) distGL(s, v) also holds, and in particular
that for any path P in GˆL connecting the source s to some vertex v ∈ V (G), there is a path
P ′ in G connecting s to v, such that the length of P ′ is at most the length of P plus ǫD.
Assuming this is true, it is easy to verify that for every vertex v with D ≤ dist(s, v) ≤ 4D,
distG(s, v) ≤ distGˆL(s, v)(1 + ǫ), and so it is sufficient for the algorithm to report, as an answer
to a query path-query(v), the value distGˆL(s, v), which is stored in ES-Tree(Gˆ
L, s,D). Consider
now some path P in GˆL, and let C be any connected component of GH , such that vC ∈ P .
Let u, u′ be the vertices of the original graph G appearing immediately before and immediately
after vC in P . Let Q(u, u
′) be the shortest path connecting u to u′ in the heavy graph GH . As
every vertex in GH is heavy, the length of Q(u, u′) is bounded by 4|V (C)|/τ : indeed, assume
that Q(u, u′) = (u = u0, u1, . . . , ur = u′), and let S = {ui | i = 1 mod 4} be a subset of vertices
on Q(u, u′). Then for every pair ui, uj of distinct vertices in S, the set of their neighbors must
be disjoint (or we could shorten the path Q(u, u′) by connecting ui to uj through their common
neighbor). Since we have assumed that every vertex in GH has at least τ neighbors in GH ,
|S| ≤ |V (C)|/τ , and so Q(u, u′) may contain at most 4|V (C)|/τ vertices. Once we replace each
such vertex vC on path P with a path connecting the corresponding pair u, u
′ of vertices in
the original graph, the length of P increases by at most
∑
C:vC∈P 4|V (C)|/τ ≤ 4n/τ = O(ǫD).
This argument allows the algorithms of [BC16, Ber17] to maintain approximate distances from
the source s to every vertex of G, by simply maintaining the data structure ES-Tree(GˆL, s,D).
However, in order to recover the path connecting s to the given query vertex v in G, we should
be able to compute all required paths in the heavy graph GH . Specifically, we need an algorithm
that allows us to answer queries path-query(u, u′, C): given a connected component C of GH ,
and a pair u, u′ of vertices of C, return a path connecting u to u′ in C, whose length is at most
O(|V (C)|/τ). The main contribution of this work is an algorithm that allows us to do so, when
the input graph G is subject to vertex deletions. (We note that for technical reasons, the value
τ in our algorithm is somewhat higher than in the algorithms of [BC16, Ber17], which translates
to a somewhat higher running time O(n2+o(1) log2(1/ǫ)/ǫ2), where o(1) = Θ(1/ log log n). We
also define the light and the heavy graphs somewhat differently, in a way that ensures that all
vertex degrees in GH are indeed at least τ , while |E(GL)| = O(nτ).)
A first attempt at a solution. For simplicity of exposition, let us assume that all vertices
in the heavy graph GH have approximately the same degree (say between h and 2h, where
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h ≥ τ is large enough, so, for example, h ≥ n1/ log logn), so the number of edges in GH is
O(hn). Using the same argument as before, for every connected component C in GH , and
every pair u, u′ ∈ V (C) of its vertices, there is a path connecting u to u′ in C, of length
O(|V (C)|/h); we will attempt to return paths whose lengths are bounded by this value in
response to queries. A tempting simple solution to this problem is the following: for every
connected component C of GH , select an arbitrary vertex s(C) to be its source, and maintain
the ES-Tree(C, s(C),D(C)) data structure, for the distance bound D(C) ≈ |V (C)|/h. Such a
tree can be maintained in total time O˜(|E(C)| · |V (C)|/h), and so, across all components of
GH , the total update time is O˜(|E(GH )|n/h) = O˜(n2). Whenever a query path-query(u, u′, C)
arrives, we simply concatenate the path connecting u to s(C) and the path connecting u′ to s(C)
in the tree ES-Tree(C, s(C),D(C)); using the same argument as before, it is easy to show that
the resulting path is guaranteed to be sufficiently short. Note that, as the algorithm progresses,
the connected component C may decompose into smaller connected components, and we cannot
afford to recompute the ES-Tree data structure for each connected component from scratch. A
natural simple solution to this is the following. Since we maintain a shortest-path tree TC for
C, rooted at s(C), whenever C is decomposed into two components C1 and C2, the tree T
naturally decomposes into two trees: tree TC1 spanning C1 and tree TC2 spanning C2. We could
then continue maintaining Even-Shiloach trees for C1 and C2, respectively, using the roots of
the trees TC1 and TC2 as sources, so we do not need to recompute the trees from scratch.
Unfortunately, this simple approach does not seem to work. Consider the following bad sce-
nario. We partition our algorithm into phases. In every phase, the adversary considers the
current ES-Tree maintained by the algorithm for the connected component C of GH , whose
source is denoted by s1(C). The adversary then produces an edge-deletion sequence, that iter-
atively deletes every edge of C incident to s1(C). Once the phase ends, vertex s1(C) becomes
disconnected from C, and the algorithm is forced to select a new source vertex, say s2(C) (a
natural choice would be the child v of s1(C) in the tree that disconnected from it last, as in
this case we can reuse the current tree structure rooted at v and do not need to recompute it
from scratch). We then continue to the second phase, where the adversary deletes one-by-one
every edge incident to s2(C), and so on. Recall that the analysis of the ES-Tree algorithm relies
on the fact that, whenever the distance of a vertex v from the source of the tree increases, the
vertex contributes O(d(v) log n) to the running time of the algorithm, and we may have at most
D such increases for each vertex over the course of the algorithm. In the above scenario, it is
possible that, over the course of the first phase, the distance of every vertex of C from s1(C)
increases, say by 1, and we are forced to spend |E(C)| time to update the tree. However, once
the phase ends and the new source vertex s2(C) is selected, it is possible (and in fact likely) that
for every vertex v ∈ C, dist(s2(C), v) < dist(s1(C), v), so all distances from the (new) source
decrease back. On the one hand, the algorithm may be forced to spend O(|E(C)|) time per
phase, but on the other hand we no longer have a good bound on the number of phases, as the
distances of the vertices from the successive sources may decrease and increase iteratively. We
note that in the vertex-deletion setting, a similar bad scenario may occur, when the adversary
iteratively deletes all vertices that are children of the current source vertex in the tree.
Interestingly, this seemingly artificial bad scenario is likely to arise in applications of the algo-
rithms for decremental SSSP to the maximum flow problem, where the paths returned by the
algorithm as a response to path-query(v) are used to route the flow, and the vertices lying on
these paths are subsequently deleted. The algorithm outlined above computes paths that con-
tain the sources s(C) of the connected components C of GH , and so vertices that are children
of the sources s(C) in the current tree are most likely to be quickly deleted.
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Solution: core decomposition. A natural approach to overcome this difficulty is to create,
in every connected component C of GH a “super-source”, that would be difficult to disconnect
from the rest of the component C. This motivates the notion of cores that we introduce. Recall
that we have assumed for now that the degrees of all vertices in GH are between h and 2h,
where h ≥ n1/ log logn. Intuitively, a core is a highly-connected graph. For example, a good core
could be an expander graph K, such that every vertex v ∈ V (H) has many neighbors in K (say,
at least h/no(1)). If we use a suitable notion of expander, this would ensure that, even after a
relatively long sequence of vertex deletions (say up to h/no(1)), every pair of vertices in K has
a short path connecting them. Intuitively, we would like to use the core as the “super-source”
of the ES-Tree structure. Unfortunately, the bad scenario described above may happen again,
and the adversary can iteratively delete vertices in order to isolate the core from the remainder
of the graph. To overcome this difficulty, we use the notion of core decomposition. A core
decomposition is simply a collection of disjoint cores in GH , but it has an additional important
property: If U is the set of all vertices of GH that do not lie in any of the cores, then it must be
an h-universal set : namely, after a sequence of up to h/no(1) deletions of vertices from GH , each
remaining vertex of U should be able to reach one of the cores using a short path (say, of length
at most poly log n). Our algorithm then uses the cores as the “super-source”, in the following
sense. We construct a new graph G˜, by starting from GH and contracting every core K into
a super-node z(K). We also add a new source vertex s, that connects to each resulting super-
node. Our algorithm then maintains ES-Tree(G˜, s,poly log n), that allows us to quickly recover
a short path connecting any given vertex of GH to some core. One of the technical contributions
of this paper is an algorithm that computes a core decomposition in time O˜(|E(GH )|+n1+o(1)).
Before we discuss the core decomposition, we quickly summarize how our algorithm processes
shortest-path queries, and provide a high-level analysis of the total update time.
Responding to queries. Recall that in path-query(u, u′, C), we are given a connected com-
ponent C of GH , and a pair u, u′ of its vertices. Our goal is to return a path connecting u
to u′, whose length is at most O(|V (C)|/τ); in fact we will return a path of length at most
O(|V (C)|/h). Recall that for every core K, we require that every vertex v ∈ K has at least
h/no(1) neighbors in K (so in particular |V (K)| ≥ h/no(1)), and that all cores in the decomposi-
tion are disjoint. Therefore, the total number of cores contained in C is at most |V (C)|no(1)/h.
We will maintain a simple spanning forest data structure in graph GH that allows us, given a
pair u, u′ of vertices that belong to the same connected component C of GH , to compute an
arbitrary simple path P connecting u to u′ in C. Next, we label every vertex w of P with
some core K: if w belongs to a core K, then the label of w is K; otherwise, the label of w is
any core K, such that w can reach K via a short path (of length poly log n). The labeling is
performed by exploiting the ES-Tree(G˜, s,poly log n) data structure described above. Once we
obtain a label for every vertex on the path P , we “shortcut” the path through the cores: if
two non-consecutive vertices of P have the same label K, then we delete all vertices lying on
P between these two vertices, and connect these two vertices via the core K. As the number
of cores in C is at most |V (C)|no(1)/h, eventually we obtain a path connecting u to u′, whose
length is |V (C)|no(1) poly log n/h = |V (C)|no(1)/h, as required.
Running time analysis. As already mentioned, our algorithm for computing the core de-
composition takes time O˜(|E(G)|+n1+o(1)) = O(n1+o(1)h); it seems unlikely that one can hope
to obtain an algorithm whose running time is less than Θ(|E(GH )|) = Θ(nh). Our core de-
composition remains “functional” for roughly h/no(1) iterations, that is, as long as fewer than
h/no(1) vertices are deleted. Once we delete h/no(1) vertices from the graph, we are no longer
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guaranteed that pairs of vertices within the same core have short paths connecting them (in fact
they may become disconnected), and we are no longer guaranteed that the vertices of U can
reach the cores via short paths. Therefore, we partition our algorithm into phases, where every
phase consists of the deletion of up to h/no(1) vertices. Once h/no(1) vertices are deleted, we
recompute the core decomposition, the graph G˜, and the ES-Tree(G˜, s,poly log n) data struc-
ture that we maintain. Note that, since G has n vertices, the number of phases is bounded
by n1+o(1)/h, and recall that we spend O(n1+o(1)h) time per phase to recompute the core de-
composition. Therefore, the total update time of the algorithm is O(n2+o(1)) (we have ignored
multiplicative factors that depend on ǫ).
Why our algorithm only handles vertex deletions. As mentioned above, it is unlikely
that we can compute a core decomposition in less than Θ(|E(GH )|) = Θ(nh) time. If our goal
is a total update time of O(n2+o(1)), then we can afford at most O(n1+o(1)/h) computations of
the core decomposition. If we allow edge deletions, this means that a phase may include up
to roughly h2/no(1) edge deletions, since |E(GH)| = Θ(nh). Since the degrees of the vertices
are between h and 2h, the cores cannot handle that many edge deletions, as they can cause an
expander graph to become disconnected, or some vertices of U may no longer have short paths
connecting them to the cores. However, in the vertex-deletion model, we only need to tolerate
the deletion of up to roughly h/no(1) vertices per phase, which we are able to accommodate, as
the degrees of all vertices are at least h.
The core decomposition. The main technical ingredient of our algorithm is the core de-
composition. In the vertex-deletion model, it is natural to define a core K as a vertex ex-
pander : that is, for every vertex-cut (X,Y,Z) in K (so no edges connect X to Z in K),
|Y | ≥ min {|X|, |Z|} /no(1) must hold. Additionally, as mentioned above, we require that every
vertex in K has at least h/no(1) neighbors that lie in K. Unfortunately, these requirements
appear too difficult to fulfill. For instance, a natural way to construct a core-decomposition is
to iteratively decompose the graph GH into connected clusters, by computing, in every current
cluster R, a sparse vertex cut (X,Y,Z), and then replacing R with two new graphs: R[X ∪ Y ]
and R[Y ∪ Z]. We can continue this process, until every resulting graph is a vertex expander.
Unfortunately, this process does not ensure that the resulting cores are disjoint, or that every
vertex in a core has many neighbors that also belong to the core. Moreover, even if all pairs of
vertices within a given core K have short paths connecting them, it is not clear how to recover
such paths, unless we are willing to spend O(|E(K)|) time on each query. Therefore, we define
the cores somewhat differently, by using the notion of a core structure. Intuitively, a core struc-
ture consists of two sets of vertices: set K of vertices – the core itself, and an additional set
U(K) of at most |K| vertices, called the extension of the core. We will ensure that all core-sets
K are disjoint, but the extension sets may be shared between the cores. Additionally, we are
given a sub-graph GK of GH , whose vertex set contains K and is a subset of K ∪ U(K). We
will ensure that all such sub-graphs are “almost” disjoint in their edges, in the sense that every
edge of GH may only belong to at most O(log n) such graphs, as this will be important in the
final bound on the running time. Finally, the core structure also contains a witness graph WK -
a sparse graph, that is a 1/no(1)-expander (in the usual edge-expansion sense), whose vertex set
includes every vertex of K, and possibly some additional vertices from U(K). We also compute
an embedding of WK into GK , where each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E(WK) is mapped to some path
Pe in G
K , connecting u to v, such that all such paths Pe are relatively short, and they cause
low vertex-congestion in GK . The witness graph WK and its embedding into GK allow us to
quickly recover short paths connecting pairs of vertices in the core K.
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One of the main building blocks of our core decomposition is an algorithm that, given a subgraph
H of G, either computes a sparse and almost balanced vertex-cut in H, or returns a core
containing most vertices of H. The algorithm attempts to embed an expander into H via the
cut-matching game of [KRV09]. If it fails, then we obtain a sparse and almost balanced vertex-
cut in H. Otherwise, we embed a graph W into H, that is with high probability an expander.
Graph W then serves as the witness graph for the resulting core. The cut-matching game is
the only randomized part of our algorithm. If it fails (which happens with low probability),
then one of the queries to the heavy graph may return a path whose length is higher than
the required threshold (that is known to the algorithm). In this case, we simply recompute
all our data structures from scratch. This ensures that our algorithm always returns a correct
approximate response to path-query, with the claimed expected running time, and is able to
handle an adaptive adversary.
Handling arbitrary vertex degrees. Recall that so far we have assumed that all vertices in
GH have similar degrees. This was necessary because, if some vertices of GH have low degrees
(say d), but |E(GH )| is high (say Θ(nh) for some h≫ d), then we would be forced to recompute
the core decomposition very often, every time that roughly d vertices are deleted, while each
such computation takes at least Θ(n1+o(1)h) time, resulting in a total running time that is
too high. To overcome this difficulty, we partition the heavy graph GH into graphs Λ1, . . . ,Λr
that we call layers, where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, all vertices in graph Λi have degree at least hi,
while |E(Λi)| ≤ n1+o(1)hi. We ensure that h1 ≥ h2 ≥ . . . ,≥ hr, and that these values are
geometrically decreasing. We maintain a core decomposition for each such graph Λi. For all
1 ≤ i ≤ r, roughly every hi/no(1) vertex deletions, we recompute the layers Λi, . . . ,Λr, and their
corresponding core decompositions.
Handling arbitrary edge lengths. So far we have assumed that all edge lengths are unit.
When the edge lengths are no longer the same, we need to use the approach of [Ber17]. We
partition all edges into classes, where class i contains all edges whose length is between 2i and
2i+1. Unfortunately, we can no longer use the same threshold τ for the definition of the heavy
and the light graph for all edge lengths. This is since we are only guaranteed that, whenever
two vertices u, u′ belong to the same connected component C of GH , there is a path containing
at most |V (C)|/τ edges connecting u to u′ in C. But as some edges may now have large length,
the actual length of this path may be too high. Following [Ber17], we need to define different
thresholds τi for each edge class i, where roughly τi = τ · 2i, for the original threshold τ . This
means that graph GˆL may now become much denser, as it may contain many edges from classes
i where i is large. We use the Weight-Sensitive Even-Shiloach data structure of [Ber17] in order
to handle GˆL. Roughly speaking, his algorithm modifies the ES-Tree algorithm, so that edges
with higher weight contribute proportionally less to the total update time of the algorithm.
3 Preliminaries
We follow standard graph-theoretic notation. All graphs in this paper are undirected, unless
explicitly said otherwise. Graphs may have parallel edges, except for simple graphs, that cannot
have them. Given a graph G = (V,E) and two disjoint subsets A,B of its vertices, we denote
by EG(A,B) the set of all edges with one endpoint in A and another in B, and by EG(A) the
set of all edges with both endpoints in A. We also denote by outG(A) the set of all edges with
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exactly one endpoint in A. We may omit the subscript G when clear from context. Given a
subset S ⊆ V of vertices of G, we denote by G[S] the sub-graph of G induced by S.
A cut in G is a partition (A,B) of V into two disjoint subsets, with A,B 6= ∅. The sparsity of
the cut (A,B) is |E(A,B)|min{|A|,|B|} .
Definition. We say that an graph G is an α-expander, for α > 0, iff every cut (A,B) in G
has sparsity at least α, or, equivalently, |E(A,B)| ≥ α ·min {|A|, |B|}.
We now define vertex cuts and their sparsity. A vertex cut in graph G is a partition (X,Y,Z)
of V (G) into three subsets, such that there is no edge in G connecting a vertex of X to a vertex
of Z. The value of the cut is |Y |, and its sparsity is ψ(X,Y,Z) = |Y |min{|X|,|Z|}+|Y | .
The Cut-Matching Game. We use the cut-matching game of Khandekar, Rao and Vazi-
rani [KRV09], defined as follows. We are given a set V of N vertices, and two players, called the
cut player and the matching player. The game is played in iterations. We start with a graph
W with node set V and an empty edge set. In every iteration, some edges are added to W .
The game ends when W becomes a 12 -expander. The goal of the cut player is to construct a
1
2 -expander in as few iterations as possible, whereas the goal of the matching player is to prevent
the construction of the expander for as long as possible. The iterations proceed as follows. In
every iteration j, the cut player chooses two disjoint subsets Yj, Zj of V with |Yj | = |Zj | and
the matching player chooses a perfect matching Mj that matches the nodes of Yj to the nodes
of Zj . The edges of Mj are then added to W . Khandekar, Rao, and Vazirani [KRV09] showed
that there is a strategy for the cut player that guarantees that after O(log2N) iterations the
graph W is a (1/2)-expander with high probability.1 Orecchia et al. [OSVV08] strengthened
this result by showing that, after O(log2N) iterations, the graph W is an Ω(logN)-expander
with constant probability, by using a different strategy for the cut player.
LetWi denote the graph computed after i iterations of [KRV09], soW0 is a graph on N vertices
and no edges. The following is the main result of [KRV09].
Theorem 3.1 ([KRV09]) There is a constant cKRV and a randomized algorithm, that, for each
i ≥ 1, given the current graph Wi, computes, in time O(N poly logN) the subsets Ai+1, Bi+1
of V to be used as a response of the cut player, such that, regardless of the responses of the
matching player, the graph WT obtained after T =
⌊
cKRV log
2N
⌋
iterations is a 1/2-expander,
with probability at least 1− 1/poly(N).
(Note that the graphs Wi themselves do depend on the responses of the matching player).
Observe that the resulting expander may have parallel edges, and its maximum vertex degree
bounded by cKRV log
2N .
Decremental Connectivity/Spanning Forest. We use the results of [HdLT01], who pro-
vide a deterministic data structure, that we denote by CONN-SF(G), that, given an n-vertex
unweighted undirected graph G, that is subject to edge deletions, maintains a spanning forest
of G, with total running time O((m+n) log2 n), where n = |V (G)| and m = |E(G)|. Moreover,
1In fact, in the algorithm of [KRV09], N is even, and the cut player computes, in each iteration j, a bi-parititon
(Yj , Zj) of V into two equal-sized subsets. Their algorithm can be easily adapted to the setting where N is odd:
let v, v′ be two arbitrary distinct vertices from V ; run the algorithm of [KRV09] on V \ {v}, and then on V \ v′.
The final graph, obtaining by taking the union of the two resulting sets of edges, is a 1
2
-expander w.h.p.
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the data structure supports connectivity queries: given a pair u, v of vertices of G, return “yes”
if u and v are connected in G, and “no” otherwise. The running time to respond to each such
query is O(log n/ log log n); we denote by conn(G,u, u′) the connectivity query for u and u′ in
the data structure. Since the data structure maintains a spanning forest for G, we can also use
it to respond to a query path(G,u, v): given two vertices u and v in G, return any simple path
connecting u to v in G if such a path exists, and return ∅ otherwise. If u and v belong to the
same connected component C of G, then the running time of the query is O(|V (C)|).
Even-Shiloach Trees [ES81, Din06, HK95]. Suppose we are given a graph G = (V,E)
with integral lengths ℓ(e) ≥ 1 on its edges e ∈ E, a source s, and a distance bound D ≥ 1.
Even-Shiloach Tree (ES-Tree) algorithm maintains, for every vertex v with dist(s, v) ≤ D, the
distance dist(s, v), under the deletion of edges from G. Moreover, it maintains a shortest-path
tree from vertex s, that includes all vertices v with dist(s, v) ≤ D. We denote the corresponding
data structure by ES-Tree(G, s,D). The total running time of the algorithm, including the
initialization and all edge deletions, is O(m ·D log n), where m = |E|.
Low-Degree Pruning Procedure. We describe a simple procedure that our algorithm em-
ploys multiple times. The input to the procedure is a simple graph H and a degree bound d.
The procedure returns a partition (J1, J2) of V (H) into two subsets, by employing the following
simple greedy algorithm: start with J1 = ∅ and J2 = V (H). While there is a vertex v ∈ J2,
such that fewer than d neighbors of v lie in J2, move v from J2 to J1. We denote this procedure
by Proc-Degree-Pruning(H, d). We use the following simple claim.
Claim 3.2 Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning(H, d) can be implemented to run in time O(|E(H)|+
|V (H)|). At the end of the procedure, the degree of every vertex in graph H[J2] is at least d.
Moreover, for any other partition (J ′, J ′′) of V (H), such that the degree of every vertex in H[J ′′]
is at least d, J ′′ ⊆ J2 must hold.
Proof: We first show that the procedure can be implemented to run in time O(|E(H)+|V (H)|).
In order to do so, we maintain, for every vertex v ∈ J2, the number N(v) of its neighbors that
belong to J2. We initialize the values N(v) for all v ∈ V (H) in time O(|E(H)|). We also
maintain a set Q of vertices to be deleted from J2. To initialize Q, we scan all vertices of
J2 = V (H) once at the beginning of the algorithm, and add every vertex v with N(v) < d to
Q. While Q 6= ∅, we remove any vertex v from Q, and move it from J2 to J1. We then inspect
every neighbor u of v that belongs to J2, and decrease N(u) by 1. If N(u) falls below d and
u 6∈ Q, then we add u to Q. The algorithm terminates once Q = ∅. It is easy to verify that the
algorithm can be implemented in time O(|E(H)| + |V (H)|).
It is immediate to verify that, when this algorithm terminates, the degree of every vertex in
graph H[J2] is at least d. We now prove the last assertion. Let (J
′, J ′′) be any partition of
V (H), such that the degree of every vertex in H[J ′′] is at least d, and assume for contradiction
that J ′′ 6⊆ J2. Denote J1 = {v1, . . . , vr}, where the vertices are indexed in the order in which
they where added to J1. Then there must be some vertex v ∈ J1 that belongs to J ′′. Let
vi ∈ J1 ∩ J ′′ be such a vertex with the smallest index i. But then v1, . . . , vi−1 6∈ J ′′, so vi has
fewer than d neighbors in J ′′, a contradiction.
We will also need the following lemma about Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning.
Lemma 3.3 Let H be a simple graph containing at most n vertices, and let h be an integer,
such that the degree of every vertex in H is at least h. Let (A,B) be any partition of vertices
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of H. Suppose we apply Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning(H[B], τ) to graph H[B], for any τ ≤
h/(32 log n), and let J1 ⊆ B be the subset J1 obtained at any time over the course of the
procedure. Then for every vertex v ∈ J1, there is a set P(v) at least h/(2 log n) paths in
H[A∪J1] (computed with respect to the current set J1), connecting v to vertices of A, such that
the length of each path is at most log n, and the paths in P(v) are completely disjoint except for
sharing their endpoint v.
Proof: We iteratively construct a collection of vertex subsets, that we call layers, as follows. At
the beginning, we only have a single layer L0, and every vertex of A is added to L0. Whenever
a new vertex v is added to J1 by Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning(H[B], τ), we consider the
smallest integer i, such that at least h/(2 log n) neighbors of v belong to Li, and add v to layer
Li+1; if no such integer i exists, then we discard v. The crux of the analysis is in the following
claim.
Claim 3.4 In every iteration of the algorithm, for all i > 0 with Li 6= ∅, |Li| < |Li−1|/2.
Notice that, if the claim is true, then the total number of layers cannot exceed log n. It then
follows that no vertex of J1 is ever discarded. Indeed, assume for contradiction that some vertex
of J1 is discarded, and let v be the first such vertex. Recall that the degree of v is at least h in
H, but it has at most τ ≤ h/(32 log n) neighbors in J2. Therefore, at least h(1 − 132 logn) ≥ h2
neighbors of v do not belong to J2, and so they belong to the current layers. Since the number
of layers cannot exceed log n, there is some layer Li, such that at least h/(2 log n) neighbors of
v lie in Li, so v should not have been discarded.
Consider now the vertex set J1 at any step of the algorithm, and let v ∈ J1 be any vertex. For
every consecutive pair (Li, Li+1) of layers, we direct all edges from Li+1 to Li. It is now enough
to show that v has at least h/(2 log n) paths connecting it to vertices of A, that are completely
disjoint except for sharing the endpoint v, in the resulting directed graph; all such paths are
guaranteed to have length at most log n. Assume otherwise. Then there is a set R of fewer
than h/(2 log n) vertices, such that v 6∈ R, and, if we delete the vertices of R from the directed
layered graph, then v is disconnected from A. Assume w.l.o.g. that v ∈ Lj . Since v has as
least h/(2 log n) neighbors in Lj−1 and R < h/(2 log n), at least one neighbor vj−1 ∈ Lj−1 of
v does not lie in R. Using the same arguments, vertex vj−1 must have at least one neighbor
vj−2 ∈ Lj−2 that does not lie in R. We can continue like that until we reach A, obtaining a path
connecting v to a vertex of A, a contradiction. Therefore, there is a set P(v) at least h/(2 log n)
paths in H[A ∪ J1], connecting v to vertices of A, such that the length of each path is at most
log n, and the paths in P(v) are completely disjoint except for sharing their endpoint v. It now
remains to prove Claim 3.4.
Proof of Claim 3.4. We fix some index i > 0, and show that, throughout the algorithm, if
Li 6= ∅, then |Li| < |Li−1|/2. We let E′ be the set of all edges e = (u, v), such that u ∈ Li−1,
v ∈ Li, and either u ∈ L0, or v was added after u to J1. Notice that, as the sets Li−1 and Li
change, the set E′ of edges evolves. We claim that at every point of the algorithm, every vertex
u ∈ Li−1 is incident to at most h/(32 log n) edges of E′, while every vertex v ∈ Li is incident
to at least h/(2 log n) such edges. The latter is immediate to see: when we add v to Li, then
it must have at least h/(2 log n) neighbors in Li−1. To see the former, recall that, when u is
added to J1, it has fewer than τ ≤ h/(32 log n) neighbors that belong to J2. The edges of E′
may only connect u to vertices that were added to J1 after u, and their number is bounded by
h/(32 log n).
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Therefore, throughout the algorithm, the following two inequalities hold: (i) |E′| ≥ |Li| · h2 logn ;
and (ii) |E′| < |Li−1| · h32 logn , and so |Li| < |Li−1|/2.
The following corollary follows immediately from Lemma 3.3
Corollary 3.5 Let H be a simple graph containing at most n vertices, and let h be an integer,
such that the degree of every vertex in H is at least h. Let (A,B) be any partition of vertices
of H, and let (J1, J2) be the output of Proc-Degree-Pruning(H[B], τ), for any τ ≤ h/(32 log n).
Then for any subset R of fewer than h/(2 log n) vertices of H, for every vertex v ∈ J1 \R, there
is a path in graph H[A ∪ J1] \ R, connecting v to a vertex of A, that contains at most log n
edges.
4 Decremental Single-Source Shortest Paths
This section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.1, with some details deferred to later
sections. As in much of previous work, we consider each distance scale separately. For each
distance scale, we employ the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given parameters 0 < ǫ < 1 and D > 0
and a simple undirected n-vertex graph G with lengths ℓ(e) > 0 on edges e ∈ E(G), together
with a special source vertex s ∈ V (G), such that G undergoes vertex deletions, supports queries
path-queryD(v). For each query path-queryD(v), the algorithm returns a path from s to v in G,
of length is at most (1 + ǫ) dist(s, v), if D ≤ dist(s, v) ≤ 2D; otherwise, it either returns an
arbitrary path connecting s to v, or correctly establishes that dist(s, v) > 2D. The algorithm
works against an adaptive adversary. The total expected running time of the algorithm is
O
(
n2+o(1)·log3(1/ǫ)
ǫ2
)
, and each query is answered in expected time O(n poly log n log(1/ǫ)).
It is now easy to obtain Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 4.1. Let SSSP(G, s,D, ǫ) be the data
structure maintained by the algorithm from Theorem 4.1 for graph G, source vertex s, and
parameters D and ǫ (we view the edge lengths as part of the definition of G). We assume
w.l.o.g. that all edge lengths in G are between 1 and L. For 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊log(Ln)⌋, let Di = 2i.
Given an input graph G, a source vertex s, and a parameter ǫ, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ log(Ln),
the algorithm maintains the data structure SSSP(G, s,Di, ǫ). When a vertex of G is deleted,
all these data structures are updated accordingly. The total expected update time for all
these data structures is O
(
n2+o(1)·log3(1/ǫ) logL
ǫ2
)
. In order to answer a query path-query(v), we
run, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ log(Ln), the query path-queryDi(v) in the corresponding data structure
SSSP(G, s,Di, ǫ). We then return the shortest paths that was returned by any such query (if
no path was returned by any query, then we report that s is not connected to v in G). It is
easy to verify, from Theorem 4.1, that, if there is a path from s to v in G, then the above
algorithm returns a path from s to v of length at most (1 + ǫ) dist(s, v). The expected running
time required to process a query is O(n poly log n · log(1/ǫ) · logL). In order to complete the
proof of Theorem 1.1, it is now enough to prove Theorem 4.1. From now on we focus on the
proof of this theorem.
Throughout the proof, we denote by G the current graph, obtained from the input graph after
the current sequence of vertex deletions, and n is the number of vertices present in G at the
beginning of the algorithm. When we say that an event holds with high probability, we mean
that the probability of the event is at least (1−1/nc) for some large enough constant c. We will
assume throughout the proof that n > c0 for some large enough constant c0, since otherwise
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we can simply run Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm in G to respond to the path queries. We
assume that the distance bound D is fixed from now on. It would be convenient for us to ensure
that D = ⌈4n/ǫ⌉, and that all edge lengths are integers between 1 and 4D. In order to achieve
this, we discard all edges whose length is greater than 2D, and we change the length of each
remaining edge e to be ℓ′(e) = ⌈4nℓ(e)/(ǫD)⌉. For every pair u, v of vertices, let dist′(u, v)
denote the distance between u and v with respect to the new edge length values. Notice that
for all u, v:
4n
ǫD
dist(u, v) ≤ dist′(u, v) ≤ 4n
ǫD
dist(u, v) + n,
since the shortest s–v path contains at most n vertices. Moreover, if dist(u, v) ≥ D, then
n ≤ dist(u, v) · nD , so dist′(u, v) ≤ 4nǫD dist(u, v) + nD dist(u, v) ≤ 4nǫD dist(u, v)(1 + ǫ/4). Notice
also that for every vertex v with D ≤ dist(u, v) ≤ 2D, ⌈4nǫ ⌉ ≤ dist′(u, v) ≤ 4 ⌈4nǫ ⌉. Therefore,
from now on we can assume that D = ⌈4n/ǫ⌉, and for simplicity, we will denote the new
edge lengths by ℓ(e) and the corresponding distances between vertices by dist(u, v). From the
above discussion, all edge lengths are integers between 1 and 4D. It is now sufficient that
the algorithm, given query path-queryD(v), returns a path from s to v in G, of length is at
most (1 + ǫ) dist(s, v), if D ≤ dist(s, v) ≤ 4D; otherwise, it can either return an arbitrary path
connecting s to v, or correctly establish that dist(s, v) > 4D.
At a very high level, our proof follows the algorithm of [Ber17]. We partition all edges of G into
λ = ⌊log(4D)⌋ classes, where for 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, edge e belongs to class i iff 2i ≤ ℓ(e) < 2i+1. We
denote the set of all edges of G that belong to class i by Ei. Next, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, we define
a threshold value τi. For technical reasons, these values are somewhat different from those used
in [Ber17]. In order to define τi, we need to introduce a number of parameters that we will use
throughout the algorithm
Parameters. The following parameters will be used throughout the algorithm.
• We let α∗ = 1/23
√
logn – this will be the expansion parameter for the cores.
• We let ℓ∗ = 16c∗ log12 nα∗ , for some large enough constant c∗ that we set later. This parameter
will serve as an upper bound on the lengths of paths between pairs of vertices in a core.
Observe that ℓ∗ = 2O(
√
logn).
• Our third main parameter is ∆ = 256c∗ log20 n/α∗ = 2O(
√
logn) = no(1). This parameter
will be used in order to partition the algorithm into phases.
• For each 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, we set τi = max
{
4n2/ log logn, nǫD · 221 · ℓ∗ ·∆ · log4 n · λ · 2i
}
. Notice
that τi = max
{
no(1), n
1+o(1)·2i·logD
ǫD
}
.
Bernstein [Ber17] used the threshold values τi in order to partition the edges of G into two
subsets, which are then used to define two graphs: a light graph and a heavy graph. We proceed
somewhat differently. First, it would be more convenient for us to define a separate heavy
graph for each edge class, though we still keep a single light graph. Second, our process of
partitioning the edges between the heavy graphs and the light graph is somewhat different from
that in [Ber17]. However, we still ensure that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, the light graph contains at
most nτi edges of Ei throughout the algorithm; this is a key property of the light graph that
the algorithm of [Ber17] exploits.
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Fix an index 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, and let Gi be the sub-graph of G induced by the edges in Ei. We
run Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning on graph Gi and degree threshold d = τi. Recall that the
procedure computes a partition (J ′, J ′′) of V (Gi), by starting with J ′ = ∅ and J ′′ = V (Gi),
and then iteratively moving from J ′′ to J ′ vertices v whose degree in Gi[J ′′] is less than d. The
procedure can be implemented to run in time O(|Ei| + n). We say that the vertices of J ′ are
light for class i, and the vertices of J ′′ are heavy for class i. We now define the graph GHi –
the heavy graph for class i, as follows. The set of vertices of GHi contains all vertices that are
heavy for class i. The set of edges contains all edges of Ei whose both endpoints are heavy
for class i. We also define a light graph GLi for class i, though we will not use it directly. Its
vertex set is V (G), and the set of edges contains all edges of Ei that do not belong to graph
GHi . Clearly, every edge of G
L
i is incident to at least one vertex that is light for class i, and it
is easy to verify that |E(GLi )| ≤ nτi. As the algorithm progresses and vertices are deleted from
G, some vertices that are heavy for class i may become light for it (this happens when a vertex
v that was heavy for class i has fewer than τi neighbors that are also heavy for class i). Once
a vertex v becomes light for class i, every edge in GHi that is incident to v is removed from G
H
i
and added to GLi , and v is deleted from G
H
i . In particular, E(G
H
i ) and E(G
L
i ) always define a
partition of the current set Ei of edges. Moreover, it is easy to verify that the total number of
edges that are ever present in GLi is bounded by nτi, and that, throughout the algorithm, every
vertex of GHi has degree at least τi in G
H
i . The main technical contribution of this paper is the
next theorem, that allows us to deal with the heavy graphs.
Theorem 4.2 There is a randomized algorithm, that, for a fixed index 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, supports
queries path-query(u, v, C): given two vertices u and v that belong to the same connected
component C of graph GHi , returns a path, connecting u to v in C, that contains at most
213 |V (C)|τi ·∆ · ℓ∗ · log4 n edges. The total expected update time of the algorithm is O(n2+o(1)), and
each query path-query(u, v, C) is processed in expected time O(|V (C)| log4 n). The algorithm
works against an adaptive adversary.
Next, we define an extended light graph, and provide an algorithm for handling it, which is
mostly identical to the algorithm of [Ber17]. Our starting point is the graph GL, that we refer
to as the light graph, with V (GL) = V (G), and E(GL) =
⋃λ
i=1E(G
L
i ). We now define the
extended light graph GˆL, as follows. We start with GˆL = GL; the vertices of GL are called
regular vertices and the edges of GL are called regular edges. Next, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, for
every connected component C of GHi , we add a vertex vC to Gˆ
L, that we call a special vertex,
and connect it to every vertex u ∈ C with an edge of length 1/4. The edges incident to the
special vertices are called special edges. As the algorithm progresses and edges and vertices are
deleted or moved from the heavy graphs GHi to the light graphs G
L
i , the connected components
of the graphs GHi may change. We will always keep the graph Gˆ
L updated with respect to the
current connected components of the graphs GHi , and with respect to the edges currently in the
light graphs GLi . The following observation follows immediately from the assumption that all
edge lengths in G are at least 1.
Observation 4.3 Throughout the algorithm, for every vertex v ∈ V (G), distGˆL(s, v) ≤ distG(s, v).
The theorem below follows from the same arguments as in [Ber17]. However, since our setting
is slightly different, we provide its proof in the Appendix for completeness. For convenience, we
denote by ES and by ER the sets of all special and all regular edges, respectively, that are ever
present in graph GˆL.
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Theorem 4.4 There is a deterministic algorithm, that maintains an (approximate) single-
source shortest-path tree T of GˆL from the source s, up to distance 8D. Tree T is a sub-graph of
GˆL, and for every vertex v ∈ V (GˆL), such that distGˆL(s, v) ≤ 8D, the distance from s to v in T
is at most (1 + ǫ/4) distGˆL(s, v). The total update time of the algorithm is O(n
2 logD log2 n) +
O
(
nD log2 n log2D
ǫ
)
+O
(∑
e∈ER
D logn logD
ǫℓ(e)
)
.
We first bound the contribution of the term O
(∑
e∈ER
D logn logD
ǫℓ(e)
)
to the algorithm’s running
time. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, we let E′i = ER ∩ Ei be the set of all regular edges of class i that
are ever present in GˆL. Recall that, from the definition of light and heavy vertices for class i,
|E′i| ≤ nτi ≤ max
{
n1+o(1), n
2+o(1)·2i·logD
ǫD
}
, since:
τi = max
{
4n2/ log logn,
n
ǫD
· 221 · ℓ∗ ·∆ · log4 n · λ · 2i
}
= max
{
no(1),
n1+o(1) · 2i · logD
ǫD
}
.
Therefore, the total contribution of all regular edges of class i to the running time is at most:
O
(
D|E′i| log n logD
ǫ2i
)
≤ O
(
n2+o(1) log2D
ǫ2
)
+O
(
n1+o(1)D logD
ǫ
)
.
Overall, the total contribution of all regular edges from all λ = O(logD) classes to the running
time of the algorithm, is O
(
n2+o(1) log3D
ǫ2
)
+O
(
n1+o(1)D log2D
ǫ
)
,
By combining the algorithms from Theorem 4.2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, and Theorem 4.4, and
recalling that D ≤ ⌈4n/ǫ⌉, we get that the total expected update time of our algorithm is
O
(
n2+o(1)·log3(1/ǫ)
ǫ2
)
; this includes time O(|E(G)|+ n) that is needed to partition the edges into
classes and to construct the heavy and the light graphs for each class. Next, we describe how
our algorithm responds to queries path-queryD(v).
Notice that, given a vertex v ∈ V (G) with distG(s, v) ≤ 4D, we are guaranteed that distGˆL(s, v) ≤
distG(s, v) from Observation 4.3, and we can use the tree T (given by Theorem 4.4) in order
to find a simple path P in GˆL from s to v, whose length is at most (1 + ǫ/4) distGˆL(s, v) ≤
(1 + ǫ/4) distG(s, v). This path can be found in time O(n) by simply following the edges of the
tree T from v to s. Next, we show how to transform the path P into a path P ∗ in the original
graph G, connecting s to v, such that the length of P ∗ is at most (1+ ǫ/2) distG(s, v), provided
that D ≤ distG(s, v) ≤ 4D.
Let vC1 , . . . , vCr be all special vertices that appear on the path P . For 1 ≤ j ≤ r, let uj be the
regular vertex preceding vCj on P , and let u
′
j be the regular vertex following vCj on P . Denote
nj = |V (Cj)|, and assume that Cj is a connected component of graph GHij . For each 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
we run the query path-query(uj , u
′
j , Cj) in the data structure from Theorem 4.2 for graph G
H
ij
,
to obtain a path Qj , connecting uj to u
′
j in Cj, that contains at most 2
13 nj
τij
·∆ · ℓ∗ · log4 n edges,
in expected time O(nj log
4 n). Since path Qj only contains edges of Eij , its total length is at
most:
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nj
τij
·∆ · ℓ∗ · log4 n · 2ij+1 ≤ 213 nj
(221n · 2ij ·∆ · ℓ∗ · log4 n · λ)/(Dǫ) ·∆ · ℓ
∗ · log4 n · 2ij+1
≤ ǫDnj
8nλ
.
We obtain the final path P ∗, by replacing, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, the vertex vCj of P with the path
Qj (excluding its endpoints). For each 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, let Ci be the set of all connected components
Cj of G
H
i with vCj lying on the path P . Let Qi be the set of all paths Qj with Cj ∈ Ci. The
total length of all paths in Qi is then bounded by
∑
Cj∈Ci
ǫDnj
8nλ ≤ ǫD8λ (since the path P is simple,
and so all connected components Cj of Ci are distinct). The total length of all paths Q1, . . . , Qr
is then bounded by ǫD/8. Since we have assumed that D ≤ distG(s, v) ≤ 4D, we get that the
total length of the paths Q1, . . . , Qr is at most ǫ distG(s, v)/4, and the final length of the path
P ∗ is therefore bounded by (1 + ǫ/2) distG(s, v). We now analyze the total expected running
time required to respond to the query. As observed before, path P can be computed in time
O(n), and each query path-query(uj , u
′
j , Cj) is processed in expected time O(nj log
4 n). Since
all components Cj ∈ Ci are disjoint,
∑
Cj∈Ci nj ≤ n, and so the total expected time to process
such a query is O(n log4 n logD) = O(n poly log n log(1/ǫ)).
It now remains to prove Theorems 4.2 and 4.4. The remainder of this section and the subsequent
section are dedicated to the proof of Theorem 4.2.
In order to simplify the notation, we will denote the graph GHi by G
∗ from now on. We will
use n for the number of vertices of the original graph G throughout the proof. We also denote
τ = τi, and we will use the fact that τ ≥ 4n2/ log logn, and that every vertex in G∗ has degree
at least τ . The central notions that we use in our proof are those of a core structure and a
core decomposition. Our algorithm will break the graph G∗ into sub-graphs and will compute a
core decomposition in each such subgraph. In every subgraph that we will consider, the degrees
of all vertices are at least n1/ log logn. In the following subsections we define core structures
and a core decomposition and develop the technical machinery that we need to construct and
maintain them.
4.1 Core Structures and Cores
In this subsection, we define core structures and cores, that play a central role in our algorithm.
We also establish some of their properties, and provide an algorithm that computes short paths
between a given pair of vertices of a core.
Throughout this subsection, we will assume that we are given some graph, that we denote by
Gˆ, that is a subgraph of our original n-vertex graph G. Therefore, throughout this subsection,
for every graph Gˆ that we consider, we assume that |V (Gˆ)| ≤ n. We also assume that we are
given a parameter h > n1/ log logn, and that every vertex in Gˆ has degree at least h.
A central notion that we use is that of a core and a core structure. Recall that we have defined
two parameters: α∗ = 1/23
√
logn and ℓ∗ = 16c
∗ log12 n
α∗ , for some large enough constant c
∗ that we
set later. Observe that ℓ∗ = 2O(
√
logn).
Definition. Given a graph Gˆ with |V (Gˆ)| ≤ n, a core structure K in Gˆ consists of:
• two disjoint vertex sets: a set K 6= ∅ of vertices, that we refer to as the core itself, and a
set U(K) of at most |K| vertices, that we call the extension of the core K;
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• a connected subgraph GˆK ⊆ Gˆ[K ∪ U(K)], with V (GˆK) = K ∪ U(K);
• a graph WK, that we refer to as the witness graph for K, with K ⊆ V (WK) ⊆ K∪U(K),
such that the maximum vertex degree of WK is at most log3 n; and
• for every edge e = (x, y) ∈ E(WK), a path P (e) in GˆK , that connects x to y, such that:
– every path in set
{
P (e) | e ∈ E(WK)} contains at most c∗ log8 n vertices (here c∗ is
the constant that appears in the definition of ℓ∗); and
– every vertex of GˆK participates in at most c∗ log19 n paths of
{
P (e) | e ∈ E(WK)}.
If, additionally, WK is an α∗-expander, then we say that K = (K,U(K), GˆK ,WK) is a perfect
core structure.
We call the set Ψ(WK) =
{
P (e) | e ∈ E(WK)} of paths the embedding of WK into GˆK , and
we view this embedding as part of the witness graph WK .
Definition. We say that a core structure K = (K,U(K), GˆK ,WK) is an h-core structure iff
for every vertex v ∈ K of the core, there is a set N(v) ⊆ V (WK) of at least h/(64 log n) vertices,
such that for every vertex u ∈ N(v), the edge (u, v) lies in GK . A perfect core structure with
this property is called a perfect h-core structure.
The following observation follows immediately from the definition of a perfect h-core structure.
Observation 4.5 Let K = (K,U(K), GˆK ,WK) be an h-core structure in a graph Gˆ with
|V (Gˆ)| ≤ n. Then |K| ≥ h/(128 log n).
Proof: By the definition of a core structure, K 6= ∅. In particular, K contains at least one
vertex, that we denote by v. From the definition of an h-core structure, at least h/(64 log n)
neighbors of v in GK belong to K ∪ U(K), so |K ∪ U(K)| ≥ h/(64 log n). Since |K| ≥ |U(K)|
from the definition of a core structure, we get that |K| ≥ h/(128 log n).
Recall that we have defined a parameter ∆ = 256c∗ log20 n/α∗ = 2O(
√
logn). Since h ≥
n1/ log logn, and n is large enough, we can assume that h > ∆2. We will show that the fol-
lowing property holds for every perfect h-core structure:
P1. Let K = (K,U(K), GˆK ,WK) be a perfect h-core structure in Gˆ. Then for every subset
R of at most h/∆ vertices of Gˆ, for every pair u, v ∈ K \R of vertices in the core, graph
GˆK \R contains a path from u to v of length at most ℓ∗.
In fact, we prove a stronger result: we provide an algorithm, that, given a graph Gˆ, undergoing
deletions of up to h/∆ vertices, and a perfect h-core structure K = (K,U(K), GˆK ,WK) in Gˆ,
supports queries core-path(u, v): given a pair u, v ∈ K of core vertices that were not deleted
yet, return a path of length at most ℓ∗, connecting u to v in the current graph GˆK . If the input
core structure K is not a perfect core structure, then the algorithm will either return a path as
required, or it will determine that K is not a perfect core structure.
Theorem 4.6 There is a deterministic algorithm, that, given a graph Gˆ with |V (Gˆ)| ≤ n,
undergoing at most h/∆ vertex deletions, and an h-core structure K = (K,U(K), GˆK ,WK) in
Gˆ, supports queries core-path(u, v). Given such a query, the algorithm either returns a path
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from u to v in the current graph GˆK , of length at most ℓ∗, or correctly determines that K
is not a perfect core structure, (that is, WK is not an α∗-expander). The total running time
of the algorithm is O(|E(GˆK)|poly log n), and the total running time to process each query is
O(ℓ∗ + |K| log3 n).
We emphasize that, if the core structure K that serves as input to Theorem 4.6 (that is, before
any vertices were deleted) is a perfect h-core structure, then the algorithm is guaranteed to
return a path from u to v of length at most ℓ∗ in the current graph GˆK .
Proof: Let K = (K,U(K), GˆK ,WK) be the given h-core structure. Recall that every vertex of
GˆK participates in at most O(log19 n) paths in the set
{
P (e) | e ∈ E(WK)}, and the length of
each such path is O(log8 n).
We maintain the graphs GˆK and WK , stored as adjacency lists. Additionally, every vertex
v ∈ V (GˆK) stores a pointer to every edge e ∈ E(WK), such that v ∈ P (e). Initializing these
data structures takes time O(|E(GˆK)|) + O(|E(WK)| log8 n) + O(|V (GˆK)|) = O(|E(GˆK)|) +
O(|E(WK)| log8 n) = O(|E(GˆK)|poly log n), as the length of each path P (e) is O(log8 n), graph
GˆK is connected, and every vertex of WK has degree at most log3 n. We now show how to
handle vertex deletions and how to respond to queries core-path(u, v).
Vertex Deletions. When a vertex v is deleted from GˆK , we delete from WK the vertex
itself, and also every edge e with v ∈ P (e). Since v stores pointers to each such edge, and there
are at most O(log19 n) paths P (e) in which v participates, and since at most h/∆ vertices are
deleted, this takes total time O
(
h
∆ · log19 n
)
= O
(
α∗h
256c∗ log20 n
· log19 n
)
= O(α∗|K|poly log n)
(we have used here the fact that, from Observation 4.5, |K| ≥ Ω(h/ log n)). Therefore, the
total time for initializing and maintaining the data structure is at most O(|E(GˆK)|poly log n+
α∗|K|poly log n) = O(|E(GˆK)|poly log n).
Responding to queries. We now show an algorithm for responding to a query core-path(u, v),
where u, v ∈ K is a pair of core vertices that were not deleted yet. Recall that, from the defini-
tion of an h-core structure, vertex u originally had at least h/(64 log n) neighbors in GˆK that lie
in V (WK). Let S0 denote the subset of these neighbors that have not yet been deleted. Since
at most h/∆ ≤ h/(256 log n) vertices can be deleted, |S0| ≥ h/(128 log n). Similarly, vertex v
originally had at least h/(64 log n) neighbors in GˆK that lie in V (WK); we denote by T0 the
subset of these neighbors that were not deleted yet, so |T0| ≥ h/(128 log n).
Let W˜ denote the current graph WK , after the deletions of vertices from GˆK made by the
algorithm, and the corresponding deletions of vertices and edges from WK . Intuitively, we
perform a BFS search in W˜ from S0 and from T0, until the two searches meet, and then map
the resulting path to the graph GˆK , using the embedding Ψ(WK).
Specifically, for i ≥ 0, while |Si ∩ Ti| = ∅, we let Si+1 contain all vertices of Si and all their
neighbors in W˜ . We define Ti+1 similarly for Ti. At the end of this algorithm, we obtain a path
Q connecting a vertex u0 ∈ S0 to a vertex v0 ∈ T0 in W˜ , if such a path exists. Denote this path
by (u0, u1, . . . , ur = v0). First, if r > 8 log
4 n/α∗, then we terminate the algorithm and report
that K is not a perfect h-core structure. Otherwise, we output the final path Q∗, connecting u
to v in the current graph GˆK , by first replacing every edge e ∈ E(Q) with its embedding P (e),
and then adding the edges (u, u0) and (v0, v) to the resulting path. Recall that the length of
each path P (e) in the embedding Ψ(GK) is at most c∗ log8 n, so the length of the final path is
at most 8c∗ log12 n/α∗ + 2 ≤ ℓ∗, as required. Notice that the algorithm for processing a single
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query consists of two BFS searches in WK , that take time O(|E(WK)|) = O(|K| log3 n), and
additional time of at most O(ℓ∗) to compute the final path, giving the total running time of
O(ℓ∗ + |K| log3 n) as required. In order to complete the analysis of the algorithm, it is enough
to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7 If the core structure K is a perfect core structure, then r ≤ 8 log4 n/α∗.
Proof: The proof uses the following claim.
Claim 4.8 Assume that WK is an α∗-expander. Then for all i ≥ 0 with |Si| ≤ |V (WK)|/2,
|Si+1| ≥ |Si|
(
1 + α
∗
2 log3 n
)
. Similarly, if |Ti| ≤ |V (WK)|/2, then |Ti+1| ≥ |Ti|
(
1 + α
∗
2 log3 n
)
.
Notice that, if the claim is true, then r ≤ 8 log4 n/α∗ must hold, as otherwise, both S⌊4 log4 n/α∗⌋
and T⌊4 log4 n/α∗⌋ must contain more than half the vertices ofWK , and hence they must intersect.
Proof of Claim 4.8. Consider some index i ≥ 0, such that |Si| ≤ |V (WK)|/2. Since WK is
an α∗-expander, |outWK (Si)| ≥ α∗|Si|. In particular, |outWK (Si)| ≥ α∗|S0| ≥ α∗h/(128 log n).
Since at most h/∆ = α∗h/(256c∗ log20 n) vertices of Gˆ were deleted, and, for every vertex v of
Gˆ there are at most c∗ log19 n edges e ∈ E(WK) with v ∈ P (e), at most α∗h
256c∗ log20 n
· c∗ log19 n =
α∗h
256 logn edges of W
K were deleted, and so |outW˜ (Si)| ≥ |outWK (Si)|/2 ≥ α∗|Si|/2.
Let Ni denote the set of all vertices of W˜ that do not belong to Si but serve as endpoints of the
edges in outW˜ (Si). As the degree of every vertex in W
K is at most log3 n, |Ni| ≥ |outW˜ (Si)|log3 n ≥
α∗|Si|
2 log3 n
.
We conclude that |Si+1| ≥ |Si|
(
1 + α
∗
2 log3 n
)
. The proof for Ti is similar.
4.2 Core Decomposition
In addition to core structures, our second main tool is a core decomposition. In this subsection
we define core decomposition and we state a theorem that allows us to compute them. Before
we define a core decomposition, we need to define an h-universal set of vertices.
Definition. Suppose we are given a subgraph Gˆ ⊆ G, and a set S of its vertices. Let J be
another subset of vertices of Gˆ. We say that J is an h-universal set with respect to S iff for
every vertex u ∈ J and for every subset R of at most h/∆ vertices of Gˆ \ {u}, there is a path
in Gˆ[S ∪ J ] \R, connecting u to a vertex of S, whose length is at most log n.
Finally, we are ready to define a core decomposition.
Definition. An h-core decomposition of a graph Gˆ with |V (Gˆ)| ≤ n is a collection
F =
{
(Ki, U(Ki), Gˆ
Ki ,WKi)
}r
i=1
of h-core structures in Gˆ, such that K1, . . . ,Kr are mutually disjoint (but a vertex v ∈ V (Gˆ)
may belong to a number of extension sets U(Ki), in addition to belonging to some core Kj), and
every edge of Gˆ participates in at most log n graphs GˆK1 , . . . , GˆKr . Additionally, if we denote
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K˜ =
⋃r
i=1Ki and J = V (Gˆ) \ K˜, then set J is h-universal with respect to K˜. We say that this
decomposition is a perfect h-core decomposition iff every core structure in F is a perfect h-core
structure.
The main building block of our algorithm is the following theorem, whose proof is deferred to
Section 5.
Theorem 4.9 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a sub-graph Gˆ ⊆ G and a parameter
h ≥ n1/ log logn, such that every vertex of Gˆ has degree at least h in Gˆ, computes an h-core
decomposition of Gˆ. Moreover, with high probability, the resulting core decomposition is perfect.
The running time of the algorithm is O((|E(Gˆ)|+ |V (Gˆ)|1+o(1)) poly log n).
4.3 Completing the Proof of Theorem 4.2
We use the parameter ∆ defined in previous subsections; recall that ∆ = 256c∗ log20 n/α∗ =
2O(
√
logn) = no(1). We start with a high-level intuition to motivate our next steps. Consider the
graph G∗ = GHi , and let d be its average vertex degree. For simplicity, assume that d = ∆
j for
some integer j. Let us additionally assume, for now, that the degree of every vertex in G∗ is at
least h = ∆j−1 (this may not be true in general). We can then compute an h-core decomposition
F of G∗ using Theorem 4.9. Note that, as long as we delete fewer than h/∆ vertices from G∗, the
current core decomposition remains functional, in the following sense: for every core structure
K = (K,U(K), (G∗)K ,WK) ∈ F , for every pair u, v ∈ K of vertices in the core that were not
deleted yet, we can use Theorem 4.6 to compute a path of length at most ℓ∗ between u and
v; and for every vertex w of G∗ that does not lie in any core K, there is a path of length at
most log n connecting it to some core, from the definition of the h-universal set. Both these
properties are exploited by our algorithm in order to respond to queries path-query. Note that
computing the core decomposition takes time O((|E(G∗)|+n1+o(1)) poly log n) = O(n1+o(1)∆j),
and the total time required to maintain the data structures from Theorem 4.6 for every core is
also bounded by this amount, since every edge of G∗ may belong to at most log n graphs (G∗)K ,
where K is a core in the decomposition. We can partition the algorithm into phases, where in
every phase, h/∆ = ∆j−2 vertices are deleted from G∗. Once a phase ends, we recompute the
core decomposition. Since the number of phases is bounded by n/∆j−2, and the total running
time within each phase is O(n1+o(1)∆j), the overall running time of the algorithm would be at
most n2+o(1), as required. The main difficulty with this approach is that some vertices of G∗
may have degrees that are much smaller than the average vertex degree. Even though we could
still compute the core decomposition, we are only guaranteed that it remains functional for a
much smaller number of iterations – the number that is close to the smallest vertex degree in
G∗. We would then need to recompute the core decomposition too often, resulting in a high
running time.
In order to get around this difficulty, we partition the vertices of G∗ into “layers”. Let z1 be
the smallest integer, such that the maximum vertex degree in G∗ is less than ∆z1 , and let z2 be
the largest integer, such that ∆z2 < τ/(64 log n). Let r = z1 − z2, so r ≤ log n. We emphasize
that the values z1, z2 and r are only computed once at the beginning of the algorithm and
do not change as vertices are deleted from G∗. We will split the graph G∗ into r layers, by
defining sub-graphs Λ˜1, . . . , Λ˜r of G
∗, that are disjoint in their vertices. For each 0 ≤ j ≤ r,
we use a parameter hj = ∆
z1−j , so that h0 = ∆z1 upper-bounds the maximum vertex degree
in G∗, hr = ∆z2 < τ/(64 log n), and for 1 < j ≤ r, hj = hj−1/∆. We will ensure that for
each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, graph Λ˜j contains at most nhj−1 edges, and that every vertex in Λ˜j has
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degree at least hj . Additionally, for each 1 < j ≤ r, we will define a set Dj of discarded
vertices: intuitively, these are vertices v, such that v does not belong to layers 1, . . . , j − 1,
but almost all neighbors of v do. We need to remove these vertices since otherwise the average
vertex degree in subsequent layers may fall below τ , even while some high-degree vertices may
still remain. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we also define a graph Λj , which is the sub-graph of G∗
induced by all vertices of Λ˜j , . . . , Λ˜r and of Dj+1, . . . ,Dr (for consistency, we set D1 = ∅).
For each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, roughly every hj/∆ iterations (that is, when hj/∆ vertices are deleted),
our algorithm will recompute the graphs Λ˜j , . . . , Λ˜r, the corresponding sets Dj+1, . . . ,Dr of
vertices, and the hj′-core decomposition of each graph Λ˜j′ , for all j ≤ j′ ≤ r. This is done using
Procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj), that is formally defined in Figure 1. This procedure is
also used at the beginning of the algorithm, with Λ1 = G
∗, to compute the initial partition into
layers. Note that some layers may be empty. Note also that, from our choice of parameters,
hr ≥ τ/(64∆ log n) ≥ n1/ log logn, since τ ≥ 4n2/ log logn, ∆ = 2O(
√
logn), and n is large enough.
This ensures that we can apply Theorem 4.9 to each graph Λ˜j.
When a vertex is deleted from the original graphG, we will use procedure Proc-Delete-Vertex(G∗, v)
that we describe later, in order to update our data structures. As the result of this deletion,
some vertices may stop being heavy for class i, and will need in turn be deleted from G∗. Pro-
cedure Proc-Delete-Vertex(G∗, v) will iteratively delete all such vertices from the current graph,
and then procedure Proc-Construct-Layers may be triggered as needed, as part of Procedure
Proc-Delete-Vertex. When we say that some invariant holds throughout the algorithm, we mean
that it holds between the different calls to procedure Proc-Delete-Vertex(G∗, v), and it may not
necessarily hold during the execution of this procedure.
Note that the running time of Procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj , j), excluding the recursive
calls to the same procedure with graph Λj+1, is O(n
1+o(1)hj). Since the values hj form a geomet-
rically decreasing sequence, the total running time of Procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj , j),
including all recursive calls is also bounded by O(n1+o(1)hj). We will invoke this procedure
at most n∆/hj times over the course of the algorithm – roughly every hj/∆ vertex deletions.
Therefore, in total, all calls to Procedure Proc-Construct-Layers will take time O(n2+o(1)).
Throughout the algorithm, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we denote by K∗j the set of all vertices that lie
in the cores of Fj , that is, K∗j =
⋃
(K,U(K),Λ˜Kj ,W
k)∈Fj K, and by K
∗
j the set of the remaining
vertices of Λ˜j; recall that these vertices form an h-universal set in Λ˜j with respect to K
∗
j .
The following claim and its corollary will allow us to deal with the discarded vertices, by showing
that each such vertex can reach a core vertex via a short path.
For simplicity, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we denote Sj = V (Λ˜j) ∪Dj, and by Uj =
⋃
j′≤j Sj′.
Claim 4.10 Throughout the algorithm, for all 1 < j ≤ r, for every vertex v ∈ Dj , there is a
path P (v) connecting v to a vertex of Uj−1, of length at most log n, such that P (v) only contains
vertices of Dj, except for its last vertex.
Proof: Fix some index 1 < j ≤ r. Let t be the time right after the last execution of
Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj−1, j−1) so far, and let G′ be the graph G∗ at time t. Denote A = Uj−1
at time t and let B contain the remaining vertices of G′, so B = V (Λj) ∪ Dj at time t. Let
(R1, R2) be the partition of B produced by Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning(G
′[B], hr) when Pro-
cedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj−1, j − 1) was last invoked. Recall that we have set Dj = R1.
Let us now consider the current graph G∗, and let A′ = Uj−1 in the current graph, and let
B′ contain the remaining vertices of G∗. Since G∗ contains fewer vertices than G′, if we run
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Procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj , j)
Input: an integer 1 ≤ j ≤ r and a vertex-induced subgraph Λj ⊆ G∗ containing at most
∆nhj edges, such that the degree of every vertex in Λj is at least hr.
1. If i = r, then set Λ˜r = Λr; Compute the hr-core decomposition Fr of Λ˜r in
time O((|E(Λ˜r)| + n1+o(1)) poly log n) = O(∆nhr + n1+o(1)) = O(n1+o(1)hr) and
terminate the algorithm.
From now on we assume that j < r.
2. Run Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning(Λj , hj) to partition V (Λj) into two subsets,
J1, J2, in time O(|E(Λj)|+ |V (Λj)|) = O(∆nhj).
3. Set Λ˜j = G
∗[J2]; observe that every vertex in Λ˜j has degree at least hj and
|E(Λ˜j)| ≤ ∆nhj.
4. Compute the hj-core decomposition Fj of Λ˜j in time O((|E(Λ˜j)| +
n1+o(1)) poly log n) = O(∆nhj + n
1+o(1)) = O(n1+o(1)hj).
5. Temporarily set Λj+1 = G
∗[J1]. Observe that Λj+1 has at most nhj = n∆hj+1
edges.
6. Run Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning(Λj+1, hr), to compute a partition (R
′, R′′) of
V (Λj+1), so that every vertex of R
′′ has at least hr neighbors in R′′, in time
O(|E(Λ˜j+1)|+ |V (Λ˜j+1)|) ≤ O(nhj).
7. Set Dj+1 = R
′ and delete all vertices of R′ from Λj+1.
8. Run Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj+1, j + 1).
Figure 1: Procedure Proc-Construct-Layers
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Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning(G∗[B], hr), and denote by (R1, R2) the resulting partition of B,
where each vertex in R2 has at least hr neighbors in R2, then R1 will contain all vertices that
currently belong to Dj .
Lastly, we consider the graph G′′ = G∗[A′ ∪Dj ]. We claim that every vertex of Dj has degree
at least τ/2 in G′′. Indeed, assume for contradiction that some vertex v ∈ Dj has fewer than
τ/2 neighbors in G′′. Since every vertex whose degree in G∗ falls below τ is deleted from G∗,
vertex v must have at least τ/2 neighbors that do not lie in A′ ∪Dj . Each such neighbor then
must belong to the set B \ Dj . But then v has at least τ/2 > hr neighbors in B \ Dj , so it
should not have been added to the set Dj when Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning(G
′[B], hr) was
executed.
We conclude that every vertex of Dj has degree at least τ/2 in G
′′. However, if we run procedure
Proc-Construct-Layers(G′′[Dj ], hr), and let (J ′, J ′′) be its outcome, then we know that J ′′ = ∅
(this is because every vertex ofDj was added to set R1 by Procedure Proc-Degree-Pruning(G
′[B], hr),
and Dj ⊆ B). Since hr ≤ τ/(64 log n), we can now use Corollary 3.5 with the partition (A′,Dj)
of vertices of G′′ and R = ∅, to conclude that every vertex of Dj has a path of length at most
log n connecting it to a vertex of A′ in G′′, such that every inner vertex of the path lies in Dj.
Corollary 4.11 Throughout the algorithm, for all 1 < j ≤ r, for every vertex v ∈ Dj , there is
a path P of length at most j log n, connecting v to a vertex of
⋃
j′<j K
∗
j′, such that every vertex
of P lies in
(⋃
j′<j Λ˜j′
)
∪
(⋃
j′≤j Dj′
)
.
Proof: The proof is by induction on j. For j = 1, D1 = ∅, so the corollary trivially holds.
Consider now some j > 1, and some vertex v ∈ Dj . From Claim 4.10, there is a path P ,
connecting v to a vertex of Uj−1, of length at most log n, such that P only contains vertices
of Dj, except for its last vertex, that we denote by v
′. Assume that v′ ∈ Sj1 , for some j1 < j.
We now consider three cases. First, if v′ ∈ K∗j1 , then we are done, and we can return the path
P . Otherwise, if v′ ∈ K∗j1 , then, from the definition of the hj1-core decomposition, and from
the fact that we re-compute this decomposition once hj1/∆ vertices are deleted, there is a path
P ′ of length at most log n connecting v′ to a vertex of K∗j1 . We return a path obtained by
concatenating P and P ′. Otherwise, v′ ∈ Dj1 . From the induction hypothesis, there is a path
P ′ of length at most j1 log n ≤ (j − 1) log n, connecting v′ to a vertex of
⋃
j′<j1
K∗j′ , such that
every vertex of P ′ lies in
(⋃
j′<j1
Λ˜j′
)
∪
(⋃
j′≤j1 Dj′
)
. Concatenating paths P ′ and P gives the
desired path.
4.3.1 Data Structures
Our algorithm maintains the following data structures.
First, we maintain the connectivity/spanning data structure CONN-SF(G∗) for the graph G∗.
Recall that the total time required to maintain this data structure under edge deletions is
O((|E(G∗)| + n) log2 |V (G∗)|) = O((m + n) log2 n), where m = |E(G)| is the total number of
edges in the original input graph G. Recall that the data structure can process queries of the
form path(G∗, u, v): given two vertices u and v in G∗, return any simple path connecting u to
v in G∗ if such a path exists, and return ∅ otherwise. If u and v belong to the same connected
component C of G∗, then this query can be processed in time O(|V (C)|).
For every level 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we maintain the graphs Λj and Λ˜j, together with the hj-core
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decomposition Fj of Λ˜j, and the set Dj of discarded vertices. As already discussed, all these
are recomputed at most n∆/hj times over the course of the algorithm, by calling procedure
Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj , j). Each call to the procedure requires running time n
1+o(1)hj , and
so overall, the running time spent on executing the procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj , j), over
the course of the algorithm, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r, is at most n2+o(1).
For every level 1 ≤ j < r, for every vertex v ∈ Λj+1, we maintain a list δj(v) of all neighbors
of v in G∗ that lie in Λ˜j ∪ Dj. This list is recomputed from scratch every time Procedure
Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj , j) is executed. It is easy to verify that this can be done without
increasing the asymptotic running time of the procedure.
For every level 1 ≤ j ≤ r, and every core structure K = (K,U(K), Λ˜Kj ,WK) ∈ Fj , we maintain
the data structure from Theorem 4.6, that supports queries that, given a pair u, v ∈ K of vertices
of the core that were not deleted yet, return a path of length at most ℓ∗ connecting u to v in Λ˜j,
or correctly establish that K is not a perfect core structure, that is, WK is not an α∗-expander.
The total running time required to maintain this data structure for K is O(|E(Λ˜Kj )|poly log n).
Since the core decomposition of Λ˜j ensures that every edge of Λ˜j belongs to at most log n graphs
Λ˜Kj , where K is a core from the decomposition, the total time required to maintain this data
structure for all cores in Fj is at most |E(Λ˜j)|poly log n = O(n∆hj poly log n) = O(n1+o(1)hj).
The core decomposition for Λ˜j is computed at most n∆/hj over the course of the algorithm,
and for each such new core decomposition, we may spend up to O(n1+o(1)hj) time maintaining
its cores. Therefore, the total time spent on maintaining all cores, across all levels 1 ≤ j ≤ r, is
at most O(n2+o(1)∆ log n) = O(n2+o(1)).
For every level 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we maintain a counter N(j), that counts the number of vertices that
were deleted from the graph G∗ since the last time the procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj , j)
was called.
Finally, we need to maintain data structures that allow us to find short paths from the vertices
of K
∗
j to the vertices of K
∗
j for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r, and from the vertices of Dj to the vertices of⋃
j′<j K
∗
j . Let us fix a level 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
First, we construct a new graph Hj, obtained from graph Λ˜j , as follows. Let K1, . . . ,Kz ∈ Fj
be the core structures that are currently in the core decomposition, and let K1, . . . ,Kz be their
corresponding cores. Starting from graph Λ˜j , we contract every core Ky into a vertex v(Ky).
We then add a source vertex s, and connect it to each such new vertex v(Ky). All edges have
unit length. The resulting graph is denoted by Hj. We maintain an Even-Shiloach tree for
Hj, from the source vertex s, up to distance (log n + 1): ES-Tree(Hj , s, (log n + 1)). The total
time required to maintain this tree is O(|E(Hj)| log2 n) = O(n∆hj log2 n). Graph Hj and the
tree ES-Tree(Hj, s, (log n + 1)) will be recomputed at most n∆/hj times – every time that the
procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj , j) is called. Therefore, the total time needed to maintain
all these trees throughout the algorithm is O(n2+o(1)).
Lastly, we construct a new graph H ′j, as follows. We start with the sub-graph of G
∗ induced by
the vertices of Dj, and add a source vertex s to it. We connect s to every vertex v ∈ Dj that
has a neighbor in
⋃
j′<j(Λ˜j′ ∪Dj′); in other words, for some j′ < j, the list δj′(v) is non-empty.
Note that every edge of H ′j, except for those incident to s, belongs to Λj−1, so |E(H ′j)| ≤
n∆hj. We maintain an Even-Shiloach tree of H
′
j, from the source vertex s, up to distance
log n: ES-Tree(H ′j, s, log n). The total time required to maintain this tree is O(|E(H ′j)| log n) =
O(n∆hj log n). Graph H
′
j and the tree ES-Tree(H
′
j, s, (log n + 1)) will be recomputed at most
n∆/hj−1 = n/hj times – every time that the procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj−1, j − 1) is
called. Therefore, the total time needed to maintain all these trees throughout the algorithm is
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O(n2+o(1)).
4.3.2 Vertex Deletion
We now describe an update procedure when a vertex v is deleted from the graph G. First, if
v 6∈ G∗, then there is nothing to be done. Otherwise, we will maintain a set Q of vertices to be
deleted, that is initialized to Q = {v}. While Q 6= ∅, we let u be any vertex in Q. We delete u
from G∗, updating the connectivity data structure CONN-SF(G∗), and from all graphs Λj, Λ˜j ,
Hj, H
′
j , to which u belongs. We also update the affected Even-Shiloach trees for Hj and H
′
j for
all j. For every neighbor u′ of u in G∗, we decrease d(u′) by 1. If d(u′) < τ but u′ 6∈ Q, we add
u′ to Q.
Assume that v ∈ Λj∗ ∪Dj∗. For every neighbor u of v that lies in Λj∗+1, we delete v from the
list δj∗(u). If u ∈ Dj′ for some j′ > j∗, and all lists δj′′(u) for j′′ < j′ become empty, then we
delete the edge (s, u) from graph H ′j′ and update the ES-Tree accordingly.
We also update the counters N(j) with the number of deleted vertices. Once Q = ∅, we check
whether we need to call procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj , j) for any index j. In order to do
so, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we check whether N(j) ≥ hj/∆. If this is true for any j, we select the
smallest such j, and run the procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λj , j). We also set the counters
N(j′) for all j′ ≥ j to 0. We have already accounted for the time needed to maintain all our
data structures. Additional running time required by the vertex deletion procedure is bounded
by the sum of degrees of all vertices deleted from G∗ times O(log n), and so the total time
incurred by the vertex deletion procedure over the course of the algorithm is O(|E(G∗)| log n).
Overall, the running time of the whole algorithm is n2+o(1). It now remains to describe an
algorithm for responding to queries.
4.3.3 Responding to Queries
Suppose we are given a query path-query(u, u′, C), where C is some connected component of
G∗, and u, u′ ∈ C. Our goal is to return a path connecting u to u′ in C, of length at most
213|V (C)| ·∆ · ℓ∗ · log4 n/τ , in expected time O(|V (C)| log4 n).
Our first step is to compute a simple path P connecting u to u′ in C, by calling Procedure
path(G∗, u, u′) in the connectivity data structure CONN-SF(G∗). This query can be processed
in time O(|V (C)|). We denote this path by P = (u1, u2, . . . , uz), where u1 = u and uz = u′.
Let R be the collection of all core sets K, whose corresponding core structure K lies in ⋃rj=1Fj.
We let R′ ⊆ R be the set of cores K that are contained in C. Next, we label every vertex ua of
P with a core K ∈ R′, such that there is a path P (ua) of length at most log2 n in C, connecting
ua to a vertex of K. We will also store the path P (ua) together with ua. In order to do so,
we consider every vertex ua ∈ P in turn. If ua belongs to some core K ∈ R (in which case
K ∈ R′ must hold), then we assign to ua the label K, and we let P (ua) be the path containing
a single vertex – the vertex ua. Otherwise, if ua ∈ K∗j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r, then we know that
there is a path of length at most log n, connecting ua to some core K whose corresponding core
structure lies in Fj , from the definition of core decomposition and hj-universal sets. In order to
find such a core K and the corresponding path, we consider the graph Hj and its corresponding
tree ES-Tree(Hj, s, log n + 1). This tree must contain a path from ua to s, of length at most
log n+1. Let v(K) be the penultimate vertex on this path. Then K ∈ R′, and we assign to ua
the label K. We also store the path P (ua), connecting ua to a vertex of K, that we obtain by
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traversing this tree from ua to s; the length of P (ua) is at most log n.
Finally, assume that ua ∈ Dj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r. We know that there is a path of length
O(log2 n) connecting ua to some core K ∈ R′ from Corollary 4.11. In order to find such a core
and the corresponding path, we start with the tree ES-Tree(H ′j , s, log n + 1), and retrace the
path from ua to s in this tree. The length of this path is at most log n, and we let v
1
a be the
penultimate vertex on this path, and P 1(ua) the sub-path of this path connecting ua to v
1
a.
Recall that v1a must have a neighbor, that we denote by u
1
a, lying in Λj′ ∪Dj′ for some j′ < j,
which can be found by inspecting the lists δj′(v
1
a). Let e = (u
1
a, v
1
a) be the corresponding edge.
We then consider three cases. First, if u1a belongs to some core K ∈ R, then we terminate
the algorithm and label ua with K; we also store the path P (ua), obtained by concatenating
path P 1(ua) with edge e, together with ua. Otherwise, if u
1
a ∈ K∗j1 for some j1 < j, then
we compute a path P 2(ua), connecting u
1
a to some core K ∈ R′ exactly as in the previous
case, and label ua with K. We also store path P (ua), obtained from concatenating the path
P 1(ua), the edge e, and the path P
2(ua), together with ua. Finally, if neither of the above two
cases happen, then u1a ∈ Dj1 for some j1 < j. We then proceed to inspect the graph H ′j1 and
compute a path P 2(ua), connecting u
1
a to the vertex s in ES-Tree(H
′
j1
, s, log n). We denote by
v2a the penultimate vertex on this path, and continue as before. Eventually, after at most j
iterations, we will construct a path P (ua), connecting ua to a vertex of some core K ∈ R, such
that the length of the path is at most j log n ≤ log2 n. We then label ua with K, and we store
P (ua) together with ua. The time required to find a label and a path P (ua) for every vertex
ua is proportional to the length of the path, and is bounded by O(log
2 n). Therefore, the total
running time of this part of the algorithm is O(|V (P )| log2 n) ≤ O(|V (C)| log2 n).
Our next step is to shortcut the path P : we would like to ensure that every label K appears at
most twice on the path P , and these two appearances are consecutive. In order to do this, we
first create an array A that contains an entry A[K] for every label K that appears on the path
P ; the number of such labels is at most |V (P )| ≤ |V (C)|. Throughout the algorithm, entry
A[K] will contain a pointer to the first vertex, from among the currently processed vertices, on
the current path P , whose label is K. We process the vertices of P one-by-one in their natural
order along P . When a vertex ua is processed, we consider the label K of ua. If the entry A[K]
is currently empty, then we store in A[K] a pointer to the vertex ua on path P . Otherwise,
entry A[K] contains a pointer to some vertex ub, that appears before ua on path P , such that
the label of ub is also K. If ub does not appear immediately before ua on P , then we discard the
section of the path P between ub and ua (but we keep these two vertices). For each discarded
vertex uw, if the label of uw is K
′, then we delete from A[K ′] a pointer that was stored there.
Notice that, if ub and ua are consecutive on the path P , and they have the same label K, then
only a pointer to ub is stored in A[K]. Observe that we process every vertex of P at most twice
- once when we inspect it for the first time, and once when we discard it. Therefore, the running
time of this step of the algorithm is O(|V (P )|) = O(|V (C)|).
Let Q be the sequence of vertices obtained from P after the last step. We denote Q =
(q1, q2, . . . , qz′), where q1 = u and qz′ = u
′. Notice that for every consecutive pair qa, qa+1
of vertices in Q, either there is an edge (qa, qa′) in G
∗, or these two vertices have the same
label. Moreover, every label K may appear at most twice in Q, as a label of two consecutive
vertices. We claim that the length of Q is at most 215|V (C)|∆ log2 n/τ . Indeed, the length of
Q is bounded by 2|R′|, where R′ is the collection of all cores K contained in C. Recall that
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, every core structure K ∈ Fj is an hj-core structure, and so, from Observa-
tion 4.5, its corresponding core K contains at least hj/(128 log n) vertices. As all cores K in the
decomposition Fj are mutually vertex-disjoint, the total number of core structures in Fj , whose
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corresponding core is contained in C, is at most 128|V (C)| log n/hj , and the total number of
cores in R′ is at most ∑rj=1 128|V (C)| log n/hj ≤ 256|V (C)| log n/hr ≤ 214|V (C)|∆ log2 n/τ
(since hr ≥ τ/(64∆ log n) from the definition of z2). Therefore, the length of Q is at most
215|V (C)|∆ log2 n/τ .
Finally, we turn Q into a path in G∗, by iteratively performing the following process. Let
qa, qa+1 be a pair of consecutive vertices on Q, such that there is no edge connecting qa to qa+1
in G∗. Then both qa and qa+1 have the same label, that we denote by K, and we have stored
two paths: path P (qa), connecting qa to some vertex q
′
a ∈ K, and path P (qa+1), connecting
qa+1 to some vertex q
′
a+1 ∈ K. The lengths of both paths are at most log2 n. Assume that the
core structure K corresponding to K lies in Fj . We then run the algorithm from Theorem 4.6
on K, q′a and q′a+1. If the outcome of this algorithm is a path Qa, of length at most ℓ∗,
connecting q′a to q′a+1 in the current graph Λ˜
K
j , then we insert the concatenation of the paths
P (qa), Qa, P (qa+1) between qa and qa+1 into Q, and continue to the next iteration. The running
time for the current iteration is O(ℓ∗+|K| log3 n). Otherwise, the algorithm correctly establishes
that the core structure K is not perfect, that is, WK is not an α∗-expander. Since our core
decomposition algorithm ensures that with high probability every core structure it computes
is perfect, the probability that this happens is at most 1/nc for some large constant c. In this
case, we run Procedure Proc-Construct-Layers(Λ1, 1) and restart the algorithm for computing
the path connecting u to u′ in C from scratch. The running time in this case is bounded by
O(n2+o(1)), but, since the probability of this event is at most 1/nc, the expected running time
in this case remains O(ℓ∗ + |K| log3 n).
We assume that every time Theorem 4.6 is called, a path connecting the two corresponding
vertices q′a and q′a+1 is returned (as otherwise we start the algorithm from scratch). Once we
process every consecutive pair qa, qa+1 of vertices on Q that have no edge connecting them in G
∗,
we obtain a path connecting u to u′ in C. The length of the path is bounded by |Q|(ℓ∗+log2 n),
where |Q| is the length of the original sequence Q, so |Q| ≤ 215|V (C)|∆ log2 n/τ . Therefore,
the final length of the path that we obtain is at most 213|V (C)|ℓ∗∆ log4 n/τ , as required. We
now bound the total expected running time of the last step. We invoke Theorem 4.6 at most
once for every core K that serves as a label of a vertex on Q, and each such call takes expected
time O(ℓ∗ + |K| log3 n). Recall that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r, for all core structures K ∈ Fj , their
corresponding cores are vertex-disjoint. Therefore, the total running time of this step is bounded
by O(ℓ∗|Q| + r|V (C)| log3 n) = O(ℓ∗∆|V (C)| log2 n/τ) + O(|V (C)| log4 n) = O(|V (C)| log4 n),
as τ ≥ ℓ∗∆.
5 Computing the Core Decomposition – Proof of Theorem 4.9
The proof of Theorem 4.9 relies on the following observation and theorem.
Observation 5.1 Let S ⊆ V (Gˆ) be any subset of vertices of Gˆ, and let (J1, J2) be a partition
of V (Gˆ) \ S computed by Proc-Degree-Pruning(Gˆ \ S, d), where d = h/(32 log n). Then:
• set J1 is h-universal with respect to S in graph Gˆ; and
• the minimum vertex degree in Gˆ[J2] is at least h/(32 log n).
The observation immediately follows from Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.5, and from the fact that
∆ > 32 log n.
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Theorem 5.2 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a connected sub-graph G˜ ⊆ Gˆ,
such that every vertex of G˜ has degree at least h/(32 log n) in G˜, computes a collection F ={
(Ki, U(Ki), G˜
Ki ,WKi)
}r
i=1
of h-core structures in G˜, for some r > 0, such that:
• the sets K1, . . . ,Kr of vertices are mutually disjoint;
• every edge of G˜ belongs to at most one graph of G˜K1 , . . . , G˜Kr ; and
• ∑ri=1 |Ki| ≥ |V (G˜)|/2.
Moreover, with high probability, each resulting core structure in F is perfect. The running time
of the algorithm is O((|E(G˜)|+ |V (G˜)|1+o(1)) poly log n).
We provide the proof of the theorem below, after we complete the proof of Theorem 4.9 using it.
The algorithm employs Theorem 5.2 at most O(log n) times, and so with high probability the
algorithm from Theorem 5.2 succeeds in all these executions, that is, all h-core structures that
we compute throughout the algorithm by invoking Theorem 5.2 are perfect h-core structures.
We assume that this is the case from now on.
Our algorithm performs a number of iterations. The input to the ith iteration is a family
Fi =
{
(Kj , U(Kj), G˜
Kj ,WKj)
}ri
j=1
of perfect h-core structures, such that the sets K1, . . . ,Kri
of vertices are mutually disjoint, and every edge of Gˆ belongs to at most (i − 1) graphs in{
GˆK1 , . . . , GˆKri
}
. Let Si = K1 ∪ · · · ∪ Kri and let J i = V (Gˆ) \ Si. We are also given a
partition (J i1, J
i
2) of J
i into two subsets, such that set J i1 is h-universal for S
i, and, if we denote
G˜i = Gˆ[J
i
2], then every vertex of G˜i has degree at least h/(32 log n). In the input to the first
iteration, F1 = ∅, J11 = ∅, and J12 = V (Gˆ). Recall that all vertex degrees in Gˆ are at least h.
In order to execute the ith iteration of the algorithm, we apply Theorem 5.2 to every connected
component of the graph G˜i. Let F ′i =
{
(Kj , U(Kj), G˜
Kj
i ,W
Kj)
}r′i
j=1
be the union of the families
of perfect h-core structures that the theorem computes for all these components. Notice that
every edge of G˜ belongs to at most one graph in
{
G˜
Kj
i
}r′i
j=1
. We then set Fi+1 = Fi ∪ F ′i ,
and denote |Fi+1| by ri+1. From the construction of G˜i, we are guaranteed that all cores Kj
corresponding to the core structures in the resulting family Fi+1 are mutually disjoint, and
that every edge of Gˆ participates in at most i graphs GˆKj . In order to construct the sets J i+11 ,
J i+12 of vertices, we let S
i+1 = K1 ∪ · · · ∪Kri+1 and J i+1 = V (Gˆ) \ Si+1, and apply Procedure
Proc-Degree-Pruning to graph Gˆ\Si+1 with the parameter d = h/(32 log n). Let (J i+11 , J i+12 ) be
the resulting partition of J i+1. If J i+12 6= ∅, then we continue to the next iteration. Otherwise,
we terminate the algorithm. Notice that, from Observation 5.1, set J i+1 is h-universal with
respect to Si+1. We will prove below that the number of iterations in the algorithm is bounded
by log n, and so every edge of G˜ may belong to at most log n graphs G˜K , where K is a core in
Fi+1, as it belongs to at most one such graph for every collection F ′1, . . . ,F ′i of cores structures.
Therefore, the current collection Fi+1 of core structures defines a valid core decomposition.
We now analyze the running time of the algorithm. It is easy to verify that every iteration
takes time O((|E(Gˆ)| + |V (Gˆ)|1+o(1)) poly log n). It is now sufficient to show that the number
of iterations is bounded by log n. From Claim 3.2, we are guaranteed that for all i, J i+12 ⊆ J i2,
while the algorithm from Theorem 5.2 guarantees that the number of vertices that participate
in the cores K1, . . . ,Kr′i is at least |V (G˜i+1)|/2 = |J i2|/2. Therefore, for all i, |J i2| ≤ |J i−1|/2,
and the total number of iterations is bounded by log n. It now remains to prove Theorem 5.2.
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5.1 Proof of Theorem 5.2
The basic block in the proof of Theorem 5.2 is the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a connected sub-graph Gˇ ⊆ G,
whose vertices are partitioned into a set Γ of boundary vertices and a set Υ of non-boundary
vertices, such that |Γ| ≤ |V (Gˇ)|/4, and every vertex of Υ has degree at least h/(32 log n) in Gˇ,
returns one of the following:
• either a vertex cut (X,Y,Z) of Gˇ with |Y | ≤ min{|X|,|Z|}
log6 n
and |X|, |Z| ≥ |V (Gˇ)|
log4 n
(an almost-
balanced sparse vertex-cut); or
• an h-core structure (K,U(K), GˇK ,WK) in Gˇ, where K ⊆ Υ, and K contains all but at
most 16|V (Gˇ)|/ log n vertices of Υ, GˇK = Gˇ, and K∪U(K) = V (Gˇ). Moreover, with high
probability, WK is an α∗-expander; in other words, with high probability, (K,U(K), GˇK ,WK)
is a perfect core structure.
The running time of the algorithm is O((|E(Gˇ)|+ |V (Gˇ)|1+o(1)) poly log n).
We delay the proof of this theorem to Section 6, and prove Theorem 5.2 using it here. Through-
out the algorithm, we maintain a family H of connected sub-graphs of G˜, that we call clusters,
and a partition of H into three subsets: set A of active clusters, set I of inactive clusters, and
set D of discarded clusters. Additionally, we maintain a set Γ ⊆ V (G˜) of vertices that we refer
to as boundary vertices, and a collection F of h-core structures, such that with high probability
all core structures in F are perfect. We will maintain the following invariants:
I1. for every cluster H ∈ A ∪ I, |Γ ∩ V (H)| ≤ |V (H)|/4, and for every cluster H ∈ D,
|Γ ∩ V (H)| > |V (H)|/4;
I2. for every inactive cluster H ∈ I, there an h-core structure K(H) = (K,U(K),HK ,WK)
in F , with HK = H, K ∩ Γ = ∅, and K ∪ U(K) = V (H), such that K contains all
but at most 16|V (H)|/ log n vertices of V (H) \ Γ, and with high probability, WK is an
α∗-expander;
I3. for every pair H,H ′ ∈ H of distinct clusters, E(H) ∩E(H ′) = ∅ and V (H)∩ V (H ′) ⊆ Γ;
I4. for every cluster H ∈ H, if v ∈ V (H) is a non-boundary vertex (that is, v 6∈ Γ), then v
has degree at least h/(32 log n) in H, and every neighbor of v in G˜ belongs to H; and
I5. every vertex of G˜ belongs to at least one cluster in H.
At the beginning, H contains a single cluster - the graph G˜; we also set A = H, I = D = ∅,
F = ∅, and Γ = ∅. Notice that all invariants hold for this setting. The algorithm consists of a
number of phases. In each phase, we process every active cluster H ∈ A.
Consider now some active cluster H ∈ A, and let Γ(H) = Γ ∩ V (H), and Υ(H) = V (H) \ Γ.
Notice that from Invariants (I1) and (I4), |Γ(H)| ≤ |V (H)|/4, and every vertex of Υ has degree
at least h/(32 log n) in H. In order to process the cluster H ∈ A, we apply Theorem 5.3 to
it, with the set Γ(H) of boundary vertices, and the set Υ(H) of non-boundary vertices. If the
outcome is an h-core structure (K,U(K),HK ,WK), then we add this core structure as K(H)
to F , and move H from A to I. Note that all invariants continue to hold.
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Otherwise, we obtain a vertex cut (X,Y,Z) of V (H), with |Y | ≤ min{|X|,|Z|}
log6 n
and |X|, |Z| ≥
|V (H)|
log4 n
. We define two new graphs, H1 and H2 as follows. We start with H1 = H[X ∪ Y ] and
H2 = H[X ∪ Z], and then delete, from both graphs, all edges whose both endpoints belong
to Y . This ensures that these two new graphs do not share any edges. The vertices of Y are
added to Γ, where they become boundary vertices. Next, we remove the cluster H from A, and
consider every connected component H˜ of H1 and H2 one-by-one. For each such component
H˜, if |V (H˜) ∩ Γ| > |V (H˜)|/4, then we add H˜ to D, and otherwise, we add it to A. It is easy
to verify that all invariants continue to hold. This completes the description of a phase. The
processing of a single cluster H ∈ A takes time O((|E(H)|+ |V (H)|1+o(1)) poly log n), and, since
the clusters are disjoint in their edges, and since, in every active cluster H, a constant fraction of
its vertices are non-boundary vertices that are not shared with other clusters, the total running
time of every phase is O((|E(G˜)| + |V (G˜)|1+o(1)) poly log n). The algorithm terminates once
A = ∅. Next, we bound the number of phases in the following claim.
Claim 5.4 There are at most log5 n phases in the algorithm.
Proof: Consider an iteration when a cluster H ∈ A was processed, and assume that the
algorithm from Theorem 5.3 returned a vertex cut (X,Y,Z) for this cluster. Then, since
|X|, |Z| ≥ |V (H)|
log4 n
, we are guaranteed that for every connected component H˜ of H1 and H2,
|V (H˜)| ≤
(
1− 1
log4 n
)
|V (H)|. Therefore, at the end of every phase i, for every cluster H ∈ A,
we are guaranteed that |V (H)| ≤
(
1− 1
log4 n
)i
|V (G˜)|, and so the total number of phases is
bounded by log5 n.
The final collection F of core structures contains all core structures K(H), for H ∈ I. De-
note F =
{
(Ki, U(Ki), G˜
Ki ,WKi)
}r
i=1
. Recall that every core structure in F is an h-core
structure, and with high probability, all these core structures are perfect. Invariant (I3) en-
sures that every edge of G˜ belongs to at most one cluster H, and hence to at most one
graph of G˜K1 , . . . , G˜Kr . Since, for every cluster H ∈ I, the vertices lying in the core K of
the corresponding core structure K(H) are non-boundary vertices, from Invariant (I3), the sets
K1, . . . ,Kr of vertices are mutually disjoint. Notice that the total running time of the algorithm
is O((|E(G˜)|+|V (G˜)|1+o(1)) poly log n). It now only remains to show that∑ri=1 |Ki| ≥ |V (G˜)|/2.
For convenience, we denote K∗ =
⋃r
i=1Ki. Notice that, if v 6∈ K∗, then one of the following
three cases must happen: either (i) v ∈ Γ; or (ii) v ∈ V (H) where H ∈ D is a discarded cluster;
or (iii) v ∈ Υ(H) for some cluster H ∈ I, but v does not belong to the corresponding core;
there are at most 16|V (H)|/ log n vertices of the latter type for each H ∈ I. We now bound
the sizes of each of these three vertex sets in turn.
We let Γ+ be a multi-set of boundary vertices, where for each boundary vertex v ∈ Γ, the
number of copies of v that are added to Γ+ is precisely the number of clusters in H containing
v. At the beginning of the algorithm, Γ+ = ∅. As the algorithm progresses, new vertices (or
copies of old vertices) are added to Γ+.
Claim 5.5 At the end of the algorithm, |Γ+| < |V (G˜)|/128.
Proof: Recall that the number of phases in our algorithm is bounded by log5 n. We now bound
the number of new vertices added to Γ+ in every phase. Consider some phase of the algorithm,
and let H ∈ A be a cluster that was processed during that phase. If we found a core structure
in H and moved H to I, then no new vertices where added to Γ+ while processing H. Assume
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now that we have computed a vertex cut (X,Y,Z) in H. Then up to two new copies of every
vertex in Y are added to Γ+. Let N(H) denote the number of non-boundary vertices in H.
From Invariant (I1), |N(H)| ≥ 3|V (H)|/4, and the algorithm from Theorem 5.3 guarantees that
|Y | ≤ |V (H)|
2 log6 n
≤ 2|N(H)|
3 log6 n
. Therefore, at most 4|N(H)|
3 log6 n
new vertices are added to Γ+ when cluster
H is processed. Since, from Invariant (I3), a non-boundary vertex may belong to at most one
cluster, the total number of vertices added to Γ+ over the course of a single phase is at most
4|V (G˜)|
3 log6 n
, and, since the number of phases is at most log5 n, the total number of vertices that
belong to Γ+ at the end of the algorithm is at most O(|V (G˜)|/ log n) < |V (G˜)|/128. (We have
used the fact that n is large enough).
Let D denote the set of all non-boundary vertices that lie in the clusters of D. Since, from
Invariant (I1), for every cluster H ∈ D, |V (H) ∩ Γ| ≥ |V (H)|/4, we get that |D| ≤ 4|Γ+| ≤
|V (G˜)|/32.
Lastly, let R denote the set of all vertices v, such that (i) there is an inactive cluster H ∈ I
with v ∈ V (H) \ Γ, and (ii) v 6∈ K∗. Recall that each inactive cluster H contributes at most
16|V (H)|/ log n vertices to R. Therefore:
|R| ≤ 16
log n
∑
H∈I
|V (H)| ≤ 16
log n
(|V (G˜)|+ |Γ+|) ≤ 16
log n
· 129
128
|V (G˜)| ≤ |V (G˜)|
128
,
if n is sufficiently large. Therefore, overall:
|Γ|+ |D|+ |R| ≤ |V (G˜)|
(
1
128
+
1
32
+
1
128
)
<
|V (G˜)|
2
.
Since K∗ = V (G˜) \ (Γ ∪D ∪R), we get that |K∗| ≥ |V (G˜)|/2.
6 Proof of Theorem 5.3
This section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 5.3. For convenience, we denote nˇ = |V (Gˇ)|.
We say that a vertex cut (X,Y,Z) of Gˇ is acceptable, if |Y | ≤ min{|X|,|Z|}
log6 n
and |X|, |Z| ≥ nˇ
log4 n
.
Our goal is to either compute an acceptable vertex cut, or an h-core structure with the required
properties.
The proof of Theorem 5.3 consists of three parts. In the first part, we will either return an
acceptable cut (X,Y,Z) in Gˇ, in which case we terminate the algorithm and return this cut; or
we will embed a graphW into Gˇ, that is “almost” an expander, in the sense that every balanced
cut inW is large. Every edge e ofW is mapped to a path P (e) in Gˇ that is sufficiently short, and
every vertex of Gˇ participates in a small number of such paths. In the second part, we find a core
structure in Gˇ by computing an α∗-expanderW ′ ⊆W . The embedding ofW that was computed
in the first part then immediately defines an embedding of W ′ into Gˇ, and graph W ′ will serve
as the witness graph for the core structure. The vertices of W ′ become the core itself, and the
remaining vertices of Gˇ become the extension of the core. In the third and the last part, we turn
the resulting core structure into an h-core structure. The first two parts of the proof use the cut-
matching game from Theorem 3.1, on nˇ vertices. Notice that the theorem only guarantees that
the construction of the expander is successful with probability at least (1−1/poly(nˇ)), while we
need our algorithm to succeed with probability at least (1−1/poly(n)). In order to improve the
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probability of success, it is enough to repeat the algorithm O(log n/ log nˇ) = O(log log n) times
since nˇ = Ω(n1/ log logn/ log n). Also, recall that every run of the algorithm requires O(log2 nˇ)
iterations. In order to simplify the calculations, every time we need to use the cut-matching
game, we will run it for
⌊
log3 n
⌋
iterations altogether; assuming that n is large enough, this
ensures that the probability of success is at least (1− 1/nc), for a large enough constant c, e.g.,
c = 1000.
6.1 Part 1 of the Algorithm.
The first part of the algorithm relies on the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1 There is a randomized algorithm that, given the graph Gˇ as in the statement
of Theorem 5.3, and parameters z > 0, ℓ > 2
√
log n, computes, in time O(|E(Gˇ)| · ℓ3 log3 n +
|V (Gˇ)|poly log n) one of the following:
• Either a vertex cut (X,Y,Z) in Gˇ with |Y | ≤ 8 lognℓ min {|X|, |Z|} and |X|, |Z| ≥ z2 ;
• or a graph W with V (W ) = V (Gˇ), where the degree of every vertex in W is at most log3 n,
together with a path P (e) for every edge e = (u, v) ∈ E(W ), such that P (e) connects u to
v in Gˇ, and:
– The length of each path in {P (e) | e ∈ E(W )} is at most ℓ;
– Every vertex of Gˇ participates in at most ℓ2 log3 n paths in {P (e) | e ∈ E(W )}; and
– with high probability, for every partition (A,B) of the vertices of Gˇ with |A| ≤ |B|,
if |EW (A,B)| < |A|/4, then |A| ≤ 4z log3 n.
Proof: The main tool that we use in the proof of the theorem is the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2 There is an algorithm, that, given the graph Gˇ as in the statement of Theorem 5.3,
two disjoint equal-cardinality subsets A,B of V (Gˇ), and parameters z > 0, ℓ > 2
√
log n, com-
putes one of the following:
• Either a collection P of at least |A| − z paths in Gˇ, where each path connects a distinct
vertex of A to a distinct vertex of B; every path has length at most ℓ; and every vertex of
Gˇ participates in at most ℓ2 paths; or
• A vertex-cut (X,Y,Z) in Gˇ, with |Y | ≤ 8 lognℓ min {|X|, |Z|}, and |X|, |Z| ≥ z/2.
The running time of the algorithm is O(|E(Gˇ)|ℓ3).
We defer the proof of Lemma 6.2 for later, after we prove Theorem 6.1 using it.
We start with the graph W containing all the vertices of Gˇ and no edges. We then run the cut-
matching game for
⌊
log3 n
⌋
iterations. Recall that in each iteration i, we are given two disjoint
equal-cardinality subsets Ai, Bi of V (W ), and our goal is to return a complete matching Mi
between Ai and Bi. The edges of Mi are then added to W .
We now describe the execution of the ith iteration. We apply Lemma 6.2 to graph Gˇ, with
the sets Ai, Bi of vertices, and the same parameters ℓ, z. If the outcome of the lemma is a
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vertex cut (X,Y,Z), then we return this cut and terminate the algorithm – it is immediate to
verify that this cut has the required properties. Therefore, we assume that the algorithm has
returned a set Pi of paths, connecting at least |Ai| − z pairs of vertices from Ai×Bi, such that
the length of each path is at most ℓ, the paths are disjoint in their endpoints, and they cause
vertex-congestion at most ℓ2. We let M ′i be the set of pairs of vertices matched by the paths in
Pi, and we let Fi be an arbitrary matching of the remaining vertices, so that Mi =M ′i ∪Fi is a
complete matching between Ai and Bi. We add the edges of Mi to W , and we call the edges of
Fi fake edges. Notice that the number of fake edges is at most z. This concludes the description
of the ith iteration. The running time of an iteration is O(|E(Gˇ)| · ℓ3) plus the time required to
compute the partition (Ai, Bi), which is bounded by O(nˇ poly log n) from Theorem 3.1.
If, at any time during the algorithm, we compute a vertex cut (X,Y,Z) with the required
properties, then the algorithm terminates and we return this cut. Therefore, we assume that
the algorithm always computes the matchings Mi. The final graph W is then a 1/2-expander
with probability at least (1−1/poly(n)). LetW ′ be the graph obtained from W after we delete
all fake edges from it. Notice that the total number of the fake edges in W is at most z log3 n.
We immediately obtain, for every edge e ∈ E(W ′), a path P (e) in Gˇ that connects its endpoints
and has length at most ℓ. Since we have
⌊
log3 n
⌋
iterations, the paths in {P (e) | e ∈ E(H)}
cause vertex-congestion at most ℓ2 log3 n in Gˇ. Finally, let (A,B) be any partition of V (W ′),
with |A| ≤ |B|, and assume that |EW ′(A,B)| < |A|/4. Assuming that W was indeed a 1/2-
expander, |EW (A,B)| ≥ |A|/2. Therefore, there are at least |A|/4 fake edges in EW (A,B). As
the total number of the fake edges is bounded by z log3 n, we get that |A| ≤ 4z log3 n.
The running time of every iteration is O(|E(Gˇ)| · ℓ3), and, since we have O(log3 n) iterations,
the total running time is O(|E(Gˇ)| · ℓ3 log3 n+ |V (Gˇ)|poly log n).
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, it is now enough to prove Lemma 6.2
Proof of Lemma 6.2. We partition the algorithm into phases. The input to phase i are
subsets Ai ⊆ A, Bi ⊆ B of vertices that were not routed yet, with |Ai| = |Bi|. We will ensure
that during the ith phase, we either compute a set Pi of at least |Ai| lognℓ2 node-disjoint paths,
connecting vertices of Ai to vertices of Bi, such that the length of every path in Pi is at most ℓ;
or we will return a vertex-cut (X,Y,Z) with the required properties. The algorithm terminates
once |Ai| ≤ z. Since we are guaranteed that for every i, |Ai| ≤ |Ai−1|(1− log n/ℓ2), the number
of phases is bounded by ℓ2. The final set of paths is P = ⋃i Pi, and, since the paths in every
set Pi are node-disjoint, the paths in P cause vertex-congestion at most ℓ2. We will also ensure
that every phase runs in time O(|E(Gˇ)|ℓ), which will ensure that the total running time is
O(|E(Gˇ)|ℓ3), as required. The input to the first phase is A1 = A and B1 = B. It is now enough
to describe the execution of a single phase. The next claim will then finish the proof of the
lemma.
Claim 6.3 There is a deterministic algorithm, that, given a connected graph Gˇ as in the state-
ment of Theorem 6.1, two equal-cardinality subsets A′, B′ of V (Gˇ), and parameters z > 0, ℓ >
2
√
log n, computes one of the following:
• Either a collection P ′ of at least |A′| logn
ℓ2
node-disjoint paths in Gˇ, where each path connects
a distinct vertex of A′ to a distinct vertex of B′ and has length at most ℓ; or
• A vertex-cut (X,Y,Z) in Gˇ, with |Y | ≤ 8 lognℓ min {|X|, |Z|}, and |X|, |Z| ≥ |A′|/2.
The running time of the algorithm is O(|E(Gˇ)|ℓ).
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Proof: We construct a new graph H: start with graph Gˇ, and add a source vertex s that
connects to every vertex in A′ with an edge; similarly, add a destination vertex t, that con-
nects to every vertex in B′ with an edge. Set up single-source shortest path data structure
ES-Tree(H, s, ℓ), up to depth ℓ in H, with s being the source. Initialize P ′ = ∅. While the
distance from s to t is less than ℓ, choose any path P in H connecting s to t, that has at most
ℓ inner vertices. Add P to P ′, and delete all inner vertices of P from H. Notice that finding
the path P takes time O(ℓ), since we simply follow the path from t to s in the ES-Tree. The
total update time of the data structure is O(|E(Gˇ)|ℓ), and the total running time of the algo-
rithm, that includes selecting the paths and deleting their inner vertices from H, is bounded by
O(|E(Gˇ)|ℓ). We now consider two cases. First, if |P ′| ≥ |A′| logn
ℓ2
at the end of the algorithm,
then we terminate the algorithm, and return the set P ′ of paths.
Otherwise, consider the current graphH ′, that is obtained fromH after all vertices participating
in the paths in P ′ were deleted. We perform a BFS from the vertices of A′ in this graph: start
from S0 = A
′ ∩ V (H ′). Given the current set Sj , let Sj+1 contain all vertices of Sj and all
neighbors of Sj in H
′ \ {s, t}. Similarly, we perform a BFS from the vertices of B′ in H ′: start
from T0 = B
′ ∩ V (H ′). Given the current set Tj , let Tj+1 contain all vertices of Tj and all
neighbors of Tj in H
′ \ {s, t}.
We claim that there must be some index j < ℓ/2, such that one of the following happen:
either (i) |Sj+1| ≤ |V (H ′)|/2 and |Sj+1| < |Sj|
(
1 + 2 lognℓ
)
; or (ii) |Tj+1| ≤ |V (H ′)|/2 and
|Tj+1| < |Tj |
(
1 + 2 lognℓ
)
. Indeed, if no such index exists, then |Sℓ/2| > nˇ/2 and |Tℓ/2| > nˇ/2,
so there is still a path from s to t containing at most ℓ vertices in H ′, and the algorithm should
not have terminated.
We assume w.l.o.g. that |Sj+1| ≤ |V (H ′)|/2 and |Sj+1| < |Sj |
(
1 + 2 lognℓ
)
. We now define a
vertex cut (X,Y,Z) in Gˇ, as follows. Set X contains all vertices of Sj . Notice that, in particular,
X contains all vertices of A′ that still need to be routed, so |X| ≥ |A′|
(
1− logn
ℓ2
)
≥ |A′|/2. Set
Z contains all vertices of H ′ \ ({s, t} ∪ Sj+1). Since we have assumed that no path of length ℓ
connecting a vertex of A′ to a vertex of B′ exists in H ′, set Z contains all vertices of B′ that still
need to be routed, so |Z| ≥ |B′|/2. Set Y contains all remaining vertices – the vertices that are
neighbors of Sj in H
′ – their number is at most 2|Sj | lognℓ , and the vertices that participate in
the paths in P ′ – their number is at most |P ′| · ℓ ≤ |A′| logn
ℓ2
· ℓ ≤ |A′| lognℓ ≤
2|Sj | logn
ℓ . Therefore,
altogether, |Y | ≤ 4|X| lognℓ . Since |Sj+1| ≤ |V (H ′)|/2, we get that |Z| ≥ |V (H ′)|/2 ≥ |X|/2. In
particular, |Y | ≤ 8|Z| lognℓ . From the above discussion, |X|, |Z| ≥ |A′|/2.
The running time of the first part of the algorithm, when the paths of P ′ are computed is
O(|E(Gˇ)| · ℓ), as discussed above. The second part only involves computing two BFS searches
in graph H ′, and has running time of O(|E(Gˇ)|).
We apply Theorem 6.1 to the input graph Gˇ, with z = 2nˇ
log4 n
, and ℓ = 8 log8 n. Note that
the total running time of the algorithm from Theorem 6.1 becomes O(|E(Gˇ)| · poly log n).
If the outcome is a vertex cut (X,Y,Z) with |Y | ≤ 8 lognℓ min {|X|, |Z|} = min{|X|,|Z|}log7 n , and
|X|, |Z| ≥ z/2 = nˇ/ log4 n, then we obtain an acceptable cut. We terminate the algorithm
and return this cut. Therefore, we assume from now on, that the outcome of the theorem is a
graph W , with V (W ) = V (Gˇ), such that the maximum vertex degree in W is at most log3 n.
Additionally, for every edge e ∈ E(W ), we are given a path P (e) in Gˇ connecting its endpoints,
such the length of the path is at most ℓ = O(log8 n), and every vertex in Gˇ participates in at
most ℓ2 log3 n = O(log19 n) such paths. Moreover, with high probability, for every partition
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(A,B) of V (W ) with |A| ≤ |B| and |EW (A,B)| < |A|4 , the following inequality must hold:
|A| ≤ 4z log3 n = 8nˇ log
3 n
log4 n
≤ 8nˇ
log n
.
6.2 Part 2 of the Algorithm
The goal of the second part is to prove the following theorem. Recall that α∗ = 1/23
√
logn.
Theorem 6.4 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a graph W on nˇ vertices, where
n1/ log log n
32 logn ≤ nˇ ≤ n, such that:
• The maximum vertex degree in W is at most log3 n; and
• for every partition (A,B) of V (W ) with |A|, |B| ≥ 8nˇlogn , |EW (A,B)| ≥ min{|A|,|B|}4 ,
returns, in time O(nˇ1+o(1) poly log n), a subgraph W ∗ ⊆W , with |V (W ∗)| ≥
(
1− 8logn
)
nˇ, such
that with high probability, W ∗ is a 4α∗-expander.
Note that using the above theorem, we immediately obtain a core structure (K,U(K), GˇK ,WK),
where K = V (W ∗), U(K) = V (W \ W ∗), so that K ∪ U(K) = V (Gˇ), GˇK = Gˇ, and
|U(K)| ≤ 8nˇ/ log n. The witness graph is WK = W ∗, and its embedding consists of the
set {P (e) | e ∈ E(W ∗)} of paths computed in the first part of the algorithm. The total running
time of the first two parts of the algorithm is O(|E(Gˇ)|poly log n + nˇ1+o(1) poly log n). In the
remainder of this subsection, we focus on proving Theorem 6.4. Throughout the proof, we will
only be concerned with regular edge-cuts of graphs: that is, a partition of the vertices of the
graph into two disjoint non-empty subsets.
Given a graph H and a parameter α, we say that a cut (A,B) of H is α-sparse iff |EH(A,B)| ≤
αmin {|A|, |B|}. Notice that, if α′ < α, then every cut that is α′-sparse is also α-sparse. The
profit of the cut (A,B) is min {|A|, |B|}. Using this language, we can rephrase the assumption
in Theorem 6.4 as follows:
A1. For every α ≤ 1/4, every α-sparse cut in W has profit at most 8nˇlogn .
We will frequently invoke the following observation, that immediately follows from this assump-
tion, and from the fact that n is large enough.
Observation 6.5 Let (A,B) be any cut in W , such that the cut (A,B) is 1/4-sparse, and
|A| ≥ n/4. Then |A| ≥
(
1− 8logn
)
nˇ.
Our proof of Theorem 6.4 is almost identical to the arguments used in [NS17] to compute a
global expander decomposition. The main difference is that their algorithm relies on existing
algorithms for computing approximate maximum s-t flow and minimum s-t cut (in the standard
edge-capacitated version), while our algorithm avoids this by designing a simple algorithm that
provides a rough solution to the maximum flow and the minimum cut problems that need to
be solved. The setting of our parameters is also somewhat different.
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We now provide a high-level overview of the proof of Theorem 6.4. The algorithm uses a
procedure that we informally call “cutting α-sparse cuts off of W”. The procedure, at a high
level, proceeds as follows. We are given some parameter α < 1/4. Start withW ′ =W , and then
iterate. In every iteration j, we compute an α-sparse cut (Aj , Bj) ofW
′. Assuming w.l.o.g. that
|Aj | ≥ |Bj |, we set W ′ =W ′[Aj ], and continue to the next iteration. The algorithm terminates
once the current graphW ′ does not have α-sparse cuts. We then know thatW ′ is an α-expander.
Suppose the algorithm terminates after r iterations, and let W ∗ be the graph W ′ at the end
of the last iteration. The key is to observe that, since each cut (Aj , Bj) was α-sparse, then so
is the final cut (V (W ∗),
⋃r
i=1Bj). Moreover, since, in every iteration, we have assumed that
|Aj | ≥ |Bj |, from repeatedly applying Property (A1) and Observation 6.5, W ∗ contains at least
(1 − 8/ log n)nˇ vertices. In general, every iteration, in which we compute an α-sparse (or an
approximately α-sparse) cut can be implemented in time O(|E(W )|poly log n) = O(nˇ poly log n)
using known algorithms for the sparsest cut problem (but our final algorithm does not rely on
them). The difficulty with this approach is that the number of iterations can be very large, and
this may result in a large running time overall.
In order to overcome this difficulty, we exploit the fact that every α-sparse cut inW , for α ≤ 1/4,
has profit at most 8nˇlogn . Suppose we were given an algorithm, that, given the promise that the
maximum profit of an α-sparse cut in the given graph W is z, returns an α-sparse cut (A,B) in
W of profit at least z/x, for some x = nˇo(1). We could then use this algorithm to compute the
cuts (Aj , Bj) in our procedure for cutting α-sparse cuts off of W , to ensure that the number
of iterations is bounded by O(x log nˇ). Indeed, using the observation that, after each iteration
j of the algorithm, if W ′ is the current graph, then (V (W ′), B1 ∪ · · · ∪ Bj) is an α-sparse cut,
and the fact that |B1|, . . . , |Bj | ≥ z/x, we get that the maximum profit of an α-sparse cut in
W ′ must reduce by at least factor 2 every O(x) iterations, and so the number of iterations is
bounded by O(x log n).
Unfortunately, we do not have an algorithm that, given the promise that the maximum profit
of an α-sparse cut in the given graph W is z, returns an α-sparse cut (A,B) in W of profit
at least z/x, as such an algorithm, in particular, would have to solve the sparsest cut problem
exactly. Instead, we provide a randomized algorithm that, given parameters α and z, either
returns an α-sparse cut of profit at least z, or with high probability correctly determines that
every α3-sparse cut has profit at most 8z log3 n. This is done in the following theorem, whose
proof is delayed for now. We note that [NS17] prove a stronger version of this theorem that
obtains better bounds, but their proof relies on existing algorithms for approximate maximum
s-t flow and minimum s-t cut in the standard edge-capacitated setting, which we prefer to avoid.
Theorem 6.6 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a sub-graph W ′ of W containing
at least half the vertices of W , together with parameters 0 < α ≤ 1/(64 log9 n) and 1 ≤ z ≤ nˇ:
• either returns an α-sparse cut in W ′ of profit at least z;
• or with high probability correctly establishes that every α3-sparse cut has profit at most
8z log3 n.
The running time of the algorithm is O((nˇ poly log n)/α3).
If the maximum profit of an α-sparse cut and the maximum profit of an α3-sparse cut were
close to each other, then we could use the above theorem in every iteration of the procedure for
cutting α-sparse cuts off of W ′; the only difference from the previous argument would be that
the final graph would be an α3-expander and not an α-expander. Unfortunately, the maximum
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profit of an α-sparse cut and the maximum profit of an α3-sparse cut could be very far from
each other. In order to overcome this difficulty, we employ the following strategy (which is
almost identical to the strategy of [NS17]). Our algorithm consists of a number of phases. At
the beginning of the first phase, we set α1 = 1/poly log n and z1 =
8nˇ
logn . Notice that from
Property (A1), we are guaranteed that the maximum profit of an α1-sparse cut in the initial
graph W ′ =W is at most z1. We then run our procedure that cuts α1-sparse cuts off of W ′, by
employing Theorem 6.6 in each iteration, with α = α1, and z = z1/(8x log
3 n), where x = no(1)
is some parameter that we set later. A phase terminates once the theorem establishes that every
α3-sparse cut in W ′ has profit at most 8z log3 n = z1/x. Since the cuts we compute in every
iteration have profits at least z1/(8x log
3 n), while the maximum profit of an α1-sparse cut in
W ′ is at most z1, the number of iterations is bounded by 8x log3 n = no(1). We then continue
to the second phase, setting α2 = α
3
1 and z2 = z1/x. Notice that we are now guaranteed that
every α2-sparse cut in W
′ has profit at least z2. Each subsequent phase is executed exactly as
before, until some phase i∗, when zi∗ ≤ x holds for the first time. At this point, the maximum
profit of each αi∗-sparse is sufficiently small, at most zi∗ ≤ x, and therefore we no longer need
to compute αi∗-sparse cuts whose profit is large. In the final phase, we will employ the following
theorem for computing αi∗ -sparse cuts, instead of Theorem 6.6.
Theorem 6.7 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a sub-graph W ′ of W containing
at least half the vertices of W , together with a parameter 0 < α ≤ 1/(64 log9 n):
• either returns an α-sparse cut in W ′;
• or with high probability correctly establishes that W ′ is an Ω(α3)-expander.
The running time of the algorithm is O((nˇ poly log n)/α3).
The last phase is executed exactly like the previous phases, except that Theorem 6.7 is employed
in each iteration, instead of Theorem 6.6. The last phase terminates when Theorem 6.7 estab-
lishes that W ′ is an Ω(α3i∗)-expander. The parameter α
∗ in the definition of a core structure is
chosen to match this value. Recall that we have used a parameter x = nˇo(1), and the number of
iterations in every phase is bounded by roughly xpoly log n, so we would like x to be sufficiently
small. On the other hand, as the parameters zi decrease by a factor of x from phase to phase,
the number of phases is at most i∗ = logx nˇ = log nˇ/ log x. The final bound α∗ on the expansion
that we obtain depends exponentially on i∗, since for all i, αi = α3i−1. The bound α
∗ in turn
influences the running time of the algorithm (the lengths ℓ∗ of the paths returned inside each
core structure by the algorithm from Theorem 4.6 depend on α∗, and need to be balanced by
the threshold τ that we use in the definition of light and heavy graphs, which in turn affects the
running time of the algorithm for the light graph), so we would like to keep i∗ small, by letting
x be sufficiently large. We choose the parameter x in order to balance these two considerations.
We now provide a formal proof of Theorem 6.4. The proofs of Theorems 6.6 and 6.7 are very
similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1, and are provided later, after we complete the proof of
Theorem 6.4 using them.
We use the following parameters. Let α1 =
1
64 log9 n
, and for i > 1, let αi = α
3
i−1. We also set
z1 =
8
logn · nˇ, and, for i > 1, zi = zi−1/x, where x = nˇ8/ log logn.
Our algorithm consists of a number of phases. The input to the ith phase is a subgraphWi ⊆W .
We denote V (Wi) = Si, V (W \Wi) = Si and |Si| = ni. We will also guarantee that with high
probability the following three properties hold:
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P1. The profit of every αi-sparse cut in Wi is at most zi;
P2. |Si| ≥ nˇ
(
1− 8logn
)
; and
P3. |EW (Si, Si)| ≤ 14 |Si|.
The input to the first phase is graph W1 = W . From Assumption (A1), Properties (P1)-(P3)
hold for this input. We now describe the execution of the ith phase.
Execution of the ith Phase. The execution of the ith phase consists of a number of itera-
tions. The input to the jth iteration is a subgraph Cj ⊆Wi, where at the beginning, C1 =Wi.
We will ensure that the following invariants hold:
I1. |V (Cj)| ≥ nˇ
(
1− 8logn
)
; and
I2. |E(Cj ,Wi \ Cj)| ≤ αi|V (Wi \ Cj)|
We use an additional auxiliary parameter, z′i =
zi+1
8 log3 n
= zi
x·8 log3 n .
In order to execute the jth iteration, we apply Theorem 6.6 to graph Cj, with parameters
α = αi, and z = z
′
i. We then consider two cases. In the first case, the algorithm from the
theorem concludes that every α3i -sparse cut in Cj has profit at most 8z
′
i log
3 n ≤ zi+1. In
this case, we set Wi+1 = Cj , and we terminate the phase. We show that Wi+1 is a valid
input to the (i + 1)th phase. First, Invariant (I1) immediately implies Property (P2). Since
αi+1 = α
3
i , we are guaranteed with high probability that every αi+1-sparse cut in Wi+1 has
profit at most zi+1, establishing Property (P1). Finally, to establish Property (P3), we need to
show that |E(Cj ,W \Cj)| ≤ 14 |V (W \Cj)|. Observe that the set E(Cj ,W \Cj) of edges consists
of two subsets: the edges of E(Cj ,Wi \ Cj), whose number is bounded by αi|V (Wi \ Cj)|
from Invariant (I2); and the edges that belong to E(Si, Si), whose number is bounded by
1
4 |Si| = 14 |V (W \Wi)| from Property (P3). Therefore, altogether, |E(Cj ,W \ Cj)| ≤ αi|V (Wi \
Cj)| + 14 |V (W \Wi)| ≤ 14 |V (W \ Cj)|. We conclude that Property (P3) continues to hold, and
that Wi+1 is a valid input to the (i+ 1)th phase.
Assume now that Theorem 6.6 returns an αi-sparse cut (Aj , Bj) of Cj, of profit at least z
′
i.
Assume without loss of generality that |Aj | ≥ |Bj|. We then set Cj+1 = W [Aj ], and continue
to the next iteration. We now verify that the invariants (I1) and (I2) continue to hold.
In order to do so, we consider three subsets of vertices of Si: set X = Aj, set Y = Bj , and set Z
containing the remaining vertices of Si. From Invariant (I2), |E(X ∪Y,Z)| = |E(Cj ,Wi \Cj)| ≤
αi|V (Wi \ Cj)| = αi|Z|, and so:
|E(Cj+1,Wi \ Cj+1)| = |E(X,Y ∪ Z)|
≤ |E(X,Z)| + |E(X,Y )|
≤ |E(X ∪ Y,Z)|+ αi|Y |
≤ αi|Y ∪ Z|
= αi|V (Wi \ Cj+1)|.
Therefore, Invariant (I2) continues to hold.
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From Invariant (I1), we are guaranteed that |X ∪ Y | ≥
(
1− 8logn
)
nˇ, and from the choice
of X and Y , |X| ≥ |V (Cj)|/2 ≥ nˇ/4. In order to establish Invariant (I1) for Cj+1, from
Observation 6.5, it is enough to show that |E(X,V (W ) \X)| ≤ 14 min {|X|, |V (W \X)|}. We
show this using a similar reasoning to the one we used in establishing Invariant (I2). Let
Z ′ = V (W \Wi). Then:
|E(X,W \X)| = |E(X,Y )|+ |E(X,Z)| + |E(X,Z ′)|
≤ |E(X,Y )|+ |E(V (Cj), Z)|+ |E(Si, Z ′)|
≤ αi|Y |+ αi|Z|+ 1
4
|Z ′|
≤ 1
4
min
{|X|, (|Y |+ |Z|+ |Z ′|)}
=
1
4
min {|X|, |V (W \X)|} .
(For the second inequality, we have used Invariant (I2) for Cj and Property (P3) for Si. For
the third inequality, we have used the facts that |Z ′| ≤ nˇ/(8 log n) and |X| ≥ nˇ/4.) Therefore,
Invariant (I1) continues to hold.
This concludes the description of an iteration and of a phase. We now bound its running time.
A single iteration takes time O(nˇ poly log n/α3i ). Next, we bound the number of iterations in
a phase. Assume that the number of iterations is r + 1, that is, in the first r iterations we
have computed the cuts (Aj , Bj), and in the last iteration we have set Wi+1 = Cr+1. Since
we are guaranteed that |V (Cr+1)| ≥ 3n/4, and that |E(Cr+1,Wi \ Cr+1)| ≤ αi|V (Wi \ Cr+1)|,
cut (V (Cr+1), V (Wi \ Cr+1)) is an αi-sparse cut of Wi, and so its profit is bounded by zi, that
is |V (Wi \ Cr+1)| ≤ zi. But V (Wi \ Cr+1) = B1 ∪ B2 ∪ · · · ∪ Br, and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
|Bj | ≥ z′i = zix·8 log3 n . Therefore, the number of iterations in a phase is bounded by O(x log3 n),
and the total running time of a phase is O(nˇxpoly log n/α3i ).
We execute each phase as described above, as long as zi ≥ 1. Let i∗ be the largest integer for
which zi∗ ≥ 1. Then zi∗ ≤ x, and i∗ ≤ log nˇlogx = log nˇlog(nˇ8/ log log n) =
log logn
8 . Note that αi∗+1 ≥
1
(logn)10·3i
∗ , and:
(log n)10·3
i∗
= 210 log logn·3
i∗ ≤ 210 log logn·3log log n/8 ≤ 22log log n/2/9 ≤ 2
√
logn/9.
Therefore, αi∗+1 ≥ 1/2
√
logn/9. So far, we have obtained a subgraphWi∗ ⊆W , with |V (Wi∗)| ≥(
1− 8logn
)
nˇ, such that every αi∗-sparse cut inWi∗ has profit at most x. The total running time
of the algorithm so far is bounded by O(nˇxi∗ poly log n/α3i∗+1) = O(nˇ · nˇ8/ log logn · 2O(
√
logn)) =
O(nˇ1+o(1)), as nˇ ≥ n1/ log logn/(32 log n).
Finally, in order to turn Wi∗ into a 4α
∗-expander, we run a final phase. The execution of the
phase is identical to the execution of all previous phases, with parameter αi∗+1 = α
3
i∗ . We will
still ensure that Invariants (I1) and (I2) hold throughout the phase. The only difference is that
in every iteration j, we apply Theorem 6.7 instead of Theorem 6.6 to Cj , with α = αi∗+1. If
the algorithm from Theorem 6.7 establishes that Cj is an α
3
i∗+1-expander, then we terminate
the algorithm and return W ∗ = Cj. Since α∗ = 1/23
√
logn, we are now guaranteed that W ∗
is a 4α∗-expander with high probability, and, from Invariant (I1), |V (W ∗)| ≥
(
1− 8logn
)
nˇ.
Otherwise, Theorem 6.7 returns an αi∗+1-sparse cut (Aj , Bj) of Cj . As before, we assume
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without loss of generality that |Aj | ≥ |Bj |, set Cj+1 =W [Aj ], and continue to the next iteration.
Using the same reasoning as before, Invariants (I1) and (I2) continue to hold. Repeating the
same analysis as before, with zi∗+1 = 1, it is easy to verify that the number of iterations
in this final phase is bounded by x, and so the running time of the phase is bounded by
O(nˇxpoly log n/α3i∗+1) = O(nˇ
1+o(1)). Overall, the algorithm returns a graph W ∗ ⊆ W with
|V (W ∗)| ≥ (1 − 8/ log n)nˇ, such that with probability at least (1 − 1/poly(n)), graph W ∗ is a
4α∗-expander, with total running time O(nˇ1+o(1)).
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 6.4, it is now enough to prove Theorems 6.6 and 6.7.
Proofs of Theorems 6.6 and 6.7
The proofs of the two theorems are very similar. The main tool that both proofs use is the
following lemma, that is an analogue of Lemma 6.2 for edge cuts. Its proof is almost identical
to the proof of Lemma 6.2 and is delayed to the Appendix.
Lemma 6.8 There is a deterministic algorithm, that, given a subgraph W ′ ⊆ W containing
at least half the vertices of W , together with two equal-cardinality subsets A,B of V (W ′), and
parameters 0 < z < nˇ, ℓ > 2log1.5 n, computes one of the following:
• either a collection P of more than |A|−z paths in W ′, where each path connects a distinct
vertex of A to a distinct vertex of B; every path has length at most ℓ; and every edge of
W ′ participates in at most ℓ2/ log2 n paths; or
• a cut (X,Y ) in W ′, with |EW ′(X,Y )| ≤ 4 log
4 n
ℓ min {|X|, |Y |}, and |X|, |Y | ≥ z/2.
The running time of the algorithm is O(nˇℓ3 log n).
Proof of Theorem 6.6.
The idea of the proof is to run the Cut-Matching Game for
⌊
log3 n
⌋
iterations in order to embed
an “almost” expander into W ′, similarly to the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Let ℓ = 4 log
4 n
α and z
′ = 2z. We start with a graph H, whose vertex set is V (W ′), and edge
set is empty. We then run the cut-matching game on graph H. Recall that in each iteration
1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊log3 n⌋, we are given two disjoint subsets Ai, Bi of V (H) of equal cardinality, and our
goal is to return a complete matching Mi between Ai and Bi. The edges of Mi are then added
to H.
We now describe the execution of the ith iteration. We apply Lemma 6.8 to graph W ′, with the
sets Ai, Bi of vertices, and the parameters ℓ, z
′. If the outcome of the lemma is a cut (X,Y ) in
W ′, with |EW ′(X,Y )| ≤ 4 log
4 n
ℓ min {|X|, |Y |} = α ·min {|X|, |Y |}, and |X|, |Y | ≥ z′/2 = z, then
we obtain an α-sparse cut of profit at least z in W ′. We terminate the algorithm and return
this cut. Therefore, we assume that the algorithm has returned a set Pi of paths of cardinality
at least |Ai|−z′, where each path connects a distinct vertex of Ai to a distinct vertex of Bi, and
the paths of Pi cause edge-congestion at most ℓ2log2 n =
16 log6 n
α2 . We let M
′
i be the set of pairs of
vertices matched by the paths in Pi, and we let Fi be an arbitrary matching of the remaining
vertices, so that Mi = M
′
i ∪ Fi is a complete matching between Ai and Bi. We add the edges
of Mi to H, and we call the edges of Fi fake edges. Notice that the number of fake edges is at
most z′. This concludes the description of the ith iteration. The running time of an iteration
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is O(nˇℓ3 log n) = O((nˇ poly log n)/α3), plus O(nˇ poly log n) time required to compute the sets
Ai, Bi, from Theorem 3.1.
If, at any time during the algorithm, we find an α-sparse cut in W ′ of profit at least z, then
the algorithm terminates and we return this cut. Therefore, we assume from now on that in
every iteration i, the algorithm computes the matching Mi. The final graph H is then a 1/2-
expander with probability at least (1− 1/poly(n)). Let H ′ be the graph obtained from H after
we delete all fake edges from it. Notice that the total number of the fake edges in H is at
most z′ log3 n = 2z log3 n. We also obtain a set P = ⋃⌊log3 n⌋i=1 Pi of paths in W ′ that contains,
for every edge e ∈ E(H ′), a path P (e) connecting its endpoints, such that the edge-congestion
caused by the paths of P in W ′ is at most ⌊log3 n⌋ · 16 log6 n
α2
= 16 log
9 n
α2
.
Consider now some cut (X,Y ) inW ′, with |X|, |Y | > 8z log3 n. Assume w.l.o.g. that |X| ≤ |Y |.
Since graph H is a 12 -expander, EH(X,Y ) ≥ |X|/2 > 4z log3 n.
Since the total number of fake edges in H is at most 2z log3 n, fewer than half the edges of
EH(X,Y ) are fake, so |EH′(X,Y )| > |X|/4. For every edge e ∈ EH′(X,Y ), there is a path
P (e) ∈ P connecting its endpoints. In particular, path P (e) must contain an edge of EW ′(X,Y ).
As the paths in P cause edge-congestion at most 16 log9 nα2 , we get that:
|EW ′(X,Y )| ≥ |EH
′(X,Y )|
(16 log9 n)/(α2)
>
|X|
4
· α
2
16 log9 n
≥ α3|X|,
since we have assumed that α ≤ 1
64 log9 n
. Therefore, every α3-sparse cut in W ′ has profit at
most 8z log3 n.
Finally, we bound the running time of the algorithm. The algorithm has O(log3 n) iterations,
and the running time of every iteration is O((nˇ poly log n)/α3). Therefore, the total running
time is O((nˇ poly log n)/α3).
Proof of Theorem 6.7. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 6.6. As before,
we set ℓ = 4 log
4 n
α , and we run the cut-matching game on graph H for
⌊
log3 n
⌋
iterations,
where at the beginning V (H) = V (W ′) and E(H) = ∅. Consider the ith iteration of the
game, where we are given two disjoint subsets Ai, Bi of H that have equal cardinality. We
apply Lemma 6.8 to graph W ′, with the sets Ai, Bi of vertices, and the parameters ℓ as defined
above, with z = 1. If the outcome of the lemma is a cut (X,Y ) in W ′, with |EW ′(X,Y )| ≤
4 log4 n
ℓ min {|X|, |Y |} = α ·min {|X|, |Y |}, then we obtain an α-sparse cut in W ′, and terminate
the algorithm. Otherwise, the algorithm must return a set Pi of paths of cardinality |Ai|, where
each path connects a distinct vertex of Ai to a distinct vertex of Bi, and the paths of Pi cause
edge-congestion at most ℓ
2
log2 n
= 16 log
6 n
α2
. The set Pi of paths naturally defines a complete
matching Mi between Ai and Bi. We add the edges of Mi to H, and continue to the next
iteration. As before, the running time of an iteration is O(nˇℓ3 log n) = O((nˇ poly log n)/α3).
If, at any time during the algorithm, we find an α-sparse cut in W ′, then the algorithm termi-
nates and we return this cut. Therefore, we assume from now on that in every iteration i, the
algorithm computes the matching Mi. Note that the paths in
⋃
i Pi cause total edge-congestion
at most 16 log
9 n
α2
. The final graph H is then a 1/2-expander w.h.p. Using the same reasoning as
in the proof of Theorem 6.6, it is easy to see that W ′ is an Ω(α3)-expander. Indeed, consider
any cut (X,Y ) in W ′ and assume w.l.o.g. that |X| ≤ |Y |. Since graph H is a 12 -expander,
EH(X,Y ) ≥ |X|/2. For every edge e ∈ EH(X,Y ), there is a path P (e) ∈
⋃
i Pi connecting its
endpoints. In particular, path P (e) must contain an edge of EW ′(X,Y ). As the paths in
⋃
i Pi
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cause edge-congestion at most 16 log
9 n
α2
, we get that:
|EW ′(X,Y )| ≥ |EH(X,Y )|
(16 log9 n)/(α2)
≥ |X|
2
· α
2
16 log9 n
> α3|X|,
since we have assumed that α ≤ 1
64 log9 n
. Therefore, graph W ′ does not contain α3-sparse cuts,
and so it is an α3-expander.
The total running time of the algorithm is bounded by O((nˇ poly log n)/α3) as before.
6.3 Part 3 of the Algorithm.
Recall that, so far, we have computed a core structure (K,U(K), GˇK ,WK) in graph Gˇ, where
V (WK) = K, K ∪ U(K) = V (Gˇ), and GˇK = Gˇ. Moreover, we are guaranteed that |U(K)| ≤
8nˇ/ log n, and with high probability, WK is a 4α∗-expander. In this part, we modify this core
structure to turn it into an h-core structure, with the desired properties.
Our first step is to compute an arbitrary maximal matching M between the vertices of K and
the vertices of U(K) in graph Gˇ. Consider now the graph W ′, obtaining by taking the union of
the graph WK , and the matching M . It is easy to verify that, if WK is a 4α∗-expander, then
W ′ is an α∗-expander. Graph W ′ will be the final witness graph for the core structure that we
are constructing. For every edge e ∈ E(W ′), if e ∈ WK , then its embedding P (e) remains the
same; otherwise, e ∈M , and we embed e into itself.
The set K ′ of the core vertices is defined as follows: it contains every vertex v ∈ Υ, such that
v ∈ V (W ′), and at least h/(64 log n) neighbors of v in graph Gˇ belong to V (W ′). Set U(K ′)
contains all vertices of Gˇ that do not lie in K ′. The graph GK
′
associated with the core structure
remains Gˇ. By appropriately setting the constant c∗ in the definition of our parameters, it is
immediate to verify that, provided that K ′ 6= ∅ and |U(K ′)| ≤ |K ′|, we obtain a valid h-core
structure K′ = (K ′, U(K ′), GˇK ′ ,W ′), with K ′ ∪ U(K ′) = V (Gˇ) and K ′ ⊆ Υ. Moreover, with
high probability, K′ is a perfect h-core structure. The following claim is central to the analysis
of this part.
Claim 6.9 Set K ′ contains all but at most 16nˇ/ log n vertices of Υ.
Proof: Let S = Υ \K ′. We partition S into two subsets: set S′ contains all vertices that lied
in U(K); in other words, these vertices did not serve as vertices of WK . From Theorem 6.4,
|S′| ≤ 8nˇ/ log n. Let S′′ = S \ S′ be the set of the remaining vertices of S. Recall that each
vertex of Υ has at least h/(32 log n) neighbors in Gˇ, but each vertex v ∈ S′′ has fewer than
h/(64 log n) neighbors in Gˇ that lie in V (W ′). Therefore, for each vertex v ∈ S′′, there is a set
N ′(v) of at least h/(64 log n) vertices, such that each vertex u ∈ N ′(v) is a neighbor of v in Gˇ,
but u 6∈ V (W ′), and in particular u ∈ U(K). Since the matching M that we have computed
before is a maximal matching, every vertex in S′′ must have an edge of M incident to it. But
then the other endpoint of that edge lies in U(K), and |U(K)| ≤ 8nˇ/ log n, so |S′′| ≤ 8nˇ/ log n
must hold. Altogether, |S| ≤ |S′|+ |S′′| ≤ 16nˇ/ log n, as required.
Since we are guaranteed that |Γ| ≤ nˇ/4, we get that K ′ 6= ∅, and |U(K ′)| ≤ |Γ|+ 16nˇ/ log n <
nˇ/2 ≤ |K ′|.
The running time of the algorithm is dominated by the first two parts of the algorithm, and is
bounded by O
((|E(Gˇ)|+ |V (Gˇ)|1+o(1))poly log n). This completes the proof of Theorem 5.3.
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7 Maximum s-t Flow andMinimum s-t Cut in Undirected Vertex-
Capacitated Graphs
In this section we present randomized algorithms to compute a (1 + ǫ)-approximate maximum
s-t flow and a (1 + ǫ)-approximate minimum s-t cut in a simple undirected graph with vertex
capacities, whose expected running time is O(n2+o(1)/ǫO(1)), thus proving Theorem 1.2. We
first describe in detail the algorithm for computing the (1 + ǫ)-approximate maximum s-t flow,
and then briefly sketch the ideas for approximately computing minimum s-t cut.
7.1 Maximum Vertex-Capacitated s-t Flow
In the maximum vertex-capacitated s-t flow problem, we are given an undirected graph G =
(V,E) with capacities c(v) > 0 for vertices v ∈ V , together with two special vertices s and t.
The goal is to compute a maximum flow f from s to t, such that every vertex v carries at most
c(v) flow units. We will also use a variation of this problem, where the graph is directed, and
the capacities are on the edges and not vertices of the graph, which is defined similarly.
We follow the primal-dual framework for fast computation of approximate multicommodity flow
of [GK98, Fle00]. Our algorithm, which is an analogue of the algorithms of [GK98, Fle00] for
vertex capacities, maintains a length function ℓ on the vertices of the graph, that are iteratively
updated, as the flow the algorithm computes is augmented. For every path P in the graph, we
denote by ℓ(P ) its length with respect to the current vertex-lengths ℓ(v).
We start by establishing that Algorithm 1 below computes a (1+O(ǫ))-approximate maximum s-
t flow, and then use our Decremental SSSP data structure to obtain an efficient implementation
of this algorithm.
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E) with vertex capacities c(v) > 0, a source s, a
sink t, and an accuracy parameter 0 < ǫ ≤ 1.
Output: A feasible s-t flow f .
Set δ = 1+ǫ
((1+ǫ)n)1/ǫ
and R = ⌊log1+ǫ 1+ǫδ ⌋;
Initialize ℓ(v) = δ for every vertex v ∈ V , f ≡ 0;
P ← a (1 + ǫ/3)-approximate shortest s-t path using the length function ℓ;
while ℓ(P ) < min{1, δ(1 + ǫ)R} do
let c be the smallest capacity of an internal vertex of P ;
f(P )← f(P ) + c ; /* Augment the flow f along the path P .*/
For each internal vertex v ∈ P, ℓ(v)← ℓ(v)
(
1 + ǫcc(v)
)
;
P ← a (1 + ǫ/3)-approximate shortest s-t path using length function ℓ on vertices;
end
return solution f scaled down by a factor of log1+ǫ
1+ǫ
δ .
Algorithm 1: An FPTAS for maximum s-t flow in simple undirected vertex-capacitated
graphs
Theorem 7.1 Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) with vertex capacity function c, a source s,
a sink t, and an accuracy parameter 0 < ǫ ≤ 1, Algorithm 1 returns a (1+4ǫ)-approximate maxi-
mum s-t flow. Moreover, the number of augmentation steps is bounded by κ = O(n log1+ǫ
1+ǫ
δ ) =
O((n log n)/ǫ2).
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Proof: We prove the theorem by coupling the execution steps of Algorithm 1 to the execution
steps of a similar algorithm of Fleischer [Fle00] for approximate multicommodity flow in edge-
capacitated directed graphs. Algorithm 2 presents the algorithm of [Fle00] for maximum s-t
flow for directed edge-capacitated graphs. We note that the algorithm of [Fle00] is written
for the more general multicommodity flow problem, while the version presented here is its
restriction to the single-commodity case. It was shown in [Fle00] that the algorithm returns a
(1 + 4ǫ)-approximate s-t flow upon termination.
Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) with capacities on vertices, we use a standard transfor-
mation to turn it into a directed graph G′ = (V ′, E′) that will serve as input to Algorithm 2,
as follows. Let C denote maximum vertex capacity in G, and let C ′ = n3C/ǫ. For each vertex
v, we add two vertices v− and v+ to V ′. For each edge (u, v) in G where u, v ∈ V , we add the
edges (u+, v−) and (v+, u−) to E′, each with capacity C ′ – we refer to these edges as special
edges. Now for each vertex v ∈ V , we add to E′ an edge (v−, v+) of capacity c(v) – we refer to
these edges as regular edges. Let s′ = s− and t′ = t+.
Note that this is the standard reduction from undirected vertex-capacitated maximum flow to
the directed edge-capacitated maximum flow, and it is well known that the value of the maximum
(vertex-capacitated) s-t flow in G is equal to the value of the maximum (edge-capacitated) s′-t′
flow in G′. In particular, any s-t path in G, say, s → vi1 → vi2 → . . . → vik → t, can be
naturally mapped to the corresponding s′-t′ path in G′, namely, s′ → s+ → v−i1 → v+i1 → v−i2 →
. . . → v+ik → t− → t′. Conversely, any s′-t′ path in G′ can be mapped to a corresponding s-t
path in G in a similar manner. Finally, note that each augmentation in G increase the length
of some vertex by a factor of (1+ ǫ). It follows that after κ = O(n log1+ǫ
1+ǫ
δ ) = O((n log n)/ǫ
2)
augmentations in G, the length of every vertex is at least 1 and the algorithm terminates.
We now argue that, using the 1-1 mapping between the s-t paths in G and the s′-t′ paths in
G′ described above, we can couple together the executions of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. In
particular, whenever Algorithm 1 updates the s-t flow along a path P in G, we will apply the
update along the corresponding s′-t′ path P ′ in G′ in Algorithm 2. This ensures that at all
times during the coupled execution of the two algorithms, for each regular edge e = (v−, v+) in
G′, we have ℓ′(e) = ℓ(v).
While during the coupled executions of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, we maintain the invariant
that the regular edges in G′ have the same length as the corresponding vertices in G, we
additionally have special edges in G′ which have positive length and no analog in the graph G.
This creates a difficulty in directly establishing that any approximate s-t shortest path P in G
corresponds to an almost equally good s′-t′ shortest path P ′ in G′. Thus in order to facilitate
this coupling, we make slight modifications in the graphs G and G′, and analyze the coupled
executions on these modified graphs. We attach a path Γ of length 3n/ǫ in G to the vertex s
with each vertex on the path assigned a capacity of C ′, and set the source s to be the endpoint
of this path that has degree 1 in the resulting graph. We make an analogous transformation in
the graph G′ and attach a directed path Γ′ of length 3n/ǫ in G′ to the vertex s− where each
edge e on Γ′ is assigned a capacity of C ′, and set the source s′ to be the endpoint of this path
that has degree 1 in the resulting graph. It is easy to see that these modifications neither alter
the value of the maximum s-t vertex-capacitated flow in the graph G nor alter the value of the
maximum s′-t′ edge-capacitated flow in the graph G′. Moreover, the 1-1 mapping between the
s-t paths in G and the s′-t′ paths in G′ described above continues to hold with the prefix Γ on
each s-t path in G mapping to Γ′ and vice versa.
We are now ready to establish the coupling between the execution of Algorithm 1 on (modified)
graph G and the execution of Algorithm 2 on (modified) graph G′.
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To complete the proof of this theorem, we use two simple claims below.
Claim 7.2 During the execution of Algorithm 2, for each special edge e in G′, we have ℓ′(e) ≤
2δ.
Proof: Initially, for any special edge e in G′, we have ℓ′(e) = δ. Since any s′-t′ path in G′
goes through at least one regular edge, and the capacity of each regular edge is bounded by C,
after any augmentation, ℓ′(e′) increases by a factor of at most
(
1 + ǫCC′
)
which is bounded by(
1 + ǫ
2
n3
)
. Thus after any sequence of κ augmentations,
ℓ′(e) ≤ δ
(
1 +
ǫ2
n3
)κ
≤ δe ǫ
2κ
n3 ≤ δe 1n ≤ 2δ,
where the penultimate inequality follows from the fact that κ ≤ n2/ǫ2 for sufficiently large n.
We now use Claim 7.2 to establish the following.
Claim 7.3 During the execution of Algorithm 1, if P is any (1+ ǫ/3)-approximate shortest s-t
in G, and P ′ is its corresponding s′-t′ path in G′, then P ′ is a (1+ ǫ)-approximate shortest s′-t′
path in G′.
Proof: Suppose not. Then during the first κ augmentations, there exists a (1+ǫ/3)-approximate
s-t path P in G such that the corresponding path P ′ is not a (1 + ǫ)-approximate s′-t′ path in
G′. Thus there exists a s′-t′ path Q′ in G′ such that ℓ′(P ′) > (1+ǫ)ℓ′(Q′). Let Q be the s-t path
in G that corresponds to Q′. Then ℓ(Q) ≤ ℓ′(Q′). On the other hand, ℓ′(P ′) ≤ ℓ(P ) + n(2δ)
since any s′-t′ (simple) path contains at most n special edges, and by Claim 7.2, the length of
each special edge is bounded by 2δ during the first κ augmentations. It the follows that:
ℓ(P ) + 2δn ≥ ℓ′(P ′) > (1 + ǫ)ℓ′(Q′) ≥ (1 + ǫ)ℓ(Q),
giving us the inequality ℓ(P ) + 2δn > (1 + ǫ)ℓ(Q). Rearranging terms, we get
ℓ(P ) >
(
1 +
ǫ
3
)
ℓ(Q) +
2
3
ǫℓ(Q)− 2δn.
But any s-t path Q in G has length at least δ|Γ| (recall that |Γ| = 3n/ǫ) so
2
3
ǫℓ(Q)− 2δn ≥ 2
3
ǫδ(3n/ǫ) − 2δn ≥ 0,
which implies ℓ(P ) > (1 + ǫ/3)ℓ(Q). But this is a contradiction to our assumption that P is a
(1 + ǫ/3)-approximate s-t path in G.
We are now ready to complete the proof of the theorem. By the above claim, any (1 + ǫ/3)-
approximate s-t path P in G corresponds to a (1 + ǫ)-approximate s′-t′ path P ′ in G′. Thus
via this coupling, we are running Algorithm 2 on the graph G′, and hence obtain a (1 + 4ǫ)-
approximate flow in G′ upon termination. This, in turn, gives us a (1 + 4ǫ)-approximate flow
in G.
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Input: A directed graph G′ = (V ′, E′) with edge capacities c′(e), a source s′, a sink t′,
and an accuracy parameter 0 < ǫ ≤ 1.
Output: A feasible s′–t′ flow f ′.
Set δ = 1+ǫ
((1+ǫ)n)1/ǫ
and R = ⌊log1+ǫ 1+ǫδ ⌋;
Initialize ℓ′(e) = δ ∀ e ∈ E′, f ′ ≡ 0;
P ′ ← a (1 + ǫ)-approximate shortest s′-t′ path using the length function ℓ′ on edges;
while ℓ′(P ) < min{1, δ(1 + ǫ)R} do
c′ ← mine∈P ′ c′(e) ;
f ′(P ′)← f ′(P ′) + c′ ; /* Augment the flow f ′ along the path P ′.*/
∀e ∈ P, ℓ′(e)← ℓ′(e)
(
1 + ǫc
′
c′(e)
)
;
P ′ ← a (1 + ǫ)-approximate shortest s-t path using the length function ℓ′ on edges;
end
return solution f ′ scaled down by a factor of log1+ǫ
1+ǫ
δ .
Algorithm 2: An FPTAS for maximum s′-t′ flow in edge-capacitated directed graphs
We next describe an efficient implementation of Algorithm 1. We note that for any ǫ ∈ (0, 1], a
(1 + ǫ/3)-approximate shortest s-t path in the original graph G gives a (1 + ǫ/3)-approximate
shortest s-t path in the modified graph G as well; so it is enough to focus on computing (1+ǫ/3)-
approximate shortest s-t path in the original graph G.
Theorem 7.4 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a simple undirected graph G =
(V,E) with vertex capacities c(v) > 0, a source s, a sink t, and an accuracy parameter ǫ ∈ (0, 1],
computes a (1 + 4ǫ)-approximate maximum s-t flow in O(n2+o(1)/ǫO(1)) expected time.
Proof: By Theorem 7.1, it suffices to show that Algorithm 1 can be implemented inO(n2+o(1)/ǫO(1))
expected time. Let δ be as defined in Algorithm 1, and let K = ⌊log1+ ǫ
9
1+ǫ
δ ⌋. We start by creat-
ing a new graph H1 = (V1, E1) where V1 contains vertices s, t, and for each vertex v ∈ V \{s, t},
we add a copy (v, i) for i ∈ {0, . . . ,K} to V1. For each edge (u, v) ∈ E with u, v ∈ V \ {s, t}, we
add an edge between the vertices (u, i) and (v, j) for all i, j ∈ {0, . . . ,K} to H1. For each edge
(s, u) in G, we add to H1 an edge between vertices s and (u, i) for all i ∈ {0, . . . ,K}. Finally, for
each edge (v, t) to G, we add in H1 an edge between vertices (v, i) and t for all i ∈ {0, . . . ,K}.
We next define a length function ℓ1 on the vertices of H1 as follows. We let ℓ1(s) = ℓ1(t) = 0,
and for each vertex (v, i), we let ℓ1((v, i)) = δ
(
1 + ǫ9
)i
. Note that the smallest non-zero vertex-
length is δ, and the largest non-zero vertex-length is (1 + ǫ).
We now show that we can execute Algorithm 1 on the graph G using the Decremental SSSP data
structure on the graph H1 with source s and accuracy parameter ǫ/9. Our implementation will
use O((n log n)/ǫ2) path queries (same as the number of augmentations needed by Algorithm 1).
In the remainder of the proof, we describe how the Decremental SSSP data structure allows us
to implement an oracle that returns a (1+ ǫ)-approximate shortest s-t path in G in O˜(n/ǫO(1))
expected time. Since Theorem 1.1 works on graphs with a length function defined over edges
instead of vertices, we first create a new graph H2 = (V2, E2) which is identical to H1, that is,
V2 = V1 and E2 = E1, but has a length function ℓ2 that is defined over its edges instead of
vertices. For each edge (u, v) in E2 we define ℓ2(u, v) = (ℓ1(u)+ℓ1(v))/2. Since ℓ1(s) = ℓ1(t) = 0,
it is easy to verify that for any s-t path P in H1, its length under the vertex-length function ℓ1
is same as its length under the edge-length function ℓ2.
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Consider the step requiring the computation of the (1 + ǫ/3)-approximate shortest s-t path in
the original G during some iteration of the Algorithm 1. We invoke path-query(t) in H2, and
let P2 be the path returned. If length of P2 is at least min{1, δ(1 + ǫ)R}, we terminate the
execution of the algorithm. Otherwise, we use P2 to compute an s-t path P in G as follows: we
replace each vertex of the form (v, i) on the path P2 with the vertex v. We can assume here
w.l.o.g. that for any vertex (v, i) on the path P2, i is the smallest integer for which the graph
H2 contains a copy of the vertex v (otherwise, we can replace with another copy of v to ensure
this property). We now update in G the length function ℓ(v) for each internal vertex on the
path P using the update rule of Algorithm 1. For any internal vertex (v, i) on the path P2, let j
be the smallest integer such that the updated length ℓ(v) ≤ δ (1 + ǫ9)j. If i < j, then we delete
from H2 vertices (v, i), (v, i + 1), . . . , (v, j − 1). In other words, we maintain the invariant that,
when ℓ(v) ∈ [δ (1 + ǫ9)j−1 , δ (1 + ǫ9)j), the smallest available length for a copy of vertex v in H2
is δ
(
1 + ǫ9
)j
. Consequently, the graph H2 inflates s-t path lengths in G by at most a factor of
(1+ ǫ9). Thus a (1+
ǫ
9)-approximate s-t path in H2 is guaranteed to be a (1+
ǫ
9)
2-approximate
shortest path in G. Note that, since ǫ ≤ 1, we have (1 + ǫ9 )2 ≤ (1 + ǫ/3), and hence this is
equivalent to running Algorithm 1 with accuracy parameter ǫ/3. The resulting maximum s-t
flow is thus (1 + 4ǫ)-approximate as desired.
We conclude by analyzing the total time spent on maintaining the Decremental SSSP data
structure and answering all path queries. Since the graph H2 contains O˜(n/ǫ
2) vertices and
L = O(1/δ), by Theorem 1.1, total expected time spent on processing all vertex deletions
can be bounded by O(n2+o(1)/ǫO(1)). Similarly, total expected time spent on answering all
O((n log n)/ǫ2) path queries is bounded by O(n2+o(1)/ǫO(1)), completing the proof.
7.2 Minimum s-t Cut
In the minimum vertex-capacitated s-t cut problem, we are given a simple undirected graph
G = (V,E) with capacities c(v) > 0 for vertices v ∈ V , together with two special vertices s
and t. The goal is to find a smallest capacity subset X ⊆ V \ {s, t} of vertices whose deletion
disconnects s from t.
The fractional relaxation of this problem asks for a length function ℓ defined over the vertices of
G such that every s-t path has length at least 1 under the function ℓ, and the cost
∑
v c(v)ℓ(v)
is minimized. The fractional minimum s-t cut problem is the dual of the maximum s-t flow
problem, and we start by observing that Algorithm 1 can also be used to compute a near-optimal
fractional solution for minimum s-t problem.
We once again rely on Fleischer’s analysis of Algorithm 2 [Fle00], and the coupling between
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 as described in the proof of Theorem 7.1. Let ℓi denote the
vertex-length function in iteration i of the while loop of Algorithm 1, and let α(i) denote the
shortest s-t path length under the length function ℓi. Then the fractional solution ℓi/α(i)
clearly has the property that the shortest s-t path length is at least 1. Similarly, let ℓ′i denote
the edge-length function in iteration i of the while loop of Algorithm 2, and let α′(i) denote
the shortest s′-t′ path length under the length function ℓ′i. Then the fractional solution ℓ
′
i/α
′(i)
clearly has the property that the shortest s′-t′ path length is at least 1. The analysis of [Fle00]
shows that the solution mini {ℓ′i/α′(i)} is within a factor (1 + 4ǫ) of the optimal fractional s′-t′
cut in G′. Using the coupling between Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, we can also conclude that
mini {ℓi/α(i)} is a (1 + 4ǫ)-approximate fractional s-t cut in G.
Thus to compute a (1 + 4ǫ)-approximate fractional s-t cut in G, it suffices to take the solution
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with a minimum (
∑
v c(v)ℓi(v))/α(i) ratio over all iterations of the while loop in Algorithm 1.
We now show how to efficiently track this value during the execution of Algorithm 1, building on
the implementation given in Theorem 7.4. Let D(i) =
∑
v c(v)ℓi(v). The quantity D(0) = nδ.
After iteration i, the quantity D(i) is same as D(i−1) except for the contribution of the vertices
on the augmenting path P used in iteration i. We can update D(i) to reflect this change in O(n)
time. Thus total time taken to maintain D(i) over all O(n log n/ǫ2) iterations is O(n2 log n/ǫ2).
Finally, the quantity α(i) is computed approximately to within a factor of (1 + ǫ) in every
iteration. So we can compute a solution that minimizes D(i)/α(i) to within a factor of (1 + ǫ),
giving us a fractional s-t cut solution that is within a factor (1+ ǫ)(1+4ǫ) ≤ (1+6ǫ) (assuming
ǫ ≤ 1) of the optimal fractional cut.
Let ℓ∗ be the length function chosen by the above process. The final step of our algorithm is
to convert the fractional s-t cut solution defined by ℓ∗ to an integral solution. We can use the
standard random threshold rounding where we choose a random radius r ∈ [0, 1), and grow a
ball of radius r around s using the length function ℓ∗. Any vertices that intersect the boundary
of this ball are placed in the separator X. It is easy to see that the expected cost of this solution
is
∑
v c(v)ℓ
∗(v).
Putting everything together, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 7.5 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a simple undirected graph G =
(V,E) with vertex capacities c(v) > 0, a source s, a sink t, and an accuracy parameter ǫ ∈ (0, 1],
computes a (1 + 6ǫ)-approximate s-t cut in O(n2+o(1)/ǫO(1)) expected time.
8 Vertex Sparsest Cut in Undirected Graphs
In this section we present a proof of Theorem 1.3. We use the standard definition of vertex
sparsest cut. A vertex cut in a graph G is a partition (A,X,B) of its vertices, so that there
is no edge connecting A to B (note that we allow A = ∅ and B = ∅). The sparsity of the cut
(A,X,B) is ψ(A,X,B) = |X|min{|A|,|B|}+|X| . The goal of the vertex sparsest cut problem is to
compute a vertex cut of minimum sparsity in G. We denote by ψ(G) the minimum sparsity of
any vertex cut in G. Note that, if G is a connected graph, then ψ(G) is at least Ω(1/n) and at
most 1.
We design an algorithm that either produces a cut (A,X,B) with ψ(A,X,B) = O(log4 n) ·
ψ(G), or determines that ψ(G) = Ω(1/ log4 n). In the latter case, we output the vertex cut
(A,X,B) = (∅, V, ∅) of sparsity ψ(A,X,B) = 1 as a trivial solution, thus obtaining an O(log4 n)-
approximate solution. The expected running time of the algorithm is n2+o(1). The following
theorem summarizes our main subroutine.
Theorem 8.1 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a simple undirected n-vertex graph
G = (V,E) and a target sparsity value 0 < α ≤ 1, either computes a vertex cut (A,X,B) with
ψ(A,X,B) = O(α), or with high probability correctly certifies that ψ(G) = Ω(α/ log4 n). The
expected running time of the algorithm is n2+o(1).
We prove Theorem 8.1 below, after we complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 using it. We run
the algorithm from Theorem 8.1 for all sparsity values αi = 2
i/n, for 1 ≤ i ≤ log n. If, for
any 1 ≤ i ≤ log n, the algorithm computes a cut (A,X,B) with ψ(A,X,B) ≤ O(αi), then
we let i∗ be the smallest index for which the algorithm returns such a cut, and we output the
corresponding cut (A,X,B). Otherwise, we are guaranteed that ψ(G) ≥ Ω(1/ log4 n), and we
output the cut (∅, V, ∅).
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From now on we focus on proving Theorem 8.1. We assume that we are given the value
0 < α ≤ 1. Our algorithm implements the cut-matching game of [KRV09] (see Theorem 3.1).
The main tool that we will use is the following lemma.
Lemma 8.2 There is a randomized algorithm, that, given a simple undirected n-vertex graph
G = (V,E), a parameter 0 < α ≤ 1, and two equal-cardinality disjoint subsets A,B ⊆ V of its
vertices, returns one of the following:
• either a vertex cut (Y,X,Z) in G with ψ(Y,X,Z) = O(α);
• or a set Q of at least |A|/100 paths in G, connecting vertices of A to vertices of B, such
that the paths in Q have distinct endpoints, and every vertex in G participates in at most
O(log n/α) paths in Q.
The expected running time of the algorithm is O(n2+o(1)).
We prove Lemma 8.2 below, after completing the proof of Theorem 8.1 using it. We employ the
cut-matching game from Theorem 3.1. Recall that the game lasts for O(log2 n) iterations, that
we call phases. We start with a graph W , whose vertex set is V (W ) = V (G), and E(W ) = ∅.
For all 1 ≤ i ≤ O(log n), in the ith phase, we use the algorithm from Theorem 3.1 to compute
two disjoint equal-cardinality subsets (Ai, Bi) of V (G) in time O(n poly log n). We then attempt
to find a collection Pi of paths that connect every vertex of Ai to a distinct vertex of Bi in G.
In order to do so, we start with Pi = ∅. While Ai, Bi 6= ∅, we iteratively apply Lemma 8.2
to graph G and vertex sets Ai, Bi. If the outcome of the lemma is a vertex cut (Y,X,Z) in
G with ψ(Y,X,Z) = O(α), then we terminate the algorithm and return this cut. Otherwise,
we obtain a set Q of at least |Ai|/100 paths in G, connecting vertices of Ai to vertices of Bi,
such that the paths in Q have distinct endpoints, and every vertex in G participates in at most
O(log n/α) paths in Q. We add the paths of Q to Pi, and we discard from Ai and Bi the
endpoints of the paths in Q. Notice that after O(log n) iterations, if the algorithm does not
terminate with a vertex cut of sparsity O(α), then we obtain a set Pi of paths connecting every
vertex of Ai to a distinct vertex of Bi, such that every vertex of G participates in at most
O(log2 n/α) paths in Pi. The paths in Pi naturally define a matching Mi between the vertices
of Ai and the vertices of Bi. We add the edges of Mi to W . This completes the description of
the ith phase. If our algorithm does not terminate with a vertex cut of sparsity O(α), then the
final graph W is a 12 -expander with high probability. Moreover, for every edge e ∈ E(W ), we
have computed a path Pe connecting its endpoints in G, such that the paths in {Pe | e ∈ E(W )}
cause vertex-congestion O(log4 n/α) in G.
We claim that, if W is a 12 -expander, then ψ(G) = Ω(α/ log
4 n). Indeed, consider any vertex
cut (Y,X,Z) in G, and assume w.l.o.g. that |Y | ≤ |Z|. It is enough to show that ψ(Y,X,Z) =
Ω(α/ log4 n). Note that if Y = ∅, then ψ(Y,X,Z) = 1 = Ω(α/ log4 n) since α ≤ 1, so it suffices
to focus on the case where Y,Z 6= ∅. Let E′ be the set of edges leaving the set Y in graph
W , so |E′| ≥ |Y |/2. We further partition E′ into two subsets: set E1 = EW (Y,X) and set
E2 = EW (Y,Z). Since all vertex degrees in W are O(log
2 n), |X| ≥ Ω(|E1|/ log2 n) must hold.
Since all paths in set {Pe | e ∈ E2}must contain a vertex ofX, and the paths in {Pe | e ∈ E(W )}
cause vertex-congestion O(log4 n/α) in G, we get that |X| = Ω(α|E2|/ log4 n). Altogether, we
get that |X| = Ω(α|E′|/ log4 n) = Ω(α|Y |/ log4 n), and so ψ(Y,X,Z) = Ω(α/ log4 n).
It now remains to prove Lemma 8.2. We construct a new simple undirected vertex-capacitated
graph G′ = (V ′, E′) as follows. The vertex set V ′ contains a copy of every vertex v ∈ V , called
a regular copy, that is assigned capacity c(v) = 1/α. For each vertex v ∈ A ∪ B, we add a
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special copy, v′ that is assigned capacity c(v) = 1. Let A′ denote the set of special vertices
corresponding to the vertices of A, and let B′ denote the set of special vertices corresponding
to the vertices of B. The edge set E′ is constructed as follows. For every edge (u, v) ∈ E, we
add the edge (u, v) to E′. Additionally, for every vertex u ∈ A, we add the edge (u′, u) to E′,
and similarly, for every vertex v ∈ B, we add the (v, v′) to E′. This completes the description
of the graph G′. Our goal now is to either compute a collection Q of A′-B′ paths in G′, whose
endpoints are disjoint, and that cause vertex-congestion O(log n/α), such that |Q| ≥ |A|/100,
or find a cut of sparsity O(α) in the original graph G. We do so by employing the standard
primal-dual approach for computing maximum multicommodity flow.
The Primal-Dual Framework. We now describe a primal-dual framework for computing
integral A′-B′ flow in graph G′. This is similar in spirit to the primal-dual framework of [GK98,
Fle00] used in proving Theorem 1.2, but it is better suited for our integral routing application
(see also [AAP93]).
Let P be the set of all paths connecting vertices of A′ to vertices of B′ in G′. We use the
following linear program and its dual.
Primal
Max
∑
P∈P f(P )
s.t. ∑
P∈P:
v∈P
f(P ) ≤ c(v) ∀v ∈ V (G′)
f(P ) ≥ 0 ∀P ∈ P
Dual
Min
∑
v∈V (G′) c(v)xv
s.t. ∑
v∈P xv ≥ 1 ∀P ∈ P
xv ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ V (G′)
Recall that, if we denote by OPT the value of the optimal integral solution to the primal linear
program, and by OPTPrimal and OPTDual the values of the optimal (fractional) solutions to
the primal and the dual LP’s, respectively, then for any feasible dual solution of cost CDual,
OPT ≤ OPTPrimal ≤ OPTDual ≤ CDual.
The algorithm starts with an infeasible dual solution, where for every vertex v ∈ V ′, we set
xv = 0, and a path set Q = ∅. Throughout the algorithm, we increase the vertex lengths xv and
add paths to Q. At every point in the algorithm, for every path P ∈ P, we define its length to
be
∑
v∈P xv.
We assume for now that we are given an oracle, that, in every iteration, either produces a path
P ∈ P, whose length is less than 1, or certifies that every path in P ∈ P has length at least
(1 − ǫ) for some ǫ ∈ (0, 1/2). An iteration is executed as follows. If the oracle returns a path
P ∈ P of length less than 1, then we add P to Q. Assume that a ∈ A′ and b ∈ B′ are the
endpoints of P . We set xa = xb = 1, and, for every regular vertex v ∈ V ′ that lies on P , we
update the value xv as follows. If xv = 0, then we set xv = 1/n; otherwise, we set xv = (1+α)xv .
Notice that in every iteration, the number of the paths we route increases by 1, while the cost
of the dual solution value increases by at most 4 (since α ≤ 1). Therefore, if Q if the current
set of paths that we have routed, then |Q| ≥ (∑v∈V ′ c(v)xv)/4 holds throughout the algorithm.
Notice that all paths in Q are guaranteed to have distinct endpoints. The algorithm terminates
once the oracle reports that every path in P has length at least (1 − ǫ). We now consider two
cases.
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The first case happens if |Q| ≥ |A|/100 at the end of the algorithm. In this case, we return
a set Q′ of paths, obtained from the set Q of paths by deleting, for every path Q ∈ Q, its
first and last vertex. This ensures that the paths of Q′ are contained in the original graph G.
Notice that their endpoints still remain disjoint. Moreover, it is easy to see that the paths in
Q′ cause vertex-congestion at most O(log n/α) in G, since after O(log n/α) updates of the form
xv = (1+α)xv , the value xv > 1, and hence v cannot be on any path P ∈ P of length less than
1.
Assume now that |Q| < |A|/100. We show a near-linear algorithm to compute a cut of sparsity
at most O(α) in G. Recall that, upon the termination of the algorithm, every A′-B′ path has
length at least (1− ǫ). So if we scale up the value xv for every regular vertex v by 1/(1− ǫ) ≤ 2,
we obtain a feasible dual solution of value at most 8|Q|.
Let A′′ ⊆ A′ and B′′ ⊆ B be the sets of vertices that do not serve as endpoints for paths in Q.
Notice that |A′′|, |B′′| > 99|A|/100, and for all v ∈ A′′ ∪B′′, xv = 0. Consider a new graph G′′,
obtained from G′, after we delete all vertices of A′ \ A′′ and B′ \ B′′ from it; unify all vertices
of A′′ into a new source s′; and unify all vertices of B′′ into a new sink t′. The current values
xv for regular vertices v ∈ V ′ now define a feasible solution to the minimum s′-t′ cut LP in
this new graph G′′. The value of this s′-t′ cut LP solution is at most 8|Q| ≤ 8|A|/100, since
|Q| ≤ |A|/100. We can now once again use the standard random threshold rounding to recover,
in expected time O(|V |+ |E|), an integral s′-t′ vertex cut in G′′ of cost at most |A|/10. Let X ′
be the set of vertices deleted in this s′-t′ cut – note that all vertices in X ′ are regular vertices.
Since each vertex in X ′ has capacity of 1/α, it must be that |X ′| ≤ α|A|/10.
We now construct a vertex cut of sparsity O(α) in the original graph G. Let Aˆ ⊆ A be the
set of vertices of G corresponding to the vertex set A′′, that is: Aˆ = {a | a′ ∈ A′′}, and let
Bˆ be defined similarly for B′′. By our construction of G′′, graph G \ X ′ contains no path
connecting a vertex of Aˆ to a vertex of Bˆ (but it is possible that Aˆ ∩ X ′, Bˆ ∩ X ′ 6= ∅). We
let Y be the union of all connected components of G \X ′ containing vertices of Aˆ, and we let
Z = V (G) \ (X ′ ∪ Y ). Our algorithm returns the cut (Y,X ′, Z). We now analyze its sparsity.
Recall that |X ′| ≤ α|A|/10, while |Aˆ|, |Bˆ| ≥ 99|A|/100. Since α ≤ 1, at least 0.8|A| vertices of
Aˆ lie in Y , and similarly, at least 0.8|A| vertices of Bˆ lie in Z. Therefore, |Y |, |Z| ≥ 0.8|A|, and
the sparsity ψ(Y,X ′, Z) ≤ O(α).
Before we discuss the implementation of the oracle, we analyze the running time of the algorithm
so far. The running time of the primal-dual part is bounded by the number of updates to the
vertex lengths xv. It is easy to verify that each such variable xv is updated at most O(log n/α)
times, and so the total running time of this part, excluding the time needed to respond to
the oracle queries, is O(n log n/α) = O(n2 log n). The final step of computing the cut via the
random threshold algorithm has expected running time O(n+ |E(G)|). It now remains to show
how to implement the oracle.
Implementing The Oracle using Vertex-Decremental SSSP We fix the parameter ǫ =
1/2. The oracle is implemented using vertex-decremental SSSP in essentially identical fashion
to the one given in the proof of Theorem 7.4; and we omit repeating the details here. Recall
that the total expected update time of the oracle is O(n2+o(1)), and the expected query time
is O(n poly log n) per query. The primal-dual algorithm above uses at most |A| = O(n) path
queries. Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 7.4, total expected time taken to maintain the
decremental SSSP data structure and answer all path queries is bounded by n2+o(1). This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
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A Proof of Theorem 4.4
The proof uses arguments almost identical to those from [Ber17]. Our starting point is a data
structure similar to that defined in [Ber17], that is called WSES (weight-sensitive Even-Shiloah).
Its input is the initial extended light graph GˆL, a source vertex s, a distance parameter D, and
an error parameter ǫ. Recall that every special vertex vC of Gˆ
L represents some connected
component C in one of the heavy graphs GHi . For convenience, abusing the notation, in this
section we view C as the set of vertices that belong to the connected component.
The data structure starts from the initial extended light graph GˆL, which then undergoes a
number of transformations, described below. As the graph evolves due to these transformations,
it may no longer coincide with the current extended light graph GˆL, and so we denote the
current graph obtained over the course of the sequence of transformations by G˜. The algorithm
maintains a tree T ⊆ G˜, whose root is s, such that every vertex u with distG˜(s, u) ≤ D lies in T .
Moreover, if u ∈ V (T ), then distG˜(s, u) ≤ distT (s, u) ≤ (1 + ǫ) distG˜(s, u). The data structure
supports the following three operations:
• Delete an edge e from the graph G˜, denoted by WSES-Delete(e);
• Insert an eligible edge e into the graph G˜, denoted by WSES-Insert(e); a new edge e =
(u, u′) of length 1 ≤ ℓ(e) ≤ D is eligible for insertion iff ℓ(e) is an integer, u and u′ are
regular vertices, and there is some special vertex vC to which they are both currently
connected.
• Create a twin vC′ of a special vertex vC , denoted by WSES-Twin(vC , C ′). Here, we are
given a special vertex vC , and a subset C
′ ⊆ C containing at most half the vertices of
C. We need to insert a new special vertex vC′ into the graph, and to connect it to every
vertex of C ′ with a special edge of length 1/4. Additionally, if vC lies in the current tree
T and p is its parent in the tree, but p 6∈ C ′, then we add the special edge (vC′ , p) of
length 1/4 to the graph. We will exploit this operation in order to split special vertices
that represent connected components of the graphs GHi .
The following theorem follows from Lemma 4.3 from [Ber17] with slight changes; for complete-
ness we provide its proof in Section B.
Theorem A.1 There is a deterministic algorithm, that, given the initial extended light graph
GˆL, undergoing operations WSES-Delete, WSES-Twin, and WSES-Insert for eligible edges, and
parameters D ≥ 1, 0 < ǫ < 1, maintains a tree T ⊆ G˜ (where G˜ is the current graph obtained
from GˆL after applying a sequence of the above operations), rooted at s, such that for every vertex
u ∈ V (G˜) with distG˜(s, u) ≤ D, u ∈ V (T ), and distT (s, u) ≤ (1 + ǫ) distG˜(s, u). Additionally,
for each such vertex u ∈ V (T ), a value δ(u) ≥ distT (s, u) is stored with u, such that δ(u) ≤
(1 + ǫ) distG˜(s, u). The total update time of the algorithm is O
(
nD logn
ǫ
)
+ O
(∑
e∈E
D logn
ǫℓ(e)
)
,
where E is the set of all edges that were ever present in graph G˜, and n is the total number of
vertices that were ever present in graph G˜.
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WSES-Cluster-Split(C,C1, C2)
Input: names C,C1, C2 of clusters with vC ∈ V (GˆL) and a list of vertices in C1.
1. Perform operation WSES-Twin(vC , V (C1)) on Gˆ
L. Rename vC as vC2 .
2. Let p be the parent of vC2 in the tree T maintained by WSES data structure. If
p 6∈ C1, execute WSES-Delete((p, vC1)).
3. For each vertex z ∈ V (C1), delete the edge e′z = (vC2 , z) from GˆL by running
WSES-Delete(e′z).
Figure 2: Procedure WSES-Cluster-Split.
Recall that the extended light graph GˆL consists of two types of vertices: the regular vertices are
the vertices of V (G), and the special vertices, defined as follows: for every 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, for every
connected component C ∈ GHi , there is a special vertex vC , that connects to every (regular)
vertex of C with an edge of length 1/4. We call the edges incident to special vertices special
edges, and the remaining edges of GˆL regular edges. We maintain the WSES data structure
from Theorem A.1, starting from the initial graph GˆL, with the original source vertex s, error
parameter ǫ/2, and the distance bound 8D. Observe that, over the course of the algorithm,
graph GˆL undergoes the following changes.
First, when some vertex v∗ is deleted from G, then we need to delete every edge incident to v∗
from GˆL. This can be implemented through the WSES-Delete procedure.
Second, when some vertex v that was heavy for some class i, becomes light for that class, we
insert all edges that are incident to v in GHi into Gˆ
L. We claim that these insertions can be
implemented by using the WSES-Insert operation, as each inserted edge is eligible for insertion.
Indeed, consider any such edge e = (u, u′). Since e ∈ GHi before its insertion into GˆL, vertices
u and u′ lie in the same connected component of GHi , that we denote by C. But then there is
a special vertex vC in Gˆ
L, that is connected to both u and u′, so e is an eligible edge.
The third type of changes is when for some 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, some connected component C of GHi
splits into two connected components, C1 and C2. We assume that |V (C1)| ≤ |V (C2)|. In this
case, we need to delete vC from Gˆ
L, and add vC1 and vC2 , together with length-1/4 edges that
connect every vertex u ∈ V (C1) to vC1 and every vertex u′ ∈ V (C2) to vC2 . We denote the
required update operation to the WSES data structure by WSES-Cluster-Split(C,C1, C2). As
input, this operation receives the names C,C1, C2 of the corresponding components, and a list
of all vertices in C1 (recall that |V (C1)| ≤ |V (C2)|). We show that the required update can
be implemented by executing a suitable sequence of WSES-Twin and WSES-Delete operations.
The algorithm appears in Figure 2.
It is immediate to see that the algorithm for WSES-Cluster-Split updates the graph GˆL correctly.
We now bound the total number of vertices and edges that were inserted into the graph as a
part of the WSES-Cluster-Split operation. Notice that when a cluster C is split into C1 and
C2, with |C1| ≤ |C2|, we insert one new vertex and at most |C1|+ 1 new edges into the graph:
one edge incident to every vertex of C1. We say that every vertex of C1 is responsible for the
unique new edge that is inserted into the graph and is incident to it, and one of these vertices is
responsible for the one additional edge – the edge connecting vC1 to p. Since |C1| ≤ |C|/2, every
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regular vertex of GˆL will be responsible for at most 2λ log n edge insertions – at most 2 log n edge
insertions due to the splitting of clusters of GHi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ λ. Therefore, the total number
of special edges inserted into GˆL due to cluster splitting is O(nλ log n) = O(n logD log n). It
is easy to verify that the total number of special vertices inserted into the graph due to cluster
splitting is O(nλ) = O(n logD).
Next, we bound the total update time needed to maintain the WSES data structure for GˆL. Re-
call that, from Theorem A.1, the total running time is bounded byO
(
n′D logn′
ǫ
)
+O
(∑
e∈E
D logn′
ǫℓ(e)
)
,
where E is the set of all edges ever present in the graph G˜, and n′ is the total number of vertices
ever present in the graph. Recall that n′ = O(n logD), and that (ER, ES) is the partition of
E′ into sets containing regular and special edges, respectively, where |ES | = O(n logD log n).
The first term in the bound on the running time becomes:
O
(
n′D log n′
ǫ
)
= O
(
nD logD log(n logD)
ǫ
)
= O
(
nD log n log2D
ǫ
)
.
The contribution of the special edges to the second term is bounded by:
O
(
|ES | · D log n
′
ǫ
)
= O
(
n logD log n · D log(n logD)
ǫ
)
= O
(
nD log2 n log2D
ǫ
)
.
Lastly, the contribution of the regular edges to the second term is bounded by:
O

∑
e∈ER
D log n′
ǫℓ(e)

 = O

∑
e∈ER
D log n logD
ǫℓ(e)

 .
In total, the running time is bounded by:
O
(
nD log2 n log2D
ǫ
)
+O

∑
e∈ER
D log n logD
ǫℓ(e)

 .
In addition to maintaining the data structure WSES from Theorem A.1, our algorithm main-
tains, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, a connectivity/spanning forest data structure CONN-SF(GHi ). Recall
that the total time required to maintain each such structure is O
(
(|E(GHi )|+ n
)
log2 n) ≤
O(n2 log2 n), and the total time required to maintain all such structures for all 1 ≤ i ≤ λ is at
most O(n2λ log2 n) = O(n2 logD log2 n). Finally, for every vertex v ∈ V (G) and every index
1 ≤ i ≤ λ, if v ∈ GHi , we maintain the degree di(v) of v in GHi .
It now remains to describe the algorithm for handling a deletion of a vertex v∗ from the graph
G. Over the course of the update step, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, we will maintain a set Qi of vertices
that need to be deleted from GHi , and the set Eˆi of edges that are incident to all these vertices.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. We consider the indices 1 ≤ i ≤ λ one-by-one. Consider
the current index i. We start with Eˆi = ∅. If v∗ 6∈ GHi , then we terminate the algorithm and
continue to the next index i. Otherwise, we initialize Qi = {v∗}. While Qi 6= ∅, let v be any
vertex in Qi. We delete v from G
H
i , and add every edge incident to v in G
H
i to Eˆi. For every
neighbor u of v in GHi , we decrease di(u) by 1. If di(u) falls below τi and u 6∈ Qi, we add u to
Qi.
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Once Qi = ∅, we start processing all edges of Eˆi, one-by-one. While Eˆi 6= ∅, let e be any edge
in Eˆi. We run Procedure Proc-Delete-Edge for edge e and index i; the procedure is described in
Figure 3.
Procedure Proc-Delete-Edge
Input: an integer 1 ≤ i ≤ λ and an edge e = (u,w) ∈ E(GHi ).
1. If e is not incident to the original vertex v∗, insert edge e into the WSES data
structure and into GˆL, using operation WSES-Insert(e) (as discussed above, e is an
eligible edge).
2. Delete edge e from CONN-SF(GHi ).
3. Check whether u,w remain connected in CONN-SF(GHi ) in time O(log n/ log log n).
If so, terminate the procedure.
We assume from now on that u and w are no longer connected in CONN-SF(GHi ).
We denote by C the original connected component to which they belonged before
the deletion, and by C1, C2 the two new components. Next, we will try to establish
which of the two components is smaller.
4. Run two BFS searches in parallel: one in the tree of CONN-SF(GHi ) to which u
belongs, and one in the tree containing w, so that both searches explore the same
number of vertices at each time step; store all vertices explored. Terminate the
algorithm once one of the two trees is completely explored. We assume w.l.o.g.
that it is the tree corresponding to C1.
5. Run WSES-Cluster-Split(C,C1, C2) with the list of vertices of C1.
Figure 3: Procedure Proc-Delete-Edge
Once Eˆi = ∅, we continue to the next index i + 1. Once we finish processing all indices,
we delete from GˆL all edges incident to the original vertex v∗ one-by-one, using procedure
WSES-Delete(GˆL, e). This finishes the procedure for the deletion of a vertex v∗ from G. We have
already accounted for the total time needed to maintain data structure WSES, and this includes
the running time needed for cluster splitting. The BFS searches on the trees corresponding to
clusters C1 and C2 terminate in time O (min {|C1|, |C2|}), and can be charged to the cluster
splitting procedureWSES-Cluster-Split(C,C1, C2) – this will not increase its asymptotic running
time. The total time needed to maintain the CONN-SF(GHi ) data structures for all 1 ≤ i ≤ λ is
O(n2 log2 n logD), and this includes the time required to answer connectivity queries, as we only
ask one connectivity query for each edge deleted from GHi . The total running time that is needed
to maintain all data structures is therefore bounded by O(n2 logD log2 n)+O
(
nD log2 n log2D
ǫ
)
+
O
(∑
e∈ER
D logn logD
ǫℓ(e)
)
, as required.
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B Proof of Theorem A.1
Throughout the proof, the notation dist(u, u′) refers to the distance from u to u′ in graph G˜.
The theorem is proved by modifying the standard ES-Tree algorithm; we follow the proof of
Lemma 4.3 from [Ber17] almost exactly. We scale all distances up by factor 4, so that all special
edges have length 1, and the length of every regular edge is an integer greater than 3. For
simplicity, we assume that ǫ = 1/k for some integer k > 4; this can be done so that the value
of ǫ decreases by at most factor 4. Recall that we start with the graph GˆL that undergoes
WSES-Delete, WSES-Insert and WSES-Twin operations, and that the current graph is denoted
by G˜. We denote V (G˜) by V . We also denote by E the set of all edges that were ever present
in G˜, and m = |E|. We let n be the total number of vertices that were ever present in G˜. We
will use the following definition.
Definition. Given an edge e and a number x > 0, ROUNDe(x) is the smallest number y > x
that is an integral multiple of ǫℓ(e). Note that x < ROUNDe(x) ≤ x+ ǫℓ(e), and, since all edge
lengths are integral, ROUNDe(x) is an integral multiple of ǫ.
The algorithm maintains a tree T ⊆ G˜, that is rooted at the vertex s, and contains a subset of
the vertices of V . For every vertex u ∈ V , we maintain a value δ(u), which is our estimate on
dist(s, u). For every vertex u ∈ V (T ), we also maintain a heapHu that contains all its neighbors.
However, the key associated with every neighbor is computed differently than in the ES-Tree
algorithm. For every neighbor w of u, we maintain a local copy δu(w), which is the local estimate
of u on the value δ(w). We will ensure that δ(w) ≤ δu(w) ≤ ROUNDe(δ(w)) ≤ δ(w) + ǫℓ(e),
where e = (u,w). For every neighbor w of u, we store the vertex w in Hu, with the key
δu(w) + ℓ(u,w). We ensure that the following invariants hold for every vertex u in V (T )
throughout the algorithm (some of these invariants repeat the properties stated above).
J1. If u = s then δ(u) = 0. Otherwise, if p is the parent of u in T , then δ(u) = δu(p)+ ℓ(u, p),
and p is the element with the smallest key in Hu.
J2. If e = (u,w) is an edge incident to u, then δ(w) ≤ δu(w) ≤ ROUNDe(δ(w)) ≤ δ(w)+ ǫℓ(e);
and
J3. Value δ(u) does not decrease over the course of the algorithm, and it is always an integral
multiple of ǫ between 0 and (1 + ǫ)D (if vertex u is inserted due to a call to WSES-Twin
operation, this holds from the moment of insertion). Similarly, for every neighbor w of u,
value δu(w) does not decrease over the course of the algorithm, and it is always an integral
multiple of ǫ (if edge (u,w) is inserted due to a WSES-Twin or WSES-Insert operations,
this holds only from the moment the edge is inserted).
We also ensure the following invariant.
J4. If u ∈ V \ V (T ), then δ(u) > (1 + ǫ)D and dist(s, u) > D. From the moment u is deleted
from T , δ(u) does not change, and δ(u) < 2D.
Claim B.1 Assume that the invariants (J1)–(J4) hold throughout the algorithm. Then, through-
out the algorithm, for every vertex u ∈ V (T ), dist(s, u) ≤ δ(u) ≤ (1 + ǫ) dist(s, u). Moreover, if
Pu is the path connecting u to s in T , then the length of Pu is at most δ(u).
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Proof: We first show that for every vertex u ∈ V (T ), δ(u) ≥ dist(s, u). The proof is by
induction on the number of edges on the path Pu, connecting u to s in the tree T . If Pu
contains 0 edges, then u = s, and, from Invariant (J1), δ(u) = 0 = dist(s, u). Assume now
that u 6= s, and let p be the parent of u in T . From the induction hypothesis, δ(p) ≥ dist(s, p).
From Invariant (J1), δ(u) = δu(p) + ℓ(u, p); from Invariant (J2), δu(p) ≥ δ(p), and therefore,
altogether, δ(u) ≥ δ(p) + ℓ(u, p) ≥ dist(s, p) + ℓ(p, u) ≥ dist(s, u).
We now turn to prove that for every vertex u ∈ V (T ), δ(u) ≤ (1 + ǫ) dist(s, u). Let P ∗u be the
shortest path connecting s to u in G˜, and among all such paths, choose the one with fewest edges,
breaking ties arbitrarily. The proof is by induction on the number of edges on P ∗u . If P ∗u contains
no edges, then u = s, and δ(u) = 0 = dist(s, u) form Invariant (J1), so the claim is true. Assume
now that P ∗u contains i edges, and that the claim is true for all vertices w ∈ V (T ), for which P ∗w
contains fewer than i edges. Let w be the penultimate vertex on P ∗u . Observe that, if we let P ′
be the path obtained from P ∗u , by deleting the vertex u from it, then P ′ must be the shortest
s–w path in G˜, and among all such paths, it contains the smallest number of edges. Assume
first that w ∈ V (T ). Then, from the induction hypothesis, δ(w) ≤ (1+ ǫ) dist(s,w). The key of
w in the heap Hu is δu(w) + ℓ(u,w) ≤ δ(w) + ǫℓ(u,w) + ℓ(u,w) ≤ (1+ ǫ)(dist(s,w) + ℓ(u,w)) ≤
(1 + ǫ) dist(s, u) (we have used Invariant (J2) for the first inequality.) Since δ(u) is equal to
the smallest key in Hu, we get that δ(u) ≤ (1 + ǫ) dist(s, u). Finally, if w 6∈ V (T ), then, from
Invariant (J4), dist(s,w) > D, so dist(s, u) > D must hold as well. However, since u ∈ V (T ),
from Invariant (J3), δ(u) ≤ (1 + ǫ)D ≤ (1 + ǫ) dist(s, u).
We now turn to prove the last assertion. The proof is by induction on the number of edges on
the path Pu, connecting u to s in the tree T . If Pu contains 0 edges, then the claim is trivially
true. Assume now that Pu contains i > 0 edges, and let p be the parent of u in T . From the
induction hypothesis, the length of the path connecting p to s in T is at most δ(p). Therefore,
the length of the path Pu is at most δ(p) + ℓ(p, u) ≤ δu(P ) + ℓ(p, u) = δ(u).
As in the ES-Tree algorithm, our algorithm will perform inspection of edges, where each inspec-
tion will involve a constant number of standard heap operations and will take O(logm) time.
Recall that in the original ES-Tree algorithm, an edge e = (u,w) is inspected whenever δ(u) or
δ(w) increase. In the former case, we say that e is inspected due to u, and in the latter case,
it is inspected due to w. We will have different rules for edge inspection, which will allow us
to save on the running time for inspecting edges that have large lengths. Let e = (u,w) be an
edge of G˜ (which may either belong to the original graph GˆL, or may have been inserted over
the course of the algorithm).
R1. Edge e is inspected due to u only when ROUNDe(δ(u)) increases. Similarly, edge e is
inspected due to w only when ROUNDe(δ(w)) increases.
R2. Additionally, edge e is inspected when it is added to or is deleted from G˜.
We now bound the total update time of the algorithm due to edge inspections. First, every
edge may be inspected at most once when it is added to G˜ and at most once when it is deleted
from G˜. Consider now some edge e = (u,w). Since, throughout the algorithm, 0 ≤ δ(u) ≤ 2D,
and ROUNDe(δ(u)) is an integral multiple of ǫℓ(e), it may increase at most O
(
D
ǫℓ(e)
)
times over
the course of the algorithm. So edge e may be inspected due to u at most O
(
D
ǫℓ(e)
)
times, and
similarly it can be inspected due to w at most O
(
D
ǫℓ(e)
)
times. Let E denote the set of all edges
that are ever present in the graph G˜. Since every inspection of an edge takes O(log n) time, the
total update time of the algorithm due to edge inspections is O
(∑
e∈E
D logn
ǫℓ(e)
)
.
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Data Structures. We maintain a tree T ⊆ G˜ rooted at s, the values δ(u) and the heaps
Hu for all u ∈ V , as described above. Additionally, for every vertex u ∈ V (T ), whenever δ(u)
increases, we need to be able to quickly identify the edges that are incident to u, which need
to be inspected. In order to do so, for every vertex u ∈ V (T ), we maintain 2D/ǫ buckets
B1(u), . . . , B2D/ǫ(u). For every neighbor w of u, we add w, together with a pointer to the copy
of u in Hw, to one of the buckets. We also add a pointer from w to its copy in a bucket of u.
If vertex w lies in bucket Bi(u), then we need to inspect the edge (u,w), and to update δw(u)
when δ(u) becomes greater than ǫi. We will use the pointer to the copy of u in Hw, that we store
together with w in Bi(u), in order to do it efficiently. We add w to the bucket BROUNDe(δ(u))/ǫ.
Initialization. We construct a shortest-path tree T of G˜ rooted at s, using the algorithm
of Thorup [Tho99] in O(m) time. We then compute, for every vertex u ∈ V , the initial value
δ(u) = dist(s, u); notice that this value is an integer. We delete from T all vertices u with
δ(u) > (1+ ǫ)D. For every vertex u, for every neighbor w of u, we set δu(w) = δ(w). We add w
to the heap Hu with the key δu(w)+ ℓ(u,w), and we add w to the bucket BROUNDe(δ(u))/ǫ, where
e = (u,w). All this can be done in time O
(
m+ Dn logmǫ
)
. Observe that Invariants (J1)–(J4)
hold after the initialization.
Edge Insertion. Suppose we need to insert an eligible edge e = (u,w) into G˜. Recall that
ℓ(e) ≥ 4 is an integer, and that there is some special vertex v = vC , and special edges (u, v),
(w, v) in G˜, each of length 1. We assume that u,w ∈ V (T ), since otherwise we can ignore this
edge (it is easy to verify that dist(s,w) and dist(s, u) do not decrease). From our invariants,
δ(u) ≤ δu(v) + ℓ(u, v) ≤ δ(v) + ǫ + 1 ≤ δv(w) + ℓ(v,w) + ǫ + 1 ≤ δ(w) + 2 + 2ǫ ≤ δ(w) + 3.
Similarly, δ(w) ≤ δ(u) + 3. Therefore, if we let δu(w) = δ(w), and insert w into Hu with the
key δu(w) + ℓ(e), we will still maintain the invariant that δ(u) is the value of the smallest key
in Hu, and in particular it does not decrease. Similarly, we can insert u into Hw with the key
δw(u) + ℓ(e), where δw(u) = δ(u), without violating any invariants. We also insert w into the
appropriate bucket BROUNDe(δ(u))/ǫ(u), together with a pointer to the copy of u in Hw, and
similarly, we insert u into the appropriate bucket BROUNDe(δ(w))/ǫ(w), together with a pointer
to the copy of w in Hu. All this takes O(log n) time, and is included in a single inspection of
the edge e.
Twin Operation. Recall that in the WSES-Twin operation, we are given a special vertex vC ,
together with a subset C ′ ⊆ C of regular vertices. Our goal is to insert a “twin” vertex vC′ for
vC into G˜, and to connect it to every vertex in C
′, and to the parent p of vC in the current tree
T . We add the new vertex vC′ into T as a child of p, setting δp(vC′) = δp(vC), adding vC′ to the
heap Hp with the same key as vC , and to the bucket of p to which vC currently belongs. For
every vertex u ∈ C ′ \ {p}, we similarly set δu(vC′) = δu(vC), add vC′ to Hu with the same key
as vC , and to the bucket of u to which vC currently belongs. We initialize HvC′ using the copies
of the neighbors of vC′ in the heap HvC , and we initialize the buckets of vC′ similarly. We set
δ(vC′) = δ(vC). It is easy to verify that all invariants continue to hold. The running time of
the operation is O(D/ǫ) plus the time needed to inspect every edge incident to vC′ , which is
already accounted for in the analysis of the total running time for edge inspection.
Edge Deletion. Consider a call to procedureWSES-Delete with an edge e = (u,w) that needs
to be deleted from the graph G˜. Assume first that edge e does not belong to the current tree
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T . Then we simply delete u from Hw and the corresponding bucket of w, delete w from Hu and
the corresponding bucket of u, and terminate the procedure. It is immediate to verify that all
invariants continue to hold. Therefore, we assume from now on that edge (u,w) belongs to the
current tree T , and we assume w.l.o.g. that w is the parent of u in T . Let Tu be the subtree of
T rooted at u. Throughout the update procedure, we view the tree Tu as fixed, while the tree
T is changing when vertices of Tu are attached to it.
Throughout the update procedure, we maintain a heap H, containing the vertices of Tu that
we need to inspect. The key stored with each vertex x in H is the current value δ(x). As the
update procedure progresses, δ(x) may grow. We ensure that throughout the update procedure,
Invariants (J1)–(J4) hold (where Invariant (J1) is only guaranteed to hold for vertices that are
currently attached to T ). Additionally, we ensure that the following invariant holds throughout
the update procedure:
J5. For every vertex x in Tu, if y is the vertex in Hx with the smallest key δx(y) + ℓ(x, y),
then δ(x) ≤ δx(y) + ℓ(x, y).
Note that this invariant holds at the beginning of the update procedure due to Invariant (J1).
Initially, H contains a single vertex, the vertex u. Consider some vertex x ∈ Tu, and let y be
the parent of x in Tu, with the corresponding edge denoted by e
′ = (x, y). We will only add x
to H if ROUNDe′(δ(y)) increases. Moreover, for every vertex y in H, and every child vertex x
of y in Tu, for which ROUNDe′(δ(y)) increased (where e
′ = (x, y)), vertex x is added to H the
moment ROUNDe′(δ(y)) increases.
Over the course of the algorithm, every vertex x of Tu is in one of the following four states:
• Untouched: we have never inspected x, and it is not currently attached to the tree T .
If x is untouched, then it does not belong to H, and the value δ(x) did not change during
the current update procedure yet. All descendants of x in Tu are also untouched.
• Settled: we attached x to the tree T . A settled vertex does not belong to the heap H,
and Invariant (J1) holds for it. When a vertex x becomes settled, then every child vertex
y of x in Tu that is currently untouched also becomes settled, as do all descendants of y
in Tu (note that they are also untouched).
• Suspicious: we have added x to the heap H but we did not inspect it yet, and δ(x) has
not changed yet. However, if y is the parent of x in Tv, and e
′ = (x, y) is the corresponding
edge, then ROUNDe′(δ(y)) has increased. A suspicious vertex is not attached to the tree
T ; and
• Changed: we have increased δ(x) in the current update procedure, but x is not yet
settled. All changed vertices belong to H, and a changed vertex is not attached to the
tree. Whenever ROUND(x,y)(δ(x)) increases for any child vertex y of x, we add y to H.
Before we describe our algorithm, we need the following three observations.
Observation B.2 Let y be an untouched vertex. Then there is some vertex y′, that currently
belongs to H, such that y′ is an ancestor of y in Tu, and δ(y) ≥ δ(y′).
Proof: Notice that u is an ancestor of y in Tu, and it belonged to H at the beginning of the
algorithm. Let y′ be an ancestor of y that belonged to H at any time during the algorithm, such
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that y′ is closest ancestor to y among all such vertices. Then all vertices lying on the path P
connecting y′ to y in Tu are either untouched or settled (excluding the vertex y′). We claim that
y′ must currently belong to H. Otherwise, it is a settled vertex, and so all other vertices on the
path P must be settled, including y. Assume that P = (y = y0, y1, . . . , yr = y
′). Then for all
0 ≤ i < r, value δ(yi) did not change yet, and so, from Invariants (J1) and (J2), for 0 ≤ i < r−1,
δ(yi−1) ≥ δ(yi), and in particular δ(y0) ≥ δ(yr−1). Since yr−1 is untouched, if we denote e′ =
(yr−1, y′), then ROUNDe′(δ(y′)) did not change yet, so δ(yr−1) = ROUNDe′(δ(y′))+ℓ(e′) ≥ δ(y′).
Therefore, δ(y0) ≥ δ(y′).
Observation B.3 Let x be a vertex in H, with smallest value δ(x), and let y ∈ Hx be the vertex
minimizing δx(y) + ℓ(x, y). Assume further that δx(y) + ℓ(x, y) ≤ δ(x). Then either y ∈ T \ Tu,
or y is settled; in other words, y is currently attached to T . Moreover, δ(x) = δx(y) + ℓ(x, y).
Proof: Assume that y is not currently attached to T . Then either y ∈ H, or y is untouched.
If y ∈ H, then δ(y) ≥ δ(x) from the choice of x, and, since ℓ(x, y) ≥ 1 and δx(y) ≥ δ(y), we
get that δx(y) + ℓ(x, y) > δ(y) ≥ δ(x), a contradiction. Therefore, y is untouched. But then
from Observation B.2, there is a vertex y′ in H with δ(y′) ≤ δ(y). As before, we get that
δx(y) + ℓ(x, y) > δ(y) ≥ δ(y′) ≥ δ(x) from the choice of x, a contradiction. Therefore, y is
currently attached to T . From Invariant (J5), δ(x) = δx(y) + ℓ(x, y).
Observation B.4 Let x be a vertex in H, with minimum δ(x), and assume that δ(x) > (1+ǫ)D.
Then for every vertex y that is either currently in H or is untouched, δ(y) > (1 + ǫ)D, and
dist(s, y) > D.
Proof: Let y be some vertex that is either currently in H or is untouched. We first claim
that δ(y) > (1 + ǫ)D. Indeed, if y ∈ H, then, from the choice of x, δ(y) ≥ δ(x) > (1 + ǫ)D.
Otherwise, y is an untouched vertex, so from Observation B.2, there is some vertex y′ ∈ H with
δ(y) ≥ δ(y′). But then δ(y′) ≥ δ(x) > (1 + ǫ)D, and δ(y) > (1 + ǫ)D.
Next, we show that dist(s, y) > D. Let P ∗ be the shortest path connecting s to y in G˜, that we
view as directed from y to s, and assume for contradiction that the length of P ∗ is at most D.
Let z be the last vertex on P ∗ that either belongs to H or is untouched, and let z′ be the vertex
following z on P ∗, so that z′ is currently attached to T . Then dist(z, s) = dist(z′, s) + ℓ(z, z′).
From Claim B.1, δ(z′) ≤ (1 + ǫ) dist(z′, s) held before the current update procedure, and, since
δ(z′) did not change over the course of the procedure, while the distances may only increase, this
continues to hold. From Invariant (J2), δz(z
′) ≤ δ(z′) + ǫℓ(z, z′) ≤ (1 + ǫ) dist(z′, s) + ǫℓ(z, z′).
Therefore, vertex z′ is stored in Hz with the key δz(z′)+ ℓ(z, z′) ≤ (1+ ǫ)(dist(z′, s)+ ℓ(z, z′)) ≤
(1 + ǫ) dist(z, s) ≤ (1 + ǫ)D. But, from Invariant (J5), δ(z) ≤ δz(z′) + ℓ(z, z′) ≤ (1 + ǫ)D.
However, since z is either untouched or it belongs to H, we have already established that
δ(z) > (1 + ǫ)D, a contradiction.
We are now ready to describe the update procedure, that is performed as long as H 6= ∅. In
every iteration, we consider the vertex x ∈ H with the smallest key δ(x). If δ(x) > (1+ǫ)D, then
let S be the set of all vertices that currently lie in H or are untouched. From Observation B.4,
for each such vertex y, δ(y) > (1 + ǫ)D and D(s, y) > D. We terminate the update procedure,
and the vertices of S remain un-attached to T .
From now on, we assume that δ(x) ≤ (1 + ǫ)D. Let y ∈ Hx be the vertex minimizing δx(y) +
ℓ(x, y). We now consider two cases. The first case happens when δx(y) + ℓ(x, y) ≤ δ(x). From
Observation B.3, y is currently attached to T , and δ(x) = δx(y) + ℓ(x, y). We attach x to T as
the child of y. All children of x that are currently untouched, as well as all their descendants,
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now become automatically attached to T . It is immediate to verify that Invariants (J1)–(J5)
continue to hold.
The second case is when δx(y) + ℓ(x, y) > δ(x). We then increase δ(x) by (additive) ǫ, so
it remains an integral multiple of ǫ, and return x to H. Additionally, we inspect every edge
e′ = (x,w), where w lies in the bucket Bδ(x)/ǫ for the original value δ(x). For each such edge,
we add w to H, and update the value δw(x) to ROUNDe′(δ(x)) (with respect to the new δ(x)
value), updating also the key of x in Hw. We also add w to the bucket BROUNDe′ (δ(x))/ǫ(x) of x,
again using the new value δ(x). Vertex w now becomes a suspicious vertex. It is immediate to
verify that all invariants continue to hold.
We now analyze the running time of the update procedure. We say that a vertex x is touched
whenever it is removed from H for inspection, or added to H for the first time. Notice that x
can be added to H in two cases: either the algorithm removed the edge e incident to x, in which
case both the addition of x to H and its first inspection are charged to e, or when the value
ROUND(x,y)(δ(y)) increases for its parent y in T . In this case, we again charge the addition of x
to H and the first inspection of x to the edge (x, y). The number of the remaining inspections
of x is bounded by the number of times the value δ(x) has increased in the current update
procedure.
When x is inspected, we perform two basic heap operations: delete x from H, and find the
smallest element of Hx. If x is attached to the tree T , there is nothing more to do (we note
that we do not explicitly set the status of the untouched children of x and their descendants as
“settled”; such vertices will never be added to the heap H, and so they will remain attached to
the tree T through their current parents). If δ(x) increases, then we inspect the corresponding
bucket B(δ(x)/ǫ−1)(x) of x. For every neighbor w of x that lies in that bucket, we need to update
the key of x in Hw and to add w to H. This involves a constant number of heap operations for
each such neighbor w of x, and is charged to the inspection of the edge e = (w, x) due to x,
since ROUNDe(x) has increased. Therefore, every inspection of a vertex x takes time O(log n),
plus additional time that is charged to the inspection of its adjacent edges.
Overall, since every increase of the value δ(x) is by at least ǫ, and δ(x) ≤ 2D, the number of
inspections charged to x is bounded by O(D/ǫ), and the total time spent on these inspections
is O
(
D logm
ǫ
)
. The total running time of the inspections that are charged to the edges was
analyzed before, and is bounded by O
(∑
e∈E
D logm
ǫℓ(e)
)
. Recall that the initialization takes
time O
(
m+ Dn logmǫ
)
. Therefore, the total running time of the algorithm is O
(
Dn logn
ǫ
)
+
O
(∑
e∈E
D logn
ǫℓ(e)
)
.
C Proof of Lemma 6.8
The proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 6.2, except that now we deal with edge-
congestion instead of vertex-congestion, and with regular cuts instead of vertex cuts. As before,
the algorithm is partitioned into phases, where the input to phase i is a pair of subsets Ai ⊆ A,
Bi ⊆ B of vertices that were not routed yet, with |Ai| = |Bi|. We will ensure that during the
ith phase, we either compute a set Pi of at least |Ai| log
3 n
ℓ2
edge-disjoint paths, where every path
connects a distinct vertex of Ai to a distinct vertex of Bi, such that the length of every path
in Pi is at most ℓ; or we will return a cut (X,Y ) with the required properties. The algorithm
terminates once |Ai| < z, and so
⋃i−1
i′=1Pi′ contains more than |A| − z paths. Since we are
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guaranteed that for every i, |Ai| ≤ |Ai−1|(1 − log3 n/ℓ2), the number of phases is bounded by
ℓ2/ log2 n. The final set of paths is P = ⋃i Pi, and, since the paths in every set Pi are edge-
disjoint, the paths in P cause edge-congestion at most ℓ2/ log2 n. We will also ensure that every
phase runs in time O(nˇℓ log3 n), which will ensure that the total running time is O(nˇℓ3 log n), as
required. The input to the first phase is A1 = A and B1 = B. It is now enough to describe the
execution of a single phase. The next claim, which is an analogue of Claim 6.3 for edge-disjoint
routing, and whose proof is almost identical, will finish the proof of the lemma.
Claim C.1 There is a deterministic algorithm, that, given a subgraph W ′ ⊆ W containing at
least half the vertices of W , together with two equal-cardinality subsets A′, B′ of V (W ′), and
with a parameter ℓ > 2log1.5 n, computes one of the following:
• either a collection P ′ of at least |A′| log3 nℓ2 edge-disjoint paths in W ′, where each path con-
nects a distinct vertex of A′ to a distinct vertex of B′ and has length at most ℓ; or
• a cut (X,Y ) in W ′, with |EW ′(X,Y )| ≤ 4 log
4 n
ℓ min {|X|, |Y |}, and |X|, |Y | ≥ |A′|/2.
The running time of the algorithm is O(nˇℓ log3 n).
Proof: We build a new graph H: start with graphW ′, and add a source vertex s that connects
to every vertex in A′ with an edge; similarly, add a destination vertex t, that connects to every
vertex in B′ with an edge. Set up single-source shortest path data structure ES-Tree(H, s, ℓ+1),
up to distance (ℓ+1) in H, with s being the source. While the distance from s to t is less than
(ℓ + 1), choose any path P in H connecting s to t, that has at most (ℓ + 1) edges. Let P ′ be
the path obtained from P , after we delete its endpoints s and t, so that P ′ now connects some
vertex a ∈ A′ to some vertex b ∈ B′. Add P ′ to P ′, and delete all edges of P from H. Notice
that, in particular, the edges (s, a) and (b, t) are deleted from H – this ensures that the paths
in the final set P ′ have distinct endpoints. As before, finding the path P takes time O(ℓ), since
we simply follow the shortest-path tree that the ES-Tree data structure maintains. The total
update time of the data structure is O(|E(H)|ℓ), and the total running time of the algorithm,
that includes selecting the paths and deleting their edges from H, is bounded by O(|E(H)| · ℓ).
We now consider two cases. First, if we have managed to route at least |A
′| log3 n
ℓ2
paths, then we
terminate the algorithm, and return the set P ′ of paths.
Otherwise, consider the current graph H ′, that is obtained from H after all edges participating
in the paths in {P | P ′ ∈ P ′} were deleted. We perform a BFS from the vertices of A′ in this
graph: start from a set S0 containing all vertices of A
′ that are connected to s with an edge
in H ′. Given the current vertex set Sj, let Sj+1 contain all vertices of Sj and all neighbors of
Sj in H
′ \ {s, t}. Similarly, we perform a BFS from the vertices of B′ in H ′: start from a set
T0 containing all vertices of B
′ that are connected to t with an edge in H ′. Given the current
vertex set Tj , let Tj+1 contain all vertices of Tj and all neighbors of Tj in H
′ \ {s, t}.
Using exactly the same reasoning as in the proof of Claim 6.3, there is an index j < ℓ/2,
such that either (i) |Sj+1| ≤ n/2 and |Sj+1| < |Sj |
(
1 + 2 lognℓ
)
; or (ii) |Tj+1| ≤ n/2 and
|Tj+1| < |Tj|
(
1 + 2 lognℓ
)
.
We assume w.l.o.g. that |Sj+1| ≤ n/2 and |Sj+1| < |Sj|
(
1 + 2 lognℓ
)
, and we define the cut
(X,Y ), by setting X = Sj and Y = V (W
′) \X. Clearly, X contains all vertices of A′ that still
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need to be routed, so |X| ≥ |A′|
(
1− log3 nℓ2
)
≥ |A′|/2. Since |Sj+1| ≤ n/2, |Y | ≥ n/2 and in
particular |Y | ≥ |X|. We now bound |EW ′(X,Y )|.
The set EW ′(X,Y ) of edges consists of two subsets: edges that lie on paths in P ′, and the
remaining edges, that belong to the graph H ′. The cardinality of the former set of edges is
bounded by |P ′| · ℓ ≤ |A′| log3 n
ℓ2
· ℓ ≤ |A′| log3 nℓ ≤
2|Sj | log3 n
ℓ . In order to bound the cardinality
of the second set of edges, let Z = Sj+1 \ Sj, so |Z| < 2 lognℓ |Sj|. Every edge in EH′(X,Y )
connects a vertex of Sj to a vertex of Z. Since the maximum vertex degree in W is bounded
by log3 n, the number of such edges is at most |Z| · log3 n ≤ 2 log4 nℓ |Sj |. We conclude that
|EW ′(A,B)| ≤ 4 log
4 n
ℓ min {|X|, |Y |}, and that |X|, |Y | ≥ |A′|/2.
The running time of the first part of the algorithm, when the paths of P ′ are computed is
O(|E(H)| · ℓ), as discussed above. The second part only involves performing two BFS searches
in graph H ′ and computing the final cut, and has running time O(|E(H)|). Since |E(H)| =
O(nˇ log3 n), the total running time is O(nˇℓ log3 n).
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